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of William and Mary Jane (Ladd) Salmond,
and the last of his family name in Maine,
and, Belfast friends think, in this country.
In early life he was a clerk in H. H. Johnson’s dry goods store, later going to Portland, where he clerked in a branch store
with Joseph Hall of this city. While a resident of Portland he married Miss Susan
Louisa Walsh of that city. About 1860 he
went to Boston, where in connection with
his brother-in-law, Alfred Richardson, he
entered the ship chandlery business, which
he conducted many years, and was considered one of the old-timers of Boston in this
He is survived by two daughters,
line.
Mrs. Louise Giddings and Mrs. Anna Hartz,
lie was for many
at whose home he died,
years a resident of South Boston. About a
year ago lie suffered a severe illness and
death was hourly expected for weeks, but
his death came suddenly, the result of heart
failure. Funeral services were held at his
late home Friday and the remains were
brought to this citj Saturday and placed in
the touib in Grove cemetery.

Grange, Thorndike, obigtiui’s birthday last Saturprogram was presented, and
,iI attendance of members,
ii
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Salmond died in Melrose
Highland, Mass., on his 87th birthday, Feb.
18th. lie was a native of Belfast, the sou
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Roxanna, widow of the late John Fitzgerald of Thomaston, died at her home in
Searsmout, Feb. 20th, after an illness of
She w'as eariy
a few weeks, aged 78 years.
bereft of her husband, and her three children preceded her to the Homeland many
rears non.
she was the daughter of the
late William and Rosanna Keating of Searsmont. She leaves two sisters—Mrs. Mary
A. Livermore of Concord, N. 11., and Mrs.
Elizabeth Craig of Searsmont, both of whom
on account of sickness were unable to be
present at the funeral. She also leaves
three nephews—David L. Craig of Searsmont, who tenderly cared lor her in her
last illness, and Philip and George Handley
of Thomaston; also several nieces. She had
many friends in her native town and in
Thomaston. The interment was in Thomaston by the side of her husband.

A letter received from Harry K. Pommery of New York states that Mrs. Poromery, nee Grace McCauley of Belfast, died
in
Feb.;i8th after a few days of

a'hospital

intense suffering. She was taken ill with
the grip, which caused the development, of
other troubles. Mrs. Pommery spent October and November in this city, the guest of
Mrs. W. E. Jones, while her husband was
She was maron a business tripin Europe.
ried April 3, 11107 and spent three months
abroad with her husband. Soon after her
rpturn to New York they went to housekeeping. 11 er age was 36 years.

Mary Elonia, widow of the late Simon
Handley, died at her home in Belfast the
12th inst. She was the daughter of the late
Oliver and Mary Wright of this place, where
her early life was spent and three children
were born to her union with Mr. Handley,
Frank, Hattie and Henry. Fora number of
Mr.
y ears Mrs. Handley after the death of
Handley made Camden her home, w here she

made many friends. For a few years Belfast has been her home, where she lived with
her daughter, Mrs. Hattie Coombs. We can
truly say of Mrs. Handley that she possessed it pleasing way and with the many virluca

sue

»
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sympathy
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The interment was in Hope cemetery Feb.
Rockland
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15th.—Hope
Courier-Gazette.

George Montgomery, a member of a family noted for its longevity, died Feb. 2-ttli at

his home in Warren at the age of 102 years.
He was horn and always lived in the same
house which was bu'lt 112 years ago. lie
leaves a sister, Mis Rebecca Hail, of Warren, aged 95, and a brother, Percy MontAnother
gomery, of ihoinaston, aged 91.
brother died several years ago at the age of
first
steam
rode
on
ttie
94.
Mr. Montgomery
ear between Boston and Lowell.
SECRET SOCIETIES.
stated meeting of Island Luilgp, F.
M., held in Islesboro Feb. loth the
following resolutions were unanimously
adopted:
At

&

a

A.

Whereas God in his wisdom has seen fit
call from our midst a beloved brother to
the grand lodge above Brother E. W. Pendleton who was suddenly called to lay down
the working tools of the order Jan. 15, and
join that innumerable company of loved
ones gone before to be forever with Him
who is without beginning of days or end of
years we sincerelj mourn his loss. Brother Pendleton was born in Islesboro Oct, 1,
1854, was raised to the -Sublime Degree of
Master Mason Feb. 28, 1878, died Jan. 15,
1908, after a brief illness of a few days.
Brother Pendleton was for many years a
successful master mariner retiring from the
sea some five years ago to enjoy life at home
with his companion and friends, lie was
always present at our meetings with a kind
word for all and we shall miss his familiar
voiee.
Therefore, be it resolved that we, the officers and members of Island Lodge, extend
to the bereaved w ife of our departed brothto
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Resolved, That tn his death our lodge
has lost a true and faithful brother who
will long be remembered for his good qualities, the town a respected citizen and his
wife a kind and loving husband
Resolved, That as a token of our respect
the lodge be draped in mourning, these resolutions be spread upou our records and
copies sent to his relatives.
l
J. A. Sprague,
>
Committee
G. A. Warren,
Frank Sherman, )
MAINE WOMEN IN NEW YORK.
The Maine Women's Club of New Tork
held their February meeting on the 15th at
the home of Mrs. F\ W. Ilersey, 15 Cranberry street, Brooklyn. The program was
arranged by Miss Harriet M. Bird and consisted of a debate on the question, “Resolved, That the literature on the subject of
Maine does its people an injustice.” The debate was led by Mrs. Gooduougb, president
of the Contemporary Club, and Miss Mary
Snow of l’ratt Institute, both of whom presented very able and witty arguments in
support of their respective sides of the
questiou. Miss Soule and Miss Carolyn
Swett read papers also, ably supporting the
affirmative. In an interesting paper Miss
Louise Benson reviewed the most recent
novels and gave excerpts supporting the
negative. Mrs. F. C. Gay brought convincing arguments also from Governor Cobb,
Senator Eugene Hale, Laura E. Richards,
Martha B. Dunn, Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens,
Dr..D. A. Robinson and other Maine people
of local and national eminence. The negative won, both on the merits of the question
and of the debate.
The Oiland

Triplets.

Much interest is felt in this section in the
triplets, sons, of Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Gray
of Orland.
The triplets are mw nine
weeks old and are doing finely, growing
steadily, gaining in health, strength and
avoidupuise. The triplets from their birth
have been healthy little fellows. They are
named Kenneth, Kermit and Kelsie. Kenneth, who when he was born weighed 7i
pounds, now weighs 10i; Kermit, who
weighed when born 6$, now weighs 8f, and
Keisie, who weighed 6, now weighs 8J.
Mrs. Gray is very well now, and all are
congratulating Mr. and Mrs. Gray on their
perfectly well boys.

Charles W. Lancaster of This City Enters
Suit Against Mayor Hanson For 9io,ooo

Damages.
entered Feb. 21st for $10,000
damages against Mayor Edgar F. Hanson
by Charles W. Lancaster.
The writ was entered by Arthur Ritchie,
attorney for Mr. Lancaster, and is returnable at the April term of the supreme court.
The service was made at 4'oclock in the
afternoon. The allegations specify slander
in two counts and are in full as follows:
In a plea of the case, for that the
plaintiff is and from his youth has been
of good fauie aud reputation among his
neighbors for honesty and propriety of
conduct and is, and ever has been wholly free from the atrocious crime of defrauding the government or stealing,
but hath always maintained himself by
honest aud industrious attention to his
business and avocation, nevertheless
the said Edgar F. Hanson, not being ignorant of the premises, but fraudulently, maliciously and wickedly tried to injure, blacken and defame the plaintiff
in his good fame aud reputation, and to
injure him in his business and to expose
him to the pains aud penalties prescribed by law for defrauding the government and stealing, did on the first day
of April, A. D., 1907, continuously from
that date to September first, 1907, on
the streets and in public places in the
presence of divers good citizens of said
elfast and in conversation with the
same, with a loud voice speak, utter
aud publish the following false, scandalous aud malicious words of and concerniug the plaintiff, to-wit:
“It was all arranged if the Republicans had won, for Charles Lancaster to
sell a road roller to the city, and steal
$500 of the city’s money.”
Also the said Edgar F. Hanson, not
being ignorant of the premises, but
fraudulently, maliciously and wickedly
contrived to injure, blacken aud defame
the plaintiff in his good fame and reputation and injure him in his business and
expose him to the pains and penalties
prescribed by law for defrauding the
government of its internal revenue did
on the 18th day of February, A. I)., 1908,
atthe Opera House in this city, before a
large audience of the good citizens of
said Belfast, lu a speecU delivered to tne
said citizens, with a loud voice speak, utter, and publish the following false,
scandalous and malicious words of and
concerning the plaintiff, to-wit:
“Yesterday 1 had placed in my hands
letters from a wholesale liquor house in
Boston acknow ledging receipt of orders
for whiskey in Belfast delivered to two
other parties. This makes him (meaning Lancaster), a wholesale liquor dealI can pass one of
er without a license.
those letters to a United States marshal ami he, (meaning Lancaster) will
leave town whether he wants to or not.”
By means of which false and malicious statements and words, plaintiff has
been much injured in his good name
and reputation and is and has been exposed to prosecution for defrauding tbe
government of its internal revenue and
has suffered great anxiety of mind, and
done
persons who otherwise would have
business w ith the plaintiff whereby the
of
sums
made
would
have
large
plaintiff
money, now refuse to do so, all of which
he
as
is to the damage of the plaintiff,
says, the sum of §10,000.
Suit

was
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SCHOONER RACE

Big Schooners Kace up the Coast to Bos.

ton The Alice M.
Heels to the Fleet.

Lawrence Shows

Her

[Boston Globe Feb. 21.]
Bushing across the bay on the last lap of
one of the most hotly contested ocean races
ever
indulged in between big coasting

schooners, half a dozen five and six-masters
reached the lower uarDor last nigm. at was
a tight for supremacy all the way from the
Virginia capes to Boston light. When the
fl-et rounded Cape Cod in the afternoon the
tugs Underwriter, Nepouset and Mercury
were waiting to negotiate a tow, but the
captains of the schooners passed them by
and .lie tugs were unable to keep up with
them on the run across to the lightship.
A stiff southwesterly breeze carried the
Every
vessels along at steamship speed.
sail was set and drawing the white-winged
craft presented a marine picture that will
long he remembered by those who saw it.
the three leaders were the six-masters
Alice M. Lawrence, Capt. Kreger; the Eleanor A. Percy, Capt. Jewett, and the fiver
Marcus L. Urann, Capt. Blair. They rounded the cape in a bunch and were so close together that it was difficult to distinguish
The Percy carw hich had the advantage.
ried away her maingaff when just abreast
leaders came
three
of Highland light. The
in by Highland light at 2:30.
At 3 o’clock the Helen 11. Benedict from
Newport News and the Fannie Palmer from
Baltimore shot in sight. The Addie M.
Lawrence, bound to Portland, passed the
Highland at 3.30, and at 5 p. m. the Samuel
J. Goueher came by and the others trailed
along astern of her.
From Highland light to the finish of the
race the Alice M. Lawrence showed to excellent advantage and carried off first honors, with the Fanny Palmer a good second.
The fleet of schooners, carrying nearly
40,000 tons of coal, left Baltimore F'eb. 16.
They towed down to Hampton roads and
took their departure from there F'eb. 17.
The conditions were unfavorable, most of
the way and no new records were established.
The vanguard of the racers came into
Viuevard sound Thursday afternoon. They
worked through the sound and on reacning
Chatham got a slant that carried them aloug
at a 10-knot clip.
Beside the honor of winning the race, the
first to arrive gets the first opportunity to
discharge. Many of the vessels are destined
for the same terminal to discharge, and
those who were defeated on the run up the
coast will have to lie at anchor in the harbor
until their successful rivals unload their
cargoes.

It is probable that considerable money
will change hands as a result of the brush.
Before the vessels left Baltimore it was reported that numerous wagers were made on
the result of thecontest. The Alice M. Lawrence aud the Marcus L. Urann were strong
favorites in the betting and both were heavily backed to win.

Searspprt

and

Stockton

hare-brained

A

SUED FOR SUNDER.

Banks.

The Searsport National Bank, one of
Waldo counties safe and sound financial institutions, has issued a neat little pamphlet
entitled “Active Money,” which gives the
officers of the bank, capital, etc., and much
information of value to depositors and investors.

The Stockton Springs Trust Company has
issued The Bank Almanac, the book that
tells the value of time aud money. It is not
only a complete almanac for 1908, with
much general information as well, but sets
forth the advantages of a bank account and
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THE CHURCHES.

Among the get-rich*quiok schemes (for
Services at the Universalist church next
the promoters) launched by E. F. Hanson
Sunday at 10.45 a. ui. Sunday school at 12
was the Belgian hare industry, started here

nnder the name of the Eastern Importing m.
and Breeding Co. The advertising of the
U. 11. Haskell, Presiding Elder of this
company held out the roost alluring induce- district will hold Quarterly Conference In
ments to the public to invest in Belgian the Methodist church in this city on March
bares.
They wrere told, among other 7th. A large attendance is desired.
things: “You always have a market for all
The Christian Scientists hold services in
You are sure of getting the their
you raise.
hall, 127 Main street, every Sunday
highest market price. We can handle all morning at 11 ofclock and Wednesday evenyour good stock for breeding aud exhibition, ing at 7.30 o’clock, to which all are cordially
You will get prompt j welcome.
your culls for meat.
returns.” Aud here is a specimen adverThere will be services next Sunday in the
tisement :
chapel at East Northport at 10.45 a. m. SerWinslow.
mon by the pastor, Rev. G. G.
Services in the Woods schoolhouse at 2
o’clock p. m.
Can be easily made by any map or woman who
There will be a parish supper and entercan spare a little time night and morning, or $3at the
North (Congregational
000 to $5,000 If they can devote their whole time.
tainment
How? By joining our Corporation and raising
Church vestry on Wednesday
evening
March 4th.
Supper will be served at 6
o’clock as usual.

$1,000 A YEAR
Belgian Hares,

for exhibition and breeding stock, or for meat.
We can sell I0,0t0 every week if we can get THE
RIGHT KIND.

WE WILL SEND YOU

OUR FREE BOOK ON

BELGIAN HARES.

We will show you $1000 a year or more clear
for
profit. We will LOAN you a fine Belgian Doe
one year ami supply Buck service free. ‘‘You
raise them, w’e'il sell them
$100,000 capital will
back our proposition.

DON’T BE A CLAM!
Wake up aud
HUUFw

tage.

13

1U5CI,

OU1U

n

t.
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ov..v

proposition limited and
take what we offer if
is

your
you don’t.
Address for book R. II. Oassens, Waterville,
Me., L, A. Coveil, Wellfleet, Mass or E. F. Hanson, Belfast, Me.

A paper entitled “llare Hutoh and Hennery” was started to boom the business and
No. 1, Volume 1 had a portrait of “Hon. E.
F. Hanson, Pres, ami Gen. Mgr. E. I. & 1!.
Co.” and of his $40,000 residence on Northport Avenne, “Headquarters E..I. & B. Co.”
A Maine paper said of an annual meeting
of this company: “The treasurer’s report
shows a business running away up into the
thousands and a net profit of 89 per cent on
the investment. A dividend of 35 per cent
was declared, and the surplus is to be used
in developing the business.” IVhat truth
there is in this statement we have no means
of ascertaining, but the fact remains that the
business disappeared not long after and
that in a short time you could not find a
Belgian hare if you went over Maine with a
The newspapers made
fine tootli comb.
and
merry over this hare-brained scheme,
investors in this kind of stock kept their
troubles to themselves.
The Belgian hare business was dropped
for a fire-proof “invention,” which moved
the liiddeford Journal to say: “Can any
a million dolman, however energetic, float
lar corporation for the manufacture of firemeet all
time
same
the
proof paper and at
demands as the head and front of the Belgian hare industry in Maine? In the words
Who will eare for Bunnie
of tile poet:
now?”
The fire-proof paper did not materialize.
You cannot fool ail the people all tiie time.

CAPT. PARK’S

LAST

Rev. David L. Wilsou of the Congregationalist ohurch was unable to occupy his
pulpit last Sunday morning aud Deacon
II. M. Prentiss read his sermon and conducted the services. Mr. Wilson was confined to the house by a cold.
-Thprp will hp

investigate.

Send now, our
neighbors wrill soon

First Parish church (Unitarian.) Service
Sunday at 10.45 a. m.: sermon by the
pastor; subject, “Castles in the Air.” Sunday school at 12 noon; subject of study
“Ezekiel.”

VOYAGE.

His Momentous Trip in the Bark Harvard.
With a fervent “Thunk God,” Capt. F.
M. Park of Searsport, of the American bark
Harvard, heard the anchor-chains ot the
old ship rattle through the hawse-pipe in
Boston harbor Thursday, marking the end
of the Harvard’s last voyage as a clipper
sailing vessel.
The reason for the skipper’s thankfulness was that on the last trip she was to
take before bereft of her wings and turned
into a barge the Harvard came all the way
from Buenos Ayres with a crew of 12 men.
Capt. Park isn’t superstitious, hut he conlessed to uneasiness every day of tlie 80 the
between Buenos Ayres and Hos...

KEY. II. O. HOFSTKAI).

next

a

sprvin.p

at.

Rev. 11. 0. Ilofstead of New York City is
assisting Rev. A. E. Luce in a series of
meetings, which began in the Methodist
3hurch in this city Tuesday evening, to
3ontiuue for two weeks.
Mr. Ilofstead
somes most highly recommended, and has
been very successful in his wvival efforts
in Iloulton, Calais and other Maine towns.

Trinlti* Upfonii-

ed church next Sunday at 2.30 p, m., with
sermon by the pastor, Kev. Wm. Vaughan.
Sunday school immediately after the service. Prayer meeting this, Thursday, evening at 7.30 o’clock. The seats are free and
a welcome is extended to all.
The Spiritualist Society of Belfast met
Sunday Feb. 16tb, and elected officers for the
coming year as follows: President, A. T.
Stevens; Vice President, James Beldin;
Secretary, Ketta Wescott; Treasurer, Henry
Larrabee; Executive committee, Henry
Wescott, Nora Larrabee, Ella Staples.
Meetings every Thursday evening at 7
o’clock and Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clock.
The services at the Methodist church
next Sunday will be as follows: at 10.45 a.
in., preaching. Rev. H. O. Ilofstead; subject, The Grand Aim of Life; at 12 m., Bible
school, F. P. Blodgeti, Supt. Mr. Ilofstead
will make an address to the school. Junior
Epworth League at 3 p. in., Miss Lillian

Wilbur Blodgett
friends in Brooks.

spent

Sunday

with

Mr. and Mrs. Fred L. Palmer of Monroe
in the city Tuesday.

were

Miss Ada A. Marriner returned Tuesday
from a short visit in Boston.
B. H. Shibles has moved from the Welch
house on Northport avenue to Knox.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph 1). Southworth will
leave today for a short visit in Boston.
Arthur R. Murch is in the Eye and Ear

Infirmary, in Portland, for

treatment.

Mrs. Roscoe Cross of Morrill spent last
week with her sister, Mrs. Otis K. Ryder.
Fred Ileaiey of Vinalhaven arrived Monday to visit Mr. and Mrs. John II. Healey.
Miss Florence M. Hill returned Tuesday
a two weeks’ trip to Boston and New
York.

from

Miss C. Fiances Welch is visiting her sister, Mrs. II. J. Stinson on Swan Lake ave-

Spinney Supt.; at 7.30 p. m., Evangelistic
service, conducted by Mr. Ilofstead. A nue.
series of sermons on The Prodigal Son as I
Miss Ethel Bowen returned Monday from
Have Seen Him in Every day Life,will be beDetroit, where she has been teaching
gun and services will be continued through
the week.
The services for the week at the North

Congregatioual church will be as follows:
Junior C. E. meeting this, Thursday, afternoon at 3.00; prayer meeting this evening at
7 30, topic, The Upper Room.
Luke 22:1223; Knights of King Arthur Friday evening
at 7.00; morning worship Sunday at 10.45,
with sermon by the pastor, Kev. D. L. Wilson ; Sunday school at 12 m.; meeting of the
Christian Endeavor Society at 6.30, topic,
How God Leads Men. Ps. 23. (CousecraA
tion meeting); evening worship at 7.30.
cordial invitation is extended to all to attend the services.

Regular preaching service in the Baptist
chuich next Sunday at 10 45 a. m. and 7 30
p. m. Sunday school at noon; the Brotherhood at 3 30 p. in.; Christian Endeavor at
6.30 p. in.; social meeting of the Brotherhood at 7.30on Wednesday evening; prayer

school.

Miss Emma M. Davis has returned from a
visit of several weeks in Boston and Providence.
Miss Lena E. Leavitt has returned from
Cranberry Isles, where she has has been
teaching.
Mrs. Flora Warren of Boston is the guest
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Patterson, 51 Main street.
Mrs. E. P. Alexander, who has been at
the Waldo County Hospital, is now with
her sister in Belmont.
Miss Georgia Pendleton of Islesboro is
the guest of Miss Blanche Pitcher at her
home m Northport.
Miss Alice N. Nickerson returned Saturfrom two weeks’ vacation spent
in Boston and Haverhill.

day night

Mr. Clias. A. Doe arrived fiom Philadelphia, Pa., Monday evening to attend the
funeral of Herbert A. Black.

meeting Thursday evening at 7.30. Subject
for next Sunday morning’s sermon, “Try
Miss Hattie A born of Kockport was called
Again;” for the evening, “A Life Worth
Living.” Special music is provided for the to Belfast last week on account of the
ship spent
Sunday services. The Saxophone quartette death of her aunt, Mrs. A. K. Pierce.
t0!!\_
...
will give several selections at the evening
Miss Letitia Wood and Gilbert Wood
more of the old American square-riggers—a
free and all are welcome.
fleet rapidly vanishing—will pa*s into the service. Seats are
spent Sunday in North Searsmont as the
Although 24 years in
realm of history.
guests of their brother, George Wood.
TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
service, she is still in good condition, fit to
being
Hut,
Mrs. T. 1). Barr returned last week from
more
for
several
years.
go
wood, she cannot get the charters of the
The following transfers in real estate a visit of several weeks wilh her daughter,
insurance
the
of
high
steel barks on account
Mrs. 11. F. Hoxie, in Brooklyn, N. Y.
were recorded in Waldo county Registry of
rates, and must go the way that many
Deeds for the week ending Feb. 24, 1908:
stanch ships have gone before.
Mrs. Edward Sibley returned Monday
The Harvard came near ending her career
William I)., Hattie B. and Charles Elliott,
from a visit of several weeks with
in a more glorious, if also more disastrous et al., Knox, to Barak M. Shibles, do.; land evening
in a thick
her son, Mr. Harold T. Sibley, in Boston.
in Knox
way. .She came into the bay
and
buildings
and
snow storm under her lower topsails,
John C. Freeman, Lineolnville, to Fred A.
Mrs. Herbert I. Harmon returned to her
have his
Capt. Park admitted he did not
Heal, do.; land in Lineolnville.
N. II., last Friday after
a
foursaw
He
II. Forbes, Brooks, to David Brack- home in Lakeport,
bearings any too well.
Clias.
masted schooner at anchor, and, as it was ett, do.; land in Brooks.
a
visit of several weeks with her son
his anchors
Carrie Hall, et al., Lineolnville, to Charles Charles.
very thick, he decided to let go
E. Driukwater, Northport; land in Northby the other vessel.
When the weather cleared he found that port.
Captain W\ M. Black of Belfast has led
the stem of the Harvard swung perilously
I). C. Hodgkins, Unity, to Charles Flye, the U. of M. basket ball team this season
not
anchors
held,
the
Had
near the Graves.
do.; land and buildings in Unity.
and since Coach Phelan left has been doing
the last chapter in the life of the Harvard
Carrie Etta llardy, Winterport, to Fred
would have been a short one. The ship was A. Nealley, do.; land and buildings in the coaching.
towed into harbor by the tugs Juno and Winterport,
Arthur W. Coombs resumed his duties in
Confidence.
Charles B. Hathaway, Unity, to Manley
Fogg’s market last week after a severe atWith the Harvard’s passing as a clipper B. Waning, do ; land in Unity.
come
ship Capt. Park’s life on the sea will
Caroline, Ellen D. and Grace E. Hunt, et tack of grip and a threatened attack of
When he gives up the wheel of al, to J. J. Walker, Liberty; land in Libto an end.
pneumonia.
to
retire
will
he
spend
the old sailing ship
erty.
Merle Ray Whitcomb of Citypoint, who
the rest of his life in his old home in SearsCharles E. Jennings, Everett, Mass., to
was
he
since
port. He has followed the sea
Charles E. Dearborn, Lineolnville; land in has been seriously ill from the effects of a
now
66.
16 and is
Lineolnville.
fall while working in the woods, is slowly
Ruth M. Lathrop, Stockton Springs, to
Richard P. Ileagan, do.; land and buildings recovering.
A VETERAN'S LETTER.
in Stockton Springs.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur I). Littlefield are
S. A. RendelJ, Stockton Springs, to Ida M.
receiving congratulations on tile birth of a
A. N. Grover writes from the National
laud in Stockton Springs.
do.;
Patterson,
under
date
of
daughter, born Feb. 16th.—Norway CorreCemetery, Springfield, Mo.,
Theophilus II., Maria S. and Henry F. spondence Lewiston Sun.
Feb. 19tb, as follows: “I am still in the ring
to
Oscar
Cole,
do.;
Winterport,
and desire to make it known by enclosing Sprowl,
Mr. E. 1). Pingree from Providence, K. I.,
land and buildings in Winterport.
$2 that I may have the pleasure of enjoying
Jennie C. Sewall,Somerville, to Edwin M. and Mr. Ralph i). Forbes from Brockton,
for another year the weekly arrival of'the
in
and
land
buildings
IJixmont;
Chase,
Mass., came Monday eveuing to attend the
good old Journal. I am under the impres-I Monroe.
sion that The Journal was printed before
Valorus A. Simmons, Belfast, to Ephraim funeral of their cousin, Herbert A. Black.
was born,as 1 remember it when 1 first went
Richards, Searsmont; land and buildings in
Ralph O'Connell is visiting his parents,
to Brooks in the early 40’s. (The Journal was
Searsinont. tir.il_..1„ L.. T
IXTaILa*
established in 1829 and is now in its 80th
Mr. and Mrs. Charles O’Connell, having revolume. Ed.) I was born in 1836 in Portsland and buildings in Liberty.
signed his position with a large clothing
mouth, N. H., and it is a long road to look
house in Rochester, N. Y., because of ill
back over. I occasionally see the names of
iv

of the old comrades in arms, that I
well remember in Brooks. Many of them,
X am sorry to sav, have gone to rest, and a
few others are still on the shady side of
life, and like myself far down the slope.
Moses Rieh, the shoemaker, I remember
well when he was learning his trade in

some

Brooks,

me

articles
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CENTER MONTV IEEE.

George Gordon and his father filled their
ice houses last week....Morrill J. Meservey
of Camden is spending a few days w ith his
sister, Mrs. Llewellyn Keller.Mr. and
Mrs. West P. Jones visited her mother,
Mrs. Sarah Thompson, last Saturday and
Sunday_Mrs. Hattie A. Clough and Mrs.

lishing by C. C. Roberts are very interesting to ine and must be to many others-who
go out from Waldo county, not one of whom George U. White of Liberty spent Sunday
does not look back to the old State of Maine with their cousin, Cora A. Goodwin.
It
with loving kindness. Long live the editor
was Mrs. Clough’s first day from home for
and long live The Journal.”
fourteeu months, she having been sick with
Tarratir.e rheumatism.Allen Goodwin, West P.
Kedmen’s P<w Wow.
The
the facilities offered by this company.
Tribe of Bed Men gave apow wow in Pyth- Jones, Solomon Palmer and J. W. WentA MURDER IN FilXCROFT
ian hall la-t Monday evening with 100 visit- worth are hauling lumber-to Cram’s mill
ing Bed Men, representing the Tribesof Bar across the Lily pond....Sledding is with us
Foxchoft, Feb. 20. A finding that Mrs. Harbor, Bucksport, Castiue, Waterville, once again and Ira 1). Cram’s mill-yard at
the
wife
of
Her
Then be .Maude Woodbury,
Vinalhaveu and Bangor. The the “Kingdom” is a scene of great activity.
bert Woodbury, came to death “on Nov. 4, lslesboro,
in bunting and .Miss G- A. Varney arrived home last
1907, by violence indicted by some person or hall was prettily decorated
persons to the jury unknown,” was return- painted Indian heads, with spruce and fir week from Augusta—Mrs. Everett L. Bened tonight by the coroner’s jury, which has and other decorations which gave effect to nett has been very ill, but her condition is
been investigating the tragedy discovertd
Chief of records Balph E. now improving.... Ice harvesting is rushing
last Tuesday, when the body of Mrs. Wood- the settings.
bury, badly decomposed, was found hanging Bailey and Great Saniiap Orrin J. Dickey at present.Miss Nettie Ramsay closed
to
a
door
attached
knob
in
a
room
of the Great Council of Maine were present her schoid at the Vose schoolhouse Feb. 21st
by a rope
of the Exchange hotel.
and gave long talks during the evening,with
lhe Adop- with an entertainment.The school here,
The husband has been arrested on a musical selections interspersed,
tion d-'gree was conferred on some 15 candi- taught by Arthur Leonard of Morrill,closes
of
his
wife
and
committmuidering
charge
dates by Tarratine Tribe and Warriors’ this week.Ralph and Lester Merrithew
ed to the jail in Dover. The wife was form- Chiefs’ degrees were worked by Abenakis
their sister, Mrs. P. W.
Following the work of Morrill visited
erly Miss Maud Ilenderson of Milo, a sister Tribe of Bangor.
there was given a banquet in Memorial hall Jaquith, last Sunday.
of Mrs. C. II. Chamberlain of this city. Mr.
at which a large gathering was seated.
and Mrs. Chamberlain went to Foxcroft
Thomas E. Shea, who is at the Bijou this
Following there was a smoke talk, and the
week, will appear in repertoire at the Folly
last week to attend her funeral. Mr. and convention proved a great success. Abenanext week, presenting his new
with
were
Theater
presented
kis Tribe of Bangor
Mrs. Woodbury had lived unhappily togethas a gift from
play “A Soldier of the Cross” and “The
a beautiful silk flag and staff
death
of
of
her
since
the
time
their Bells” and “Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde.”—
er and
supposed
Tarratine Tribe in application
Brooklyn, N. Y., Eagle Feb. 20th.
the hotel bad been closed.
presence.

health.
II. Ilowes returned last
Thursday evening from a sojourn of several
weeks in Boston. Mr. Ilowes, who had
been in Boston a few days on business, returned with her.
Mrs.

James

J. Percy Simmons of Belfast, U. of M. '06,
was one of those
present at the annual
meeting and banquet of the University of
Maine New York Alumni, held in that city
February 15th.
Miss Emeroy Ginn went
week to attend a business
Belfast club. She is on the
ing arrangements for the
banquet in March.

to

Boston last

meeting of the
committee makregular annual

Ralph L. Cooper attended the province
convention of the Alpha lau Omega
fraternity held in Bangor last Friday and
Saturday. Frank L. Flanders, formerly of
Belfast, was also present.
Miss Mary Alice Pitcher arrived Tues.
day from Castine Normal School, where
she is a student, and will spend the vacation with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. A.
H. Pitcher in Northport.
Mr. and Mrs. Osborn Wooster, Mr. and
Mrs. Howard Perry and Mr. R. B. Bucklin
of Camden were among those from out of
town who attended the masked ball of the
Pythian Sisters in the Belfast Opera House
I Feb. 19th.

He recently closed two weeks services at
Castine, where the people are enthusiastic
in his praise
He is known in our State,
being a graduate of the University of
Maine, and having at one time held a pasHe is also a graduate of
torate in Sanford.

Yale.
( apt. E. S. McDonald and Capt. Kalplr
W. Pattershall will leave soon to join their
respective vessels, schs. Annie 1*. Mitchelf
and Harold C. Beecher. The Mitchelf is
laid up at Portland and the Beecher at New

York.
Miss Avis M. tuorison, who is spending
several weeks in Massachusetts, was recently the guest of Miss Elizabeth M. Pond
at North Andover, and visited the fine new
Memorial library of which Miss Pond has

charge.
Hon. Wm. B. Swan attended the annual
meeting of the Maine Coal Dealers’ Association in Hallowed, Feb. 19th. About 20 were
present and they dined at the Hallowed
House. An excursion to Kineo or other
resort will be arranged for early summer.
Miss Marguerite D. Pilsbury left Friday
noon for Orono where she was the guest of
Miss Alice B. Farnsworth, University of
Maine, ’08, over Sunday. The young ladies
of the class of ’08 held a reunion and ban-

quet
ing.

the Mt. Vernon House Friday

at

even-

The many friends of Harry Snow and
Ethel Blaisdell of Bucksport are ottering
congratulations on their marriage, which occurred on Wednesday Feb. 19th. The cereW.
mony was performed by Rev. James
Price. The couple have the best wishes of
all for a happy and prosperous life.
Charles 0. Dickey of Northport was in
Bangor Wednesday to attend the annua!
meeting of the trustees of the Wesleyan
Grove Campmeeting Association field ar
the office of .1. N. V. Lane. The routine
business was transacted anil Mr. Dickey
was elected general manager of the grounds
for another year.
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Tierce left Tuesday
for their home in Cincinnati, Ohio.
They were called here by the funeral of
Mrs.M. A.Tierce. The Tierce house on High
street, with the exception of the rooms occupied by Mrs. Georgia Tendleton, will be
closed until Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Tierce come
noon

next summer.

Miss Katherine C. Qnimby of Belfast,
who is attending the New England Conservatory of Music in Boston, was one id
the guests Monday evening, February 16th,
at the llaivard Junior dance given at tlies
The decorations were
Harvard Union.
elaborate in the extreme and shortly after
midnight supper was served in the dining
room.
Among the guests were many young
ladies from Boston, New \ ork amt Tilda-

dephia.
Mr.

F. E. Peterson arrived here Satur-

day and went to Searsport Sunday to visit
his father, returning to Boston Monday.
Mr. l’eterson is the head of the firm of F. E.
Teterson *fc Co., grocers of Rockland, Mass.
Last week a lire in an adjoining store damaged their stock by tire and water so that
they were obliged to close temporarily.
Mr. Peterson’s many friends are glad to
know that he meeting with success.
BASKET BALL.
The Belfast High school team was defeated at Rockland Feb. 22nd by the V M. (’.
A. of that city by a score of 64 to 11. A
Rockland special to the Boston Globe says:
“Visitors were unable to make a goal from
the floor until near the close of the second
half, and it was the only score they were
Marshal!
able to make in that manner.
was star of the home team, while Cunningham and II. Dickey excelled for the visitors. The summary:
BELFAST II S. (11)
T. M. C. A. (64)
Gay, rf. lb, Faliy
Marshall, If.rb, W. Dickey
Thiibrick, c.c, Collins
Hall, rb.if, Cunningham

it.

Trainer, ID...ri, n. Diesey
Belfast 11Score, Y. M. C. A. 94.
Goals from lloor, Marshall 12, Gay (S, llall a,
Trainer
Philbriek 3,
3, Cunningham.
Goals from fouls, Philbriek 2, Cunningham
9. Referee, Sullivan. Scorer, Lamb. Tuner,
Rhodes. Time 20 m halves. Attendance,
250.

The game which was to have been played
in the Belfast Opera House last Friday
evening between the Wiuterport’s and B.
H. S. wars postponed until gome future date.
CATARRH

YIELDS

Sold Under
To Healing Air of Hyomei.
Guarantee by A. A. Howes & Co.
Catarrh is the most prevalent disease
known to humanity.
Probably ninety per
cent, of the people in this country suller at
one time or another w ith this common disease.

It is a germ disease and hence can be
cured only by some method that will reach
and destroy the germs.
This is best found in Hyomei, which may
be called the direct method of treating
catarrh, as its medication, taken in with the
air you breathe, goes directly to every air
cell in the nose, throat and lungs; kills alt
catarrhal germs; heals the irritated mucous
membrane and vitalizes the tissues so as toreador catarrh no longer possible.
The unique way in which Hyomei is sold
should dispel all doubt as to its curative
properties, for A. A. Howes.* Co. give
their absolute guarantee to refund the price
to any catarrh sufferer that Hyomei fails to
You do not risk a cent in testing
beueht.
its healing powers. What offer could be
more fair to you than this, where leadingdruggists take all the risk of llyomei giving
satisfaction, and leave you to be the judge.
2w8
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PICTURE POSTALS.
Portland^the
card. The

9

Home of the Souvenir Posta Large Business.

iS

Center of

W

Sunday
Times modestly remarks: Portland, the
home of the souvenir postcards, is by
means of those same postcards the best
advertised city in the United States of
America, There is no resort city in the
In'a recent issue ttie Portland

SM

H
la

1
1

country which offers such limitless possibilities for attractive views and there
is no city of double its size that has
furnished subjects for so many view

cards.
Portland has the honor of having put
the first souvenir view card on the market. Not long since a New York publisher claimed the honor but be did not set
bis dates far enough into the past and
at the time he claimed to have started
the business, Leighton & Frey had been
The Leighsome time in the business.

ton of this pioneer firm is the present
mayor of the city and the father of Mr.
Leighton of the Hugh C. Leighton Co.
of Portland, which is today the largest
postcard concern in the country. The
Mr. Frey of that early concern is the
present company’s superintendent in
Germany and looks after the big continental end of the business. The Hugh
C. Leighton Co. does a business in ex
cess of the combined business of any
other two concerns in the country and
is known the world over.
A GREAT DISTRIBUTING CENTER.
In addition to special sets made to
order, the Portland company carries in
cards
ts Plum street storeroom, view
and its'
ot over 12,000 different subjects
stock in hand is never allowed to fall
....i,,,,ut.-uiv million cards.
At the
to
present time the stock will run up
ten
thirty million. The cards weigh
pounds to tite thousand, which means
that the total stock weighs 110,000 lbs.
\; the established retail price of twotor-tive. ttiis stock is worth §750,000,
and if the entire stock was mailed card
receive
by card, Uncle Samuel wouldHow
long
S:too ou0 for oue-eent stamps.
to
address,
it would take one person
is a
cards
that
many
stamp and mail
iroblem that the mathematically indued mav figure out at their leisure,
out it does not need a pencil and paper
:.o show that it would be a task of some

magnitude.
The Leighton Company makes
•ards fora territory which reaches
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Only Knew!

If Mothers

,

|
j

DR. TRUE’S
ELIXIR
M.

j
regular intervals to guard against them. Some of
the symptoms of worms are languid looks, indiges3
xblUVK
irritable
malaria,
dispovariable
)Sultion with
appetite,
If vour children show
sition and restless sleep.
risk delay but give
any of these signs do not
them the remedy that has given relief
It is purely
for over 50 years.
vegetable and harmless in any
adult.
or
j
>
condition of child
\J
* Wl iH
Sold by all dealers, 3,sc., 50c., $I.oo.
/
xl 4 La
Write for free hook Children and /y
1
/-n Y .Rj
their Diseases.”
at

djajjyly,Sipjjsj™

Rh
|?1 'dllk

J

~gill
VNSyAjsf
[•■

OR.J. F. TRUE & C0„ Auburn, Me.

\

Special treatment for tape

all—that

worms.

Free

is, I thought

\

UP

pamphlet.

_

the

BELFAST FREE LIBRARY.

recent.”
fire
“It was,” replied the Portland young
was

“It was yesterday morning.”
“And you mean that you-er-er have a
card on the market now?”
The Priton still thought there must
be some mistake somewhere.
"Sure,” was the Yankee answer,
“had ’em on sale at seven o’clock last
evening, tire day of the lire.”
The man from across the water studied the card witli new interest. “I never
heard of such a tiling,” he finally re-.
marked. “Why, over home, it would j
take a week to do anything of that sort
—a week at least.”
As a matter of fact, the Portland firm j
sold 13,000 cards showing the ruins and
cleaned out every card in stock showing
the building before tne fire.
man.

WAGE EARNING WOMEN.
on

V

L$r

Established 1851

mystitied, “I,

A Report

Armory, Portland, Thursday, April 30,1908,

of
Nine times out of ten when children are out of sorts a few doses
Ur. True's Elixir will make them well, strong and happy. If worms
If there are no worms True's
are present they will he expelled.
Elixir acts as a nent'e tonic laxative. It cleans out the stomach
ami bowels, and t..r:is t .e scale in favor of health by aiding and
cause*so much illstrengthening t:ie digestion. Unsuspected Worms
families to give
ness ill children that it is a custom in many

Their Condition iD Portland.

view

Ady, Cecilia M.
A history of Milan under the
Sforza.

1907...

,v

|

J-B 64

B 813

A

CHAIR

WITH

A

.....__:..-i-

the interest ol

4%

j

M. L. Mitchell in the firm of

and will continue the business

j

CAPITAL,

Phoenix Row.
low prices and

square deal for

1907.J-B 93-6
Warden Norton of the Maine State
prison has just caused to be manufactCrawford, Mary Caroline.
ured a chair which lias an unusual
Among old New England inns.
history. It is a reminder of the days
i'JUJ.
when Maine had capital punishment
A
the
tale
of
Emerald ami ermine.
wood from
upon her statutes. The
Argoat. By the author of the
which the chair is fashioned was the
the
“Martyrdom of an Empress.”
drop to the old gallows upon which
X 2-3 last live men who were executed in
1907.
the State, stood to receive the fatal
Foster, John Watson.
The wood in the drop was rock
The practice of diplomacy as ildrop.
maple, covered with a pine plank,
lustrated in tlie foreign relasecurely bolted on. For some time
tions .of the. United States.
were taken down the

a

George C. Trussell,

K^itbinand

Successor to

the same

I

l0’ved'
A

true

Vt

Attest:

copy.

a

Probate Court held

of February,
certain instrument,

couv

should
have, why the same
proved and allowed.
^ E.

A

true

j
Coal

our

as was ever

Coal is—as good j
!
mined.

j from slate and dirt

as

As free

j

it is possible

Headache Remedy
AND

FAMILY MEDICINE
South Brewer, Me., 1906.
‘‘I have been troubled with a severe
headache for the past year, and have
found relief by using the ‘L. F.’ medi
cine, and have kept it in the house at
a regular medicine since.”
Yours

truly,

Nellie Vanadestine.
The cause of much sickness
ally be traced to liver and

can usustoniac.

You can keep these organs in conditio:,
necessary to good health by taking
”L. F.” Atwood’s Bitters. They remov.
existing evils and insure sound and last
ing health. Begin to-day. 35c. at drug
stores.

of this order

:

Copy-Attest:

I

BELFAST,

lx

TXT A LDO SS—In Court of Probate, lie!
M
fast, on the lltli day ot Februat
Israel Woodbury, administrator on the
Frank W. Woodbury, late of Mori id

proved, «i

JOHNSON, Judge.

HA2BL.rINE-

County, deceased, having presented

and final account of administration of
for allowance.
Ordered, That notice inereoi be giv
weeks successively, in The R< publican .1
newspaper published in Belfast, in snn
that all persons interested may attend
bate Court, to e held at Belfast, 1
of March next, and show cause, if
have, whv the said aeeount should not
GE( 1. E. JOHNSON
A true copi— Attest:
(’has. P. Hazeltine, r.

Register.

Belfast, within and
At a Probate Court held at
fur the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday
LV.I.msri'
\ I). 1908.
the last
purporting to be
* certain instrument,
<
t^aton,
A
wju and testament »>1 Mai>
\N aldo, deot
saiil
in
County
fate of Jackson,
lor probate, toceased having been pieseuted
L.
a petition prayicg that Coleman
adinti.tstiatoi ,,f the
Libby may be appointed
Hie will
with
deceased,
said
of
estate
to all persons inordered/! hat notice be given
ol tins order to be
terested by causing a copy
weeks successively in l"-‘ 1x0 ’,u
three
published
that H » y
journal, published at Reliant,
I'r..hate n«n. to l.e hehl at ••*■
may appear at a
<tor saiil bounty. "i the
and
within
fast,
the elm k
oi
Tuesday of March next, at ten
ii any they haw,
before noon, and show cause,
bt proved,
why the same should not

OFFICE NO. 2, ODD FELLOWS’ BLOCK.
every afternoon from 1 to 4

o

1

ordered, that notice thereof be ciw
successively, in The Itep.uR! ..c
newspaper published in Belfast, in
t>, that all persons interested may at:
Proi-ate Court, to be held at Belfast, on

approved

,iE0.E..JOHNSON, Judge.

//V.

HAULTIH, ReKMer.

"i

answer

sn<>i\

cm.-

GEO. E. JOHNSON,
Attest:
( ll \s. P. Hazeltixe, Re
The sul
she lias be«
last will and

NOTICE.
TjiXECUTRIX’S
notice that
Ij

l»y gives
pointed executrix

of the

of

NATHAN T. WOODMAN late of M.
in the County of Waldo, deceased. Ail
having demands against the estate of
ceased are desired to present the same
tlement, and aP indebted thereto are r<
to make pajment immediately.
LYDIA W. WOOl
Monroe. February II, 1908.

grantedko

NOTICE.

The subsen h*

ItXECCTOR’S
by gives notice that he has been
of the last will and

Attest^ IUzKLT,NE, Kegl9ter.

pointed

ti

executor

of

W ILLIAM J. BROWN, late of Free !
At a Probate Court hebiat Heltasr, within and for
in the County of Waldo, deceased, a
the County of Waldo, on* the 1 Ith day of Febbonds as the law directs. All persons I
ruary, A. D. 1908.
mauds agaii.st the estate of said dece;
heir i*r Jesse C. Rrailsired to present the same for settlement
JOHN R. HR A DSTRETT,
*» street, late of Palermo, in said County of
indebted thereto are requested to make
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition immediately.
H. H. LA
praying that Fred K Spratt miv la* appointed ad
miriistrator of the estate ot said deceased
Freedom, February J I. 1908.
»o
notice
said
the
give
|
Ordered,Thar
petitioner
rtXE< UTRIX’S NOTH E. Tl .• subs
all persons interested by causing a copy oi thiby gives notice th.at sbe li,is lien
order to be published three weeks successiwH *i j
last will aim
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published j pointed executrix of the
a;
Helfast, that they may appear at a Probate j of
« < urt,to be held at
of Searsn:
late
Helfast. within and tor said
A LDEN ROBBINS,
I-'cs, j
County, on the lOtli day ot March, A. I> cans*deceased, and given bo .ds as the law di
at ten’of tin* clock before noon, and show
p»*isoils having demands against the e.-tif any they have, why the -prayer id said petit! •
deceased are dt sired to present the sam*
er sl'ould not be granted.
tlement, and all indebted thereto are iGEO. K. JOHNSON. Judge,
to make payment Immediately.
Attest:
A true copy.
S \ R V H E. RO1
( it .as. P. Hazeltixe, Register.
Searstnonr, Felmiary 11, 1908.

j

At a 1 rubaie Court held at Helfast, within anil
for the County "f Waldo, on the 11th day of
February, A. D 1908.
E. WORTHING, wiodw of Pembroke S.
late of Palermo, in said County of
deceased, having presented a petition
an
allowance out of the personal
tor
praying
Waldo,

I|

ment

ADMINISTRATOR’S

ADMINISTRATOR’S

m.

4 DMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE. The si
i\ hereby gives notice that he has <
appointed administrator of the estate of
ASA M. GOWEN, late of Montvil
in the County of Waldo, deceased, ai

bonds as the law directs. All persons ha
mauds against the estate of said decease !
sired to present the same for settlement
indebted thereto are requested to make

immediately.

j
j
j

VOLNEYTHOVU

Montville, February 11, 1908.
4

DMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE.

The

i\ hereby gives notice that he has l><
appointed administrator of the estate ot
MARIA HALEY, late of Troy,
in the County of Waldo, deceased,
All persons l>
bonds as the law directs
mauds against the esate of said decease
sired to present the same for settlement
indebted thereto are requested to make

Elmer

WALDO

The

NOTICE.

LOIRA M. GOWEN, late of Monty
in the County of Waldo, deceased, hi
bonds as the law directs. All persons h.
mauds against the estate of said dec
desired to present the same for settle1
all indebted thereto are requested to n
ment immediately.
H. H. LA
Freedom, February 11. 1908.

calls.

WALDO

SAMUEL E. REN

Springs, February 11, 1908.

hereby gives notice that he has bappointed administrator of tlie estate “t

EUNICE

JOHN

immediately.

Stockton

At a Probate court hud at Helfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 11th day of
February, A. D. 1908.
A. HALL, widow of David F. Hal’, late
of Palermo, in said county of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition praying for an al
lowance out of the personal estate of said deceas
ed.
all persons interested by causing a copy of tins
order to be published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 10th day of Match, A. I>. 1908,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge,
A true copy. Attest:
chas. p. Hazeltine, Register.

lhes

bonds as the law directs. All perso:
demands against t he. estate of said mdesired to present the same tor settlen
all indebted thereto are requested to n

of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons inti rested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Helfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Helfast, within and for said
County, on the 10th day of March, A. D. 1008,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
f'HA8. P. Hazeltixe. Register.
estate

j

DM IN 1ST RATO It’S NOTICE.

*

A licit I-.' gives i.oiici that he has l>*
pointed administrator of the estate of
CHARLES R. REN DELL, late of St
Springs,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, :o

CLARA
Worthing

At a Probate Court held at Belfast,within amt for
the County of Waldo, on the 11th day of February, A. I>. 1908.
J. BAGI.EY of Unity, in said county <>f
11.
Office telephone call, 25ft, ring
Waldo, having presented a petition praying
Gif
House telpenecall, 32,ring 22.
that ‘-arah F. Parkhurst, administratrix of tin*
estate <f Nathan B. Parkhurst, late of said Unity,
deceased, may be authorized to convey certain
j
real estate accoiding to the provisions of a contract described in said petition.
• mlered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to l»e published three weeks successively
in The Republican Journal,a newspaper published
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and !
that they may appear at a Probate
for the County of Waldo, on the 11th (lay of I at Belfast,
Court, to be held at Belfast, within ami for said
1908.
A.
1).
February,
County, on the 10th day of March, A. I). 1908.
R. dUNNTON, administrator on the estate at ten of the clock before noon and show cause,
ol John T. Owen, late of Belfast, in said
if any they have, why the pray er of said petitionCounty of Waldo, deceased, having presented a t*r should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, -fudge,
petition praying that the actual market value of
the property of said deceased now In his hands
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register,
subject to the payment of the collateral inheritance tax, the persons interested in the succession
thereto and the amount of the tax thereon may
SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belbe determined by the Judge of Probate.
fast, on the 11th day of February, 1908.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
H. Sproul, administrator on the esIheophilus
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
of William B. Sproul, late of Winterport, in
order to be published three weeks successively in tate
deceased, having presented his first
said
County,
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
or administration of said estate for alat. Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate account
lowance.
and
for
said
to
within
be
held
at
Belfast,
Court,
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
County, on the 10th day of March, A. D. 1908,
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal, a
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, if
any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Proshould not he granted.
hate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 10th
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
;lay of March next, and show cause, if any
Chas. P. Hazkltine, Register.
they have, why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
88.—In Court of Probate, held at BelAttest:
A true copy.
fast, on the 11th day of February, 1908.
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
John R. Dunton, administrator on the estate of
JohuT. Owen, late of Belfast, in said County, deceased, having presented his first and final acNOTICE. The subscriber
count of administration of said estate for allowhereby gives notice that, he has been dulyance.
appointed administrator of the estate of
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
GEORGE P. WARD, late of Thorndike,
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal, a
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
in Belfast, in said County,
newspaper
All persons having
as the law directs.
bonds
that all persons interested may attend at a Prolemands against the estate of said deceased
bate Court,to be held at Belfast, on the 10th day of
ire desired to present the same for settlement,
March next, and show cause, if any they have,
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
why the said account should uot tie alloweo
^iiayment immediately.
GEO. E. J0HN80N, Judge.
MARION T. WARD.
A true copy—Attest:
Thorndike, February 11,1908.
Chas. P. Hazeltin*, Register.

Street, to

ami

why the said account should

A true copy.

Evenings I shall be at my residence, 23

Court

next,

Man'll

they have,
lowed.

within and
At a Probate Court held at Belfast,
11th ou\ ot
fur the Count* of Waldo, on the
1!K)8.
1).
A.
February,
THOMPSON, heir at law of Bi r.iau.iu
ot
V
Bryant, late or Unity, in said a ooiimy
petrion
having presented
decease*I,
Waldo,
il
Lie
appoiiJ.
praying that George B. Bryant may
administrator of the estate of s .id deceased.
notice.to
Ordered, That the sal. 1 petitionera give ot tins
copy
all persons interested by causing
weeks successively lit
to he published three
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at a I foliate
at Belfast, that they uia* appear
with... aml ior sa.d
Court, to he held at Belfast,
A. t>. UC8,
ot
March,
countv on the 10th day
if
the clock before noon, and show cause,
at
of
said
petitioner
the
player
any they have, why
should not he
^ J()HNS0N> Ju(lg0.
A true copy.

cc k.»

y\

a

tenV.f

JOHN

S.W. Johnson. M.D.

of Proieu,., he
\1T A LDO S> .-In Court
last, on the lltb day of Februa
Orrin R F*res, administrator on 1 !.•
Susan J. Estes, late oi Troy, in said (
ceased, having prer-ented bis first a«
count of administration of said estate

older

WALDO SS.
To the Honorable Justices of the Supreme Judicial Court, next to he held at Belfast, within
and for the County of Waldo,on the third Tuesday of April, m the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and eight:

Supreme Judicial Court in Vacation,
Waldo ss.
Bf least, February 14, A. I). 1908.
Upon the annexed libel, it is ordered by me, the
undersigned, a Justice of said Court, that notice
be given to the libellee by publishing an attested
copy of the same, or an abstract thereof, together
with this order thereon, three weeks successively
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper printed
in Belfast, in the County of Waldo, the last publication to be thirty days at least before the next
term of said Court, to be holden at Belfast, within and for said County, on the thirdsTuesday of
April next, that she may then and there appear in
said Court and answer thereto, if she see fit.
WM. P. WIIITEHOUSE.
Justice Supreme Judicial Court.
3t8
A true copy of libel and order thereon.
Attest: TILESTON WADLIN, Clerk.

annexed..

it
IHI.MA

MAINE.

STATE OF HAiNE.

Officehours

not

sem

Carefully screened, ; geih.-r'with

to get Coal.

j
|

Everybody Wants.
Everybody desires good health, whieh is
impossible unless the kidneys are healthy.
Foley’s Kidney Remedy corrects irregularities and cures all forms of kidney or bladder
disorders. Take Foley’s Kidney Remedy at
once and prevent Bright's disease and diabetes. R. H. Moody.

be the last
Pend eton,
^ald
tit-

2n5rC^ii TMfmJy. J $

|

Wliat

to
W

purporting

lor probate
Ceased, having been presented
to all persons
Ordered. That notice be given
urueieu,
to be

1

It’s dretful queer how he’s forgot
’Bout things boys like to do!
"But p’raps when I’m so awful old,
i’ll have forgotten, too.
Au’ so, 1 think, I’d ruther die
A little boy like’me,
Thau live to be as horrid as
The grown folks have to be.
Elizabeth Thomson Obdway,
in the Boston Transcript.

ITT A LDO SS.— Iu Court of Probate, ho:
V? fast, on the lltli day of February
Susan A. Hail, guardian ut Geneva F. I’
ing presented her first and final accoun
diansliip for allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be giv.
weeks successively, in The Republican
newspaper published in Belfast, iu sai
that all persons interested may attend
hate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the
ot March next, and. show cause, it
have, why the said account should not be
GEO. E. JOHNSON,
A true copy. Attest
Crab. P. Hazeltine, Re

at I'ellast, within and
on the second Tuesday

late

It. COOK of Troy, in the County of Waldo and State of Maine, respectfully libels and
gives this Honorable Court to be informed, that
lie was lawfully married to Kern ice S. Cook, at
said Troy, on the seventeenth day of December,
A. 1). 1903, by Keverend A. F. Hatch, a minister
of the Gospel di.ly authorized to solemnize marriages, ami ever since said marriage lias conductsame year.
ed liimse If towards said Bernice ■$. Cook as a
faithful, chaste and affectionate husband; yet the
said Bernice S. Cook, wholly unmindful of her
A Night Alarm.
marriage vows and duty, on the first day of
is
Hie
of
fire
at
alarm
night
an
arch. A I) BW,and n divers other days and
than
Worse
metallic cough of croup bringing dread to ; times between that date and the day of the date
of
bothis libel, committed adultery with one Koy
|
mothers
keep
the household. Careful
I Bickford.
w's Honey and Tar in the house and give
That your libellant 1ms by said libello one child,
it at the first sign of danger. Foley’s Honey
Homer L. Cook, aged two jears and eleven
and Tar has saved many little lives and it 111 'lltllS.
as
I hat the residence oi said nnenee is iiiikiiowh
is the only safe preparation for children
it contains no harmful drugs. It. 11. Moody to your libellant, and that lie has made diligent
search and ii quiry to ascertain her residence,
and it. cannot be ascertained by reasonable diliI
A BOY’S LAMENT
gence
I wherefore your libellant prays this Honorable
•Court to decree him a div* ice from the bonds of
I don’t like grown folks very much ;
I matrimony n nv existing between him and said
’Pears like they don’t like me;
! Bernice S. Cook, and the care and custody of
I
do
In nearly everything
said minor child, Homer 1, Cook, may be decreed
to him.
Some fault they’re sure to see.
I Dated this twelfth day of February, A. D. 19U8.
If I’m playing in my play-room,
JOHN K. COUK.
As quiet as can be,
an
to
mischief
I’m
think
up
MAINE
STATE
OF
They
Come running up to see.
A NDR()SC0GGIN. SS
On this twelfth day of February, A. D. 19€8,
An’ if 1 run an’ laugh an’ shout
personally
appeared John H. Cook, above named,
They send me off to bed,
and made oath that the statements contained in
’Cause it almost drives ’em crazy,
the foregoing libei for divorce are true.
Before me,
Au’ nearly splits their head.
GEORGE C. WING, Jk.,
Justice of the Peace,
I get all tired out an’ cross
A try in’ to be good,
STATE OF MAINE.
to hear of children who

Au’ pa, he aiu’t no use a-tall—
He dassn’t say a word—
“Whatever mother says must go”
Is all I’ve ever heard.

ReKister.

HA/KLnNt%

and testament of Elisha
A wifi
of
ot Islesoboro. in said count*

it of course aurans uiucu
furniture.
attention from all to whose notice it is
brought and is a valuable piece of furniture, as well as a remarkable
souvenir. The live men whose lives
terminated in the tragic death upon the
scaffold, were Lewis IT. F. Wagner and
John True Gordon, who were hanged in
1875; two Italians, Raffale Capone and
Carmen Santo re, with Daniel WilkinWilson, who were executed in 1885.
kinson was the last man to be subjected to the death penalty in Maine, his
execution occurring in November, and
the Italians were hung in April of the

Yer see, my ma, she never was
A little boy like me,
An’ so, er course, she doesn’t know
What a boy ’ud like to be.

^second

Atf„? the CountyA.ofD.Waldo,
1908.

polish, making

In summertime it’s ’bout as bad;
The things I want to do
Are mostly al’lays just the ones
She doesn’t want me to.

that all persons interested may attend a,
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on tin- 10• •,
of Ma:ch next, and show cause, if any
have, why the said account and private
should not be allowed.
GKO. E. JOHNSON,,1
A true copy. Attest
('hah. P. Hazeltine, Regi.«:

m».

ioned table-chair so familiar a hundred
I years ago; the top drops down making a
! convenient card table; the chair itself
is richly upholstered and given a hue
a handsome piece of

’Cause ma,s so feared that I’ll get cold,
I don’t get out till spring,
An’ theu the suow’s all mushy-like—
Au’ marbles is the thing.

on

forsaid County,

"Sow oMuse,

gallows
drop had been shifted about from place and every ton a full ton.
to place, and being partly decayed,
Why should it not be a burning
Warden Norton ordered it cut into tirewood. Finding tiie handsome maple in
success?
Try us with your next j
the center, gave him a suggestion to
have it shaped into something which
Several order, and you will certainly get
might be preserved as a relic.
things suggested themselves, but he Coal that will please you both in ■md allowed.
decided upon a chair, with good results.
Atfn6C01’5
The chair is a duplicate of the old fash- quality and price.

I’ve got er dandy sled, er course,
Au’ heaps er other toys.
But don’t have uo fun using ’em
Like all the other boys.

1

Ordered, That notice thereof be giver. ^
weeks successively, in The Republican .1
a newspaper published in Belfast, iu said

if any they have,why
and
and al
should not be proved, approved
OHO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.

Store Moon

Mitchell & Trutsell.

after the

Au’hale
Do just the things they should.

WALDO

tomewSeks

ln'.e,?w

3mi

SS —In Court of Probate, held ,»t R*
fast, on the 11th day of February v,
Cuarles C Park, administrator on the
>
Henry S. Park, late of Stockton Springs,
County, deceased, having pres* uted his
count of administration of said estate,
with his private claim against said estate
lowance.

At a Probate Court Held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of February, A D. 1908.
certain instrument, purnorting to be the last
will and testament of True 9. Heagan, late
of Waldo, deceased,
of Belfast, In said County
for probate.
having been presented
be
given to all persons
Ordered
Ordered, That notice
ot this order to be
successively in The Repub-

children.

j

GUY CARLETON, Cashier.

A

That’s what

$30,000.00

■

JOSHUA ADAMS, President.

everybody.

mi

Bank,

National

CAMDEN, MAINE.
on

the same lines at the old stand in

Good work,

!

On Savings Deposits.

Megunticook

Mitchell & Trussell,

HISTORY.

in:..

“But,”

bought

you

Bonehill, Ralph Captain.
Guns and snowshoes: or, The
winter outing of the young
1907.
hunters.
Brown, Helen Dawes.
Mr. Tuckerman’s nieces. A story
for girls. 1907.
Burnett, Frances Hodgson.
The cozy lion. As told by Queen
Crosspatch. A hook for small

I have

Have you neglected your Kidneys? Have
overworked your nervous system and
caused trouble with your kidneys and
hl.iHHar 9
llura vnn riiUTlS ill lOlUS, Side,
Have you a
back, groins ami bladder?
flabby appearance of the face, especially
Too frequent a desire to
under the eyes?
I ills
pass urine? if so, Williams’ kidney
will cure you, at it. H. Moody Druggist.
Trice 50c.
n
\\ iliiaius’ M’t’g Co., Drops., Cleveland, O

Ad

Period

i

WILLIAMS’ KIDNEY PILLS.
945 2

Next Interest

our

We Pay

•

Lewiston, February 22,1908.

Hon. Thomas .J. Lyons, State comraissioner of industrial and labor statistics, lias made public tiie report of an investigation of the condition of women
wage earners in Portland, made by
Miss Eva L. Miorey, rormeriy seereiaij
327 F-3
1900.
to Congressman Edwin ('. liurleigh.
Isaac K.
Funk,
of
census
the
at
Tlie number reported
The widow’s mite and other
1900 was 5351, wbicli lias greatly inpsychic phenomena. 1904.... 133.9 F 9
creased, the population of the city having increased an estimated 20 per cent. Galsworthy, John.
The 339 saleswomen of 1900 have
The country house. A novel.
:.he view a are remade by some rival more than doubled in numbers, four
G137
ex1907..
concern the market is to a c: rtain
than
large stores alone employing more
George.
Gibbs,
tent corntred.
week
5C0. Wages range from *2 per
The Medusa.emerald. A novel.
the FIRST CARD OX THE .MARKET.
paid to some cash girl apprentices,
G 34-2
1907.
out
while heads of departments receive in
was
Leighby
The first card
put
The
Glover, Ellye Howell.
ton & Frey in 1880, following a success- some few instances *20 to $2C.
“Dame Curtsey’s” book of novel
ful venture in those old lithograph average is in the neighborhood of *7.
The report says: “There are a numalbums which opened like an accordion,
entertainments for every day
which in turn were succeeded by the ber of young girls in tlie department
1907.. 793 G 51
in the year.
a
half tone albums. This card was com- stores, employed as cash and buudle
Rider.
Haggard,
Henry
the
from
Mountain
bination card, showing White
girls, who have graduated
Margaret. A tale of the 16th
It was done in black and white school grades. When questioned as to
scenes.
II 12-5
century. 1907.
lithograph and was printed in Germany. why she left school so young one reIt had a place for a stamp and under plied: T wasn’t learning anything that Harper, Charles G.
Rural nooks round London.
the postal lawst of that day required a would help me make my living.’ It is
difficult for a child, or many parents, to
two-cent stamp when mailed.
1907.T 42.1 II 23
The one-ceut rate helped to popularize see that a High school course with its Howells, William Dean.
the postcard, but it was not till the gov- Latin and French will be of any practiBetween, the dark and the dayernment yielded to an increasing de- cal assistance later in life. In some
light. Romances. 1907. H 83-29
mand ami permitted one-half the ad- instances it is necessary for the children as they grow older to assist in pay- Jones, William.
uress siat* iu ut*. uscu un
Finger-ring lore. Historical, legbecame the rage it is today. The first ing the family expenses, hut in the ma391.7 J
cards had to leave a margiu for writing jority of cases it is because the parents
endary, and anecdotal.
do not fully realize the harm they are Kaler, James Otis.
on the picture side, but the double address concession did away with this and doing their children’s future in allowThe wreck of the “Ocean Queen.”
now the lithograph completely fills the
ing them to stay out of school when a
A story of the sea. J-K 12-7
to
is
shown
desire and determination
card.
George (jelwyn.
Kimball,
on
comments
.Miss
do so."
Sliurey
WHY MA]>K IN GKIOIANY.
The Lackawanuas at Moosehead :
these cases: “A few dollars look at- |
which
view
the
cards
all
Practically
or, The young leather stocktractive, but unless some special train- :
are sold in this country are printed in
J-K 56
ings. 1907.
ing is taken the earning capacity will
Germany.
Germany is a nation of remain small. These are the ones who
Lane,Edward William. Translator.
the
Besides
lit
and
liters
hographers.
j,i
would be benefited by the introduction
The thousand and one nights
large liu.ographing plants much of the of more effective industrial courses in
commonly called in England
block-making is done by piece-work in the schools.”
the Arabian Nights’ entertainthe home and the whole family has a
in
Portare
Fifteen women
employed
hand in the operation. In this way boys
892 L-l
ments. 3 Vols. 1889
It is’a business:
land lloral stores.
and
the
at
an
bee.. expert
early age,
which especially appeals to the femi- Martin, George Madden.
work is done at a price which could not nine
Letitia, Nursery Corps, U. S. A.
nature, and wages range from *10
The
he ipproached in this country.
to *18 and a very few as high as *25 a
M 358-2
1907.
Gem.eii lithographer who is getting
week.
Mason, Alfred Edward Woodley.
ti e equivalent ol *12 a week, which is
There are 500 stenographers and
M 38-6
The broken road. A novel. 1907.
a high wage tov that country, ranks in
John.
skill with the man who would be getOxenham,
:
maa
a
to
f rom $3.50
$20
week,
large
Ox 2
1907.
A man of Sark. A novel.
ting troiii *25 to *:jo in this country.
"being below $10 and not on an
Over here the ordinary printer cannot jority
woman
in a P: rrisli, Randall.
above
One
$8.
do the work required in making a pic- average
The great plains: the romance
business office receives $1200 a year.
iver there, the average
ture postra ol.
The 111 telephone operators receive I
of western American explorapi inter can.
tinn
morfnr
timi cnttlomdnt
$2.50 to $20 per week, averaging about !
'i lie cards are printed oil huge sheets,
$8.
1527-1870. 1907. 978 P 24
which cany from 32 to 78 cards each,
There are 180
practicing women j
and the range of subjects on a single
Trained nurses ; Ray, Anna Chapin.
nurses in Portland.
sheet mav run from the tropics to the
Hay: her year in N'fewr York. No.
receive
from
$3 per day and
hospitals
frozen mirth. They are worked through
R 2-13
3 of the “Sidney” books.
for work on cases of conthis wav so that all the blue required higher prices
tagious diseases. Other nurses usually Reid, William Maxwell.
mav be given to the 32 or 78 cards at
receive about $12 per week.
The story of old Fort Johnson.
once and on the next time through the
The 200 women employes of the laun190(1... .974.74 R 27
press all the red and so on, till the in- dries receive $o to $8
per week. The Roberts, Theodore.
dicated color scheme is carried out. The
100 milliners receive $5 to $25, averagThe red feathers. A story of remost expensive cards are put through
about $10.
the press 15 or 16 times, hut this is only ing
markable adventures when the
and
restaurants
The
hotels
employ
for cards requiring great detail, such as
Rfi33
world was young. 1907.
1695 women whose wages average $4 to
the reproduction of famous paintings.
week and living expenses. Some Standisb, Winn.
The cards are printed on paper stock $6 per
Jack Lorimer’s champions: or,
receive as nigh as $15 per week.
made in Germany, for the German paSt 22-2
The 418 garment workers earn $5 to
sports on land and lake.
per-makers have so closely studied the $15 per week, averaging about $6. The
Streckfuss, Adolf.
needs of the lithographers that they
shoe
in
the
bundled women and girls
Translated
The lonely house.
give them a stock which American pa- factories earn $4 to $7 per week for the
from the German by Mrs. A.
iper-makers cannot duplicate at any newer workers and $8 to $10 for experiSt 92
cost. A change in the duty from 25 per
L. Wister.
enced help. Dressmakers and seamcent ad valorem to live cents per pound
Tomlinson, Everett T.
to
stresses
receive
$9
$6
week,except
per
increased the business, for manufactur- that women who
The camp-fire of Mad Anthony.
go out to sew receive
ers on the other side making high-grade
1907. J-T 59-16
per day and upwards. In the paper
cards couldn’t compete with manufac- $2
is
to
the
box factories
$12 pel' Trevelyan, George Macaulay.
$0
pay
turers of cards of inferior grades. Now
The
about
$8.
candy
Garibaldi’s defence of the Roman
the cards have to stand on their merit week, averaging
makers receive $3 to $6 per week, aver945.08 T 7
and there lias been an appreciable imRepublic. 1907
about $4 50. Chewing gum workaging
Ward, Mary Augusta,
provement in quality as a result.
and
are advanced to
at
ers
start
$3.50
'The postcard lias been a power in
(Mrs. Humphry Ward).
$5 or $0 a week.
arousing meat prme. a ie« ycais ago
Milly and Oily. A story for
are similar in the other
Conditions
assorted
.small places would purchase
J-W21
children. 1907.
binding, ne.vspaindustries,
printing,
of
views
demand
views. Today they
work, chiropodists, manicurists, Whitelock, William Wallace.
their immediate vicinity, In addition paper
sbampooists, canning, medicine manuWhen kings go forth to battle.
to the view caids there is a steady dewhich are reported by Miss
W 62-1
A novel. 1907.
mand all over the country for Christ- facturing,
Shorey.
and
Whyte, Christina Gowans.
mas, Xew Years, St. Valentine
on the matter by say>he
comments
Easter cards—not forgetting the harp
Nina’s career. A story for girls.
ing: “The fact that so many live at
W 625
that once through Tara’s halls which
1907.
home doubtless has much to do with
ot
March
the
17th
sells well whenever
the average salary as low as it Woodberrv, George Edward.
keeping
around.
comes
is. It is difficult, in the lower price loRalph Waldo Emerson. English
AMAZING THE ENGLISHMAN.
men of letters series. b Em 3-6
calities, to find even a small heated
When City Hall burned the Leighton room as low as $1.50 per week. For
3C
O -Z3k- £S It?
Company got out a half-tone card show- the greater part they are $2 and above
a
1™ Kin( Van Have Always Bough}
ing the ruins and had it on sale at 7 p. that figure. Meals are from $3 to $5
Bears the
their
of
tire.
being
m. of the day of the
week, with the prospect
The following morning Mr. Leighton more rather than less.”
met by appointment an Englishman
PILES! PILES! PILES!
who had come over to discuss a postTHE HEN.
Williams’Indian Pile Ointment will cure
card contract. The interview took place
111_.. .1
r>5l<XQ
If
in Mr. Leighton’s ollice and before they
The hen, as a money-earner, outranks
itching at once,
settled down to business the English- absorbs tbe tumors, allays
Wil- all other living things on this continent,
as a poultice, gives instant relief.
acts
man alluded to the lire.
liams' Indian I'ile Ointment is prepared excepting the cow and man. Last year
“You, er-er had quite a bit of a blaze for Piles and itching of the private parts. the hens, dead and alive, earned three
said.
he
here yesterday?”
Sold by druggists; mail 50c and $1 00. Wil- hundred million dollars.
There are
liams’ M’f’g, Co., Props., Cleveland, O.
“Yes,” said the Portland man.
about 300,000,000 bens in the nation,
“Your City ’all was burned was it?”
and we get on an average of 44,000,000
“Yes.”
Ely’s Cream llalm has been tried and eggs a day. During 1906 there were
“Was it er-er completely destroyed?” not found wanting in thousands of homes all
16,000,000,000 eggs consumed in this
I For answer Mr. Leighton picked up
over the country. It lias won a place in the
The cash we pay for onr
country.
it
across
reliable
the
and
cards
one of the
passed
family medicine closet among
chickens and eggs for six months
is
at
it
it
at
where
looked
kept
household
The
remedies,
the desk.
Englishman
would secure a receipted bill for the
hand for use in treating cold in the head
with mild interest.
member of ttie house- Panama canal. Since 1850, eggs alone
“And what er-er might this be a pic- just as soon as some
than
hold begins the preliminary sneezing or have yielded a greater sum of cash
ture of?” he Asked.
snuffling. It gives immediate relief and a the products of all the gold and silver
“That’s City Hail.”
to
a
a
will
treatment
stop
put
mines combined. Calico print works,
day or two’s
“Oh, ah, I see, the’all has been burn- cold which might, if not checked, become wine clarifiers and photographic estabed before. This is, I suppose a picture chronic and run into a bad case of oatarrh.
lishments used over 70,000,000 dozens
of the ’all after the earlier fire?”
of eggs last year. New York City
last
the
after
Little
Kisers,
taken
pleaswas
DeWitt’s
Early
that
Use
“Oh, no,
alone uses 90,000,000 dozens of eggs anaut little pills. They are easy to take. Sold
fire.”
nually.—The Atchinson Globe.
said the Englishman, looking by R. H. Moody.
from
Halifax in the east to Denver in the
vest f rom Jamaica in the south to the
Canadian lUckies in the far northwest,
its photographers are ever on the go.
They are given carte blanche when they
fi.tr ;i new field and they make picto
tures of every tiling which appeals
ill addition to this they buy up
'.! em
photographers I
everything the local
until
lave, taking the plates, so that

at 1.30 o’clock p. m.,
for the purpose of selecting six candidates
for electors of President and Vice President
to the United States, and four delegates at
large and four alternates to attend the National Republican Convention to be held 111
the city of Chicago, in the State of Illinois,
on Tuesday, the 16th day of June, 1908, and
the transacting of any other business that
may properly come before it.
The basis of representation will be as follows: Each city, town and plantation will
be entitled to one delegate, and for every 76
votes cast for the Republican candidate for
Governor in 1906 an additional delegate, and
for each fraction of 40 votes in excess of 75
votes, an additional delegate. Vacancies in
the delegation of any city, town or plantation ean only be filled by residents of the
county in which the vacancies exist.
The State Committee will be in session in
the anteroom of the Armory at 12.30 o'clock
p. in. on the day of the convention for the
purpose of receiving the credentials of deleto
gates. A delegate in order to be eligible
participate in the convention must be elected subsequeut to the date of this call, and
delegates cannot be elected under this ca l
to the State Convention to be hereafter called for the purpose of nominating a candidate for Governor.
All electors of Maine, without regard to
in the
past political affiliations, who believe
enprinciples of the Republican party and to
dorse its policies, are cordially invited
unite under this call in electing delegates to
this convention.
Per order, Republican State Committee.
Seth M. Carter, Chairman
Byron Boyd, Secretary.

New Books, February, 1908.

Beginning at

Notice!

WILL BE HELD IN THE

immediately.

SAM CEL W. 11

Troy, February 11. 1908.
The
DM IN 1ST!: VTRIX NOTICE
hereby gives notice that she ln>
of
the
estate
administratrix
appointed
4

/i

»•:

GILBERTS TOWNSEND, late of M.>
in the County of Waldo, deceased, a:
bands as the law directs. All persons h:
mauds against the estate ol said de<
desired to present thesanm for sottlem
all indebted thereto are ret]nested to m
ment immediately.
MKIUTVILE A. TOWN
Monroe, January 14, 1908.—3wG
■

j
j
j
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THE PALATINE INSURANCE CO..
ASSETS DECEMBER

31, 1907.

j Stock and Howls.$~,4
Cash in Office and Hank—
Agent’s Balances.
Interest aml-Kents..
All other Assets.

—

24*
33S

Gross Assets. 3,07
1
Deduct items not admitted.
Admitted Assets.$3,00.
UABALITIES DECEMBER 31, 19"
NTet Unpaid Losses.$ (>7i.
Unearned Premiums.. I,
All other Liabilities.
Surplus over all Liabilities. 1,04

Total Liabilities and Surplus.S3,no
Kearsport, n
Kiieeland, Agent,

j. If.

An Apt Illustration.

published

The (Tptimist—I try not to place to
confidence in a man’s opinion of him
The Pessimist—That's wise. The
make as much noise as the lion.—Bn

Eagle.

,:i

HUMPHREYS’
WITCH HAZEL
OIL ::::::

ARNOLD’S TRAIL!

jjjjjNG

TO CANADA.
rROM MAINE
■

1
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m

surrounded by quite

a

FOR PILES,

large

wilderness, where 1 left uiy
nv previous article, issituat..u‘,ksof Alder stream, some
i, in where it Hows into the
and ten or twelve miles
,c.
ali are the summer camps
lakes over which General
-ed with his army of iuvalrason 1 left Arnold’s trail
:
uf Alder stream was beat some business with the
,ent ol this farm and lummy, as well as with some of
their camps some seven
as farther north from the
was now the last days of
laborers from Canada and
l Maine were already rework in the woods, and soon
\, axe would ring through
,i est and brisk would be the
mess for many a day.
ug down in my note book
on Arnold’s march, and
songs by my trieud, and

ONE APPLICATION BRINGS RELIEF.

!

SAMPLE MAILED FBEE.

At Druggists, 25 cents, or mailed.
Humphreys’ Medicine Co., Cor. William and John
Street*, New York.

NERVOUS

DEBILITY,

Humphreys’ HomeoNo. 28, in use
Specific
pathic
over 40 years, the only successful remedy. $1 per vial, or special package for serious cases, $3.

causes.

by Druggists,

Humphreys'

or

sent prepaid on receipt ot prices

Med. Co., William A John Sts,. N, Y,

Our road, or path, which was
mir guide,
wound in and out among
liustis before we were up very rough,
the hills, and here and there we passed
tlie
for
retired
we
.ng,
high rocks or ledges decked with clumps
occupied separate rooms, of
spruce and pine. About 5 o'clock
large and well iurnisbed,
waters of
who

desired to

her the sheets neither of
.alit until the sun’s rays apasternsky. ft was about
when the. boss teamster
I rubbed my
my door.
out, “hello there! come
iied the door and came up
ci the bed and looked like a
4 there in his rough woodunder his rough clothes
ms
He came for
heart.
to take with him on his
then
\ melt were
ready to
company's lumber camps,
1 jumped out
miles north.
roused my friend and he
luggage, but refused to
We then
for ms trouble.
m for his kindness and he
mention it boys, we’ll see
mips tonight.” “You said;
ught road from here to the j

united my friend.” “Y'ea,
tac way” he said as he was

the stairs with our luggage
.1 hack. “Walk straight oil
mue to our camps” he added.
iktast we stepped into the
stores and found the superand a teamster who had
i nun Eustis the day before
i of winter supplies busy at
aging tobacco boxes, bags
ut Hour in their proper
verything needed lor the
My
ups was kept here.
owed a rifle from the superand
hawks
at
owls,
io shoot
; uere are a large number in
in tact, they are so null
song birds are scarce,
mg our bills we started oil
It was a dethe carnDs.
..nmig for a walk through
..ess, and everything looked
beautiful after the shower,
many of them already tak
;nge of autumn, rustled in
the sun-beams dickered
ere in the deep woods, and
and little chipmunks ran
along over the rough tote
id not gone far before we
uge d-er. hut as the close
u
my friend did not try his
also" saw a fox and a good
.ks. Soon my friend blazed
uank, and down it came fluting the trees. -"There is one
said he, shouldering the

■

■

logging on.
n
along Arnold’s trail was
us nearer to that city famous
sung in song and told ill
lie and his ragged army
b’Mvely. At length we ascii hill, and looked over a
lops waving in the wind,
ml a large spring of beautiitud slaked our thirst from
which hung on a
u dipper
we had traveled half of the
etweeD the farm and the
: it was past eleven o’clock,
to rest and eat our lunch
I uvn in the shade under a
ud began to eat with a good
heard the ring of
-won
we
the tote road and looking up
inonarchs of the northern
iking their way to the spring
■

ces

Of

somewhat

startled and
to our teet, while my friend
ior the rifle, but f was too
him and pushed it aside. Ju
it they raised their huge ant
As and looked at us, and the
se began to stamp and look
my heart began to thump
my libs. But presently they
into the forest and disappearsaid my friend, as lie drew a
nth, “what a sight! If we
killed by these huge beasts
we get out of this great, wild
And yet, it
we
will do w'ell.
touched by the hand of oiviiithe days of Arnold’s
nnce
w hen he and his army were besuch hardships and perils in
Ids.” “Yes,” I replied, “that
when General Arnold’s amry
ng of starvation and exposure
ere

I

mu
i

meat wilderness, modern

-i vi.

s

i

:es

g

con-

such as we have enjoyed
way were unknown.”

gion during

our

early history I

one or the ravoate lurking
the Indians, who wielded the
k>inu;.,!wk with such savage vengencej
‘■id « i. se war whoop often resounded
'■'■rang! the dense forests; bat today
*'■ la
say with the poet:
‘1-

as

woods.

we

caught sight

of the

«.«/-»

I

Signature

of

proving.
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WAL1IO STATION.

C. 11. Gifford of Unity is still buying potaand 70cents....E. H. Littlefield
Chas. Bessey and T. F. Littlefield shipped
cord wood here last week. Several carloads
of hay were also shipped by different parties_Emery L. Hussey has resigned his
position at Maple Terrace farm, Swanviile,
aud is now at home-Mrs. Abbie V. Hussey is visiting relatives in Searsport this
week_G. H. Nickerson and sun Clinton
returned to Portland .Feb. 22, after a week’s
visit at Mr. Nickerson’s farm, Maple Terrace, Swanviile-Miss Esther Evans and
Miss Grace Patterson, (Brooks High School)
are at borne far the winter vacation-..Mrs
Gilbert LevaneelJer is on the sick list and is
confined to the bed.-An epidemic of
coughing is iu this neighborhood, affecting
the children. This cough .bears close resemblance to the whooping cough, although
some people claim it is not—Last Friday
Boss Littlefield, by the use of good judgment, stopped Miss Cousins who ran away
from Monroe Poor Farm Thursday. She
was walking to Belfast and was in a destitute condition.
toes at AS

BROOKS

HORSE

NOTES.

Isaac Staples of Brooks is one of the
old time carriage makers that used to
be found in every Maine village. He is
very nearly the sole representative of
At
tliis large and progressive class.
the age of 68 he is hale and hearty and
with his son E. E. -Staples, is turning
out Iris .usual complement of good serviceable carriages. Mr. Staples has in
his day built a good many hundred
carriage®. He went to w ork at 16 years
of age, and after one.year’s apprenticeship bought his time of his father and
set up far himself, and has continued
No one has .a better record
ever since.
than he for good workmanship.
In all these years he has had an eye
open for a good horse, and has handled
not a few of them. Of fate years the
horse end of the business has devolved
.upon his son to quite an extent. Just
now they hai.e a good road horse in Jim

Wilkes,

a

mahogany bay gelding eight

Through pathless wilds

MONItOE.

The Monroe W. C. T. I?, has united with

Troy aud Bangor unions in condemning the
Boston liquor literature that is Hooding this
It is considered pernicious aud deState.
grading. This resolve was passed at the
last meeting and was placed upon the
records. Frances Willard’s birthday was
observed Feb. 21st at the home of Mrs. Julia
An appropriate program was carWhite.
ried out and an ottering sent to tne niemo-

THE ILLS OF WINTER.

The

Easiest Thing In the World to
Overcome Them If You Know’ How.

No season of the year has greater
variety or more acute ills than the
months from October to April.
The winter bruises and sprair.s or,
the

engaged

big

OASI'OillA.
_Hie Kind You Have Always

F«*« the

T

that

lead

to

pneu-

readily cured by

BoiftW

|

from the

Anodyne.
Rheumatism, neuralgia, headaches—
n fact, aches and pains of every description ar° quickly and positively
cured by this valuable household remEven
the
sore chilblains will
edy.
quickly disappear when Neuralgic Anodyne is rubbed on.
If you use a bottle of Anodyne and
do not_ think you have gotten more
than 25 cts. value from it, take back
the empty bottle to your dealer, and lie
will refund the money to you,—and the
proprietors, The Twitchell Cham
Co., of Portland, Me., will re*
him.
season

1

W|l0 could speak English, as
They carried small hatchheir belts and we carried extra
ts’ aa we
decided t0 make a
loui
A’1
uuip and sleep over night in the

colds

There
is
not a
home in the Northern states that will
not get many times its value at this

Jr,*)'
j.")

:"i re,*
o'" -os.

serious

monia, can all be
Neuralgic Anodyne.

j'O'

J,1'"'

onsno

UhlM

The Kind You Have Always Bought
Beare the

letter in eny way you see fit for the benefit of
the suffering. 1 will answer all correspondence as to my own case. I recommend
KODOL to all I hear grumbling about their
stomachs, and have bought many their lint
bottle.*All that Is required it • trial of
It talks for itself.
Yours very tr
C. M.

KODOL.

CORNELL.

Kodol
lor

and has been made under.his personal supervision since its infancy.
'‘wtniTYf. /■CCC6A4&4
Allow no one to deceive yon in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and “Just-as-good” are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.
S

What is CASTORIA
Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.

FREEDOM.

what you eat, takes the
strain off of the heart, and contrib**
utes nourishment, strength and

Fred Rankin of Lincolnville is spending
few days in Freedom, the guest of Miss
Bertha Bryant.Miss Flora Farnum of
Thorndike visited her sister, Mrs. Willard
Mr. and
Sparrow, Tuesday Feb. 18tb
Mrs. Samuel Tilton of Albion called on
Mrs. Fanfriends in Freedom Saturday
nie Wiggin of Massachusetts is spending a
few weeks with her sou, Judson Wiggin
Mr. and Mrs. F. Porter V\ ebb of Swanville
visited Mrs. Webb’s mother, Mrs. Susan J.
Fiye Feb. 22tb_The next meeting of the
Literary Club will be held with Mrs. Addie
Fiye March 13th. They will study the life
of Mark Twain....Dr. and Mrs. A. M.
a

body,

health to every organ of the

The Kind Yon Have Always Bought, and which lias been
in use for over 30 years, has borne the signature of

We trust and sincerely hope tbe warm
weather will help her.The High school
has closed for a two weeks vacation.

Dyspepsia.

digests

Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Clark of Rockland
in town Sunday visiting Mr. and Mrs.
L. F.iAllenwood.Mr. and Mrs. F. O. Atlenwood were at the Head of the Tide, Belfast, Sunday, visiting Mrs. A.’s sister, Mrs.
Emma Steward_There will be a masked

the lake and the Dead River sparkling
in the sunlight among the trees, and
pitched our tent in a little sheltered
spot among the pines near the big dam ball at Mystic Grange Monday evening,
at Lower l’ond and the banks of the
March 2nd, to which the dancing public are
deep, still river. After making a rough cordially invited. Music by Mitchell and
left
our
we
for
the
guides
night
camp
of Liberty_The annual town meetto build a lire and get supper, and walk- Young
is Monday March 2nd, much enthusiasm
ed down to the dam which a paper pulp I ina
will »be manifested—The good sledding
company had built a few years before,
and then to the banks of the historic makes it good for the farmers, and all those
who have logs to draw.
river, which rises here.
I seemed to hear the splash of the
JACKSON.
oars of Arnold’s soldiers in the water
a. S. Roberts suffered a shock last Friday
aua ihe rough voice oi t apiani uauiei
Morgan above the storm giving orders night about eleven o’clock, llis left side
Arnold sat beside his wasjeiuirely paralyzed and while he is a
to his riflemen.
brave Captain wrapped in a great milivery sick j man a slight improvement is retary coat, his face worn and weary, but ported at this writing, llis speech and
of
like
coals
iiis piercing eyes gleaming
fire.
Often he would shout to the sol- mental faculties are not affected, which is a
diers to break ice with their gun-stocks; great comfort to his family. Drs. Cook and
for, said he in a voice of thunder, “we Kilgore were called and made him as commust proceed to the Canadian frontier fortable as possible. Mr. Perkins of Brooks
and gather food for the starving army is taking care of him and he has every care
and stragglers behind.” The sun had
possible. Mr. Roberts is about 71 years of
sunk behind the Kibly Mountains and
taken suddenly veriwere
the shades of evening
stealing age—E. 0. Fogg was
through the forest when we sat around ill and is reported no better at this writing.
the camp fire and ate a hearty supper Dr. Cook is in attendance. llis mauy friends
which our guides had prepared for us. are hoping for improvement in his condiThe evening air was quite cool for the tion.
last days of August and our faithful
guides kept up a good tire until well in- THORNDIKE.
Mrs. Olive Cornforth of Unity is the
to the night.
My friend and 1 were a
little tired after our walk over the guest for a few days of her sister, Mrs.
under
led
soon
and
we
craw
hills
rugged
Joseph Higgins_The funeral of Marcia,
our rude camp of limbs and boughs and
wifeof M. P. Palmer, was held at their home
laid
blankets
in
warm
ourselves
rolling
down on soft spruce boughs for the last Thursday, Rev. A. A. Smith of Belfast
night. My friend was soon snoring officiating. Frank Fairbanks of Unity was
soundly, but in my case it was different. the undertaker_Richard C. Higgins and
Sleep seemed to forsake me and I laid family and Fred L. Higgins and family
for a long time looking up through the passed Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. S. F.
tall trees to the bright stars twinkling Files_Dr. B. P. Hurd was called to Jackin the clear sky and thinking of
son last week to attend Miss Julia A. HardArnold's starving army, picturing in
ing who is very ill. Friday the doctor visitsame time the poor solat
the
mind
my
diers dropping down with fatigue, sick- ed patients in Belfast and Searsport-The
ness and
hunger as they staggered High school holds forth at the Station
along by the banks of the river so near school house. The spring term began Mon1 seemed to hear the groans
our camp.
day with Mr. Mason teacher. Everything
of this starving army and some poor looks favorable for a
profitable term.
last
that
their
out
soldier
crying
dying
bis
and
eaten
killed
and
had
been
dog
LINCOLN VILLE.
comrades feeble reply that he knew it,
Thera
Dnnnrnl
of nrin in fliic wri
hut to keep up good courage for GenerLlall arrived
Etta
Georgia
ciuity_Miss
al Arnold would alleviate their distress
home Tuesday from Farmington Normal
soon.
It was about 10 o'clock when our School for her vacation. Miss June Simguides came and laid down just inside mons, who accompanied her, will spend her
the camp with their trusty rifles by vacation in Boston....Howard Goose of
It is impossible however,
tbeir side.
Hope spent Sunday in town.... Mrs. L. F.
for me to write a full description of our
Kankiu arrived home Saturday from a visit
nights in the deep woods. The glorious in Boston.Dr. Frohock has moved to
sunset, the music of the waters of the
lake against the stones near by as the South Thomaston and will locate there perlast breeze of evening died out, the manently to iill tlie vacancy of Dr. George
cry of the loon and the hoot of the owl Horne—Mrs. Avis Frohock is spending a
are beyond the power of my pen to defew weeks in lioston.Mrs. Lizzie Anscribe. Alt! ye deep wildwood, ye rocks drews of Brookline, .Mass., arrived Sunday
and waters blue which fill tliese awful
to spend a few days with her father, Mr.
solitudes, if you only had tongues to
whose health is failing
speak what stories -you coukl teii of Stephen Fredson,
Arnold and his famishing army of in- rapidly_Harold McKinney spoilt Sunday
iri Searsmout_Miss Lena McKinney is at
vasion.
home from Castine for a vacation. She will
return in March aud graduates at the spring
m
BA ■
A
term_Benson Hall, who has been ill with
the grim has recovered.Mrs. Caroline
For Infants and Children.
Parkman aud Mrs. John Miller, who have
both been siek with the grip, are slowly im-

UAO

Chicago, ill.

Gentlemen:—Yours of the 6th to hand.
In reply will say, most assuredly use my

i

For Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Sour
Stomach, Inflammation of the mucous membranes lining the Stomach

were

bright

with Mrs. Forrest tiranr, oar. 6th, will be
a franchise meeting, giving the ladies a
chance to express their views on the subject.Miss Jessie Cunningham is visiting
her aunt in Bangor a few weeks and will
continue her music lessons with her teacher
in Bangor.Miss Edna Pulley, whose
home is in Baring, Me., but who has a position in the Frankfort Supply Store as bookkeeper, was the guest of Miss Ethel Chase
over last Sunday.Miss Linda Chase rei
turns from Bethel this week for a two
weeks vacation...!. .Mr. Wood, the High
school teacher of Brooks, is boarding at the
Monroe hotel during his vacation—People
are improving the good sledding to rush
their lumber and wood along.The many
friends in Monroe of Mrs. Rufus Nealley,
who lived here many years but is now of
Winterport, are very sorry to hear of her
failing health. She has been confined to
home and mostly to her room all winter.

Roding, Ga., September IS. IMS.
MESSRS. E. G. DE WITT A CO..

BELMONT.

years old. He was sired bf Blue Will
mere
8.194, out of a .dam by Young Gideon.
and naked savage roams,
He stands 16 tiuids strong, and weighs
use along these quiet shores,
11&3 pounds, is a fast walker, carries his
mi many peaceful, happy homes.”
head high and is known as an attractive
t see how Arnold lived to get looker.
M. J. Dow, who cepresented this town
through here so late in the
said uiy friend. “It will al- in the Legislature last winter, and is
um a miracle I guess,” said I.
favorably mentioned for the Senate of
are we now from Quebec,”
1909 10, is a very busy man. He carries
cl. “Something like 130 miles on a farm, runs a store, and usually has
I replied.
“Well,” said lie, time to talk a few politics. He is tfce
i-lied our lunch, “if we don’t owner of a roan mare by Knox Chief
early winter will overtake us that is certainly entitled to be known
iget to Quebec, as it did Gen- as a brood mare. She is the dam of
ii.”
So saying he picked up Wilton S. 2.21, by Day Dawn, and one
icd 1 my hat and we proceeded other that took the same mark.
Mr.
51
Dow lias a yearling filly out of the mare
ay,
n the afternoon we arrived at
Maud
Marston
that
lie
calls
C.
2.10i
by
without seeing any more big Marston, that lie thinks very well of.
found the hoss and men busy Siie has all marks of a eood one.—Turf
g preparations for the coming Farm and Home.
work, which was soon to begin,
“The Flying Haskell**
■ugh woodsmen were glad, to
'Uicl entertained us over night,
Makes a liecord Hun From Boston to
cole up two nice beds for us and
Newport.
“'ft pillows under our heads we
Newport, R. I., Feb. 19. Capt. VV. H
; o
sleep of the just. The next Ilarriman
of the four-masted schooner
cri
we woke up to find it rainJacob M. Haskell, arrived this morning
;c
by 10 o'clock it had cleared and claims
a record trip from Boston.
•>
I we felt better. We were now
i nr or live miles from Lower He made the run in 20 hours, and after
the lirst of the chain of seven breakfasting in Vineyard sound this
morning was in here three hours later.
vc r which General Arnold crosst to Lake Megantic and the He says it was blowing a gale outside
and lie is glad to be in.
The schooner
After dinner we decided to
is bound for the naval coaling station
'"toss the wilderness along an
‘u
oggiiig road for the summer camp at Bradford to load with 2700 tons of
coal for the Boston uavy yard.
or Pond.
We
two

"hat ';,uige!

Rev. J. A. Frye preached at the church
last Sunday....The next meeting of the
Ladies' Club will be with Mrs. Leon Wiggin
Thursday evening, Feb. 27th_Mr. and
Mrs. W. M. Vose, who have been employed
at the Girl's llorueiu Belfast the
past year,
returned to their home Feb. 18m.People
were very busy last week filling their ice
hcuses. The ice is about 18 inches thick
and clear as crystal ..Newell White is very
busy printing town reports.
BUKNHAM.
The recent fall of snow made very good
sledding and those who have lumber to haul
are utilizing it to the best possible advantage. Fred Fletcber has from 70 to 12 heavy
teams hauling from his Horseback, lot to the
station at the village. Frank Hunter is
bustling to land a large quantity of lumber
which he has cut at the Burnham station...
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Cookson have been on
the sick list all winter, Or. Latbbury of
Pittsfield is their attending physician.
Frank Young, who has been confined to the
house with a cut foot all winter, is just able
to be out.

Vital Weakness and Prostration from overwork and other

Sold

All
To .Know-

■Wants

UVI.'UUK.

W. OOWEN.

m >uu-.'gi tia tsujvyv'i.
irv '.fir
The next meeting,
Visitors were present.

—

The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

—

Digestive Tract, Nervous Dyspepsia and Catarrh of the Stomach.

and

—

CONFORMS TO NATIONAL
PURE FOOD AND DRUG LAW

Digests What

o

tit a

it

f/tnf

trail

The Kind You Have Always Bought

ground tor a new route-Miss Leah
Pendleton of Unity was the guest of Miss
Mrs. Lida
Maud Nichols the past week
Hussey of Freedom and her sister, Mrs.
Wilson Wentworth of Knox, visited their
WALDO S8.
Taken this tenth day of February, A. D., 19:8, parents in Smithton Feb. 22nd-Arthur
on execution, dated February 10, a. D., 1908, is*
Sampson and Miss Maud Nichols entersued on a judgment rendered by the Supreme
Hall
Judicial Court, tor the county ot Waldo at the tained the Whist Club in the Grange
Tueson
the
first
term thereof begun and held
Tuesday evening Feb. 18th ..Juanita
day of January A. D., 1908, to wit, on the 13th day
K. of F. hall
of January in favor of Harry W. Harriman of Temple gave a supper in the
Stockton Springs, in the county of W aldo, against Tuesday evening Feb. 18th and invited the
Saul Ellis, otherwise known as Solomon Eliis of
was a large atBelfast, to wit, Stockton Springs, in the county Kuights of Pythias. There
and State aloresaid, for sixty-nine dollars and tendance.Varney W. Weed of Massaand
ten
or
debt
damage,
seventy-seven cenis,
Chas.
in town
dollars and forty-nine cents, costs of suit, and chusetts is visiting friends
will be sold at public auction at the office of Fred
from a business trip
has
returned
Sampson
w. Brown, Pythian Block, Belfast, Maine, to the
B. Thompson was
highest bidder, on the 17tli day of March A. in Massachusetts....C.
I)., 1908, at nine o'clock in the forenoon, the in Belfast Feb. 18th on important business.
following described real estate and all the right,
title and Interest which the said Saul, otherwise
_Clyde Carter of Montville was the guest
known as Solomon Ellis, has in and to the same of Elden Knowlton Feb. 18tli....Miss Edith
or had on the Doth day of April a, D., 19 7, at 3
hours and 0 minutes in the afternoon, the time Lawrence is dressmaking for Effie M. Flye.
when the same was attached on the writ in the
The selectmen have been in session the past
same suit, to wit: a certain lot of land situate in
said Stockton Springs on cape Jellison, bounded week settling up the yearly accounts of the
and described as follows: on the east by the Sar- town....Mrs. M. M. Small of Branch Mills
gent lot; on the south by the south shore lots; oil
Susan J. Flye,
the west by s. L. Berry's land; on the north by a visited her mother, Mrs.
town way, containing eight acres, more or less, Feb. 20th_Mrs. Willard Sparrow is quite
being the same premises conveyed by Harrison
Small, administrator of the estate of Joanna Ber- sick with the grip.
ry to Deborah Ellis by his deed dated December
29, A. I)., 1882, and recorded in the Waldo County LIBKKTT.
Registry ol Deeds, Book 204, Page 31; also anothThe selectmen have been busy during the
er certain lotor pan el of laud situate in the town
of Stockton Springs and bounded asjollows, viz.; past week settling up the town business for
of Ambrose
beginning at a stake m the northatline
The town is reported to be
the southwest the past year.
and
the

SOLI) BY R. H. MOODY.

In Use For Over 30 Years.

—

State of Maine.

ALWAYS

tPHIil

Wednesday evening, Feb. 20th. lee eream
and cake were served....The It. F. D. inspector was in town Feb. 21st looking over

You Eat

CASTORIA

GENUINE

1HC CENTAUR COMPANY, TT MURRAY STREET, NEW YORK CITY.

—

Randall’s home lot in 1862,
COI her of said Delila Young’s

in

reoy,

tueuue »

'uiu

cieiiij-ii»c ucg'tm

1.1

CO.,

ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1907.
Stocks and Bonds.$1,390,510 30
and Bank.
in
Office
69,17905
Cash
132,772 26
Agents’ Balances.
Interest and Kents.
19,697 89

|
50

Gross Assets...$1,612,159
66,726 81
Deduct items uot admitted.

Admitted Assets.$1,545,432 69
liabilities December 31, 1907.
Net Unpaid Losses.$
Unearned Premiums.
All other Liabilities.
Surplus over all Liabilities.

116,628 00
965.516 88
12,423 59
450,864 22

;

Total Liabilities and Surplus.. .$1,545,432 69
FIELD & yi'IMBY, Agents, Belfast, Me.
INSURANCE

COMPANY

OF

...Ifli

find

mucin

NORTH

AMERICA.

share

Gross Assets.

3,625,088

10

absence

of

because

it

from home due to office cares
or

to

exigencies which compel

him to travel, unless—
Unless he has

a

telephone

in his home, and while on the
road, bethinks himself to call
up from

a

pay station.

The “Good

|

Real Estate.
8,710 25
207,050 00
Mortgage Loans.
and
Stocks
Bonds.$2,714,850 00
Cash in Office and Bank.
208,240 89
421,980 77
Agents’ Balances.
Interest and Rents.
3,05102

Maine.

healing.

beautifully pictured
it
by Longfellow. Sometimes
is impossible for a father to

West Liberty is reported as seriously ill—
St. George Chapter, F. & A. M., held its
monthly meeting last Saturday night.
Rev. E. E. Morse hopes now to be able to
keep his regular appointments on the second
and fourth Sundays at the village church.
_Our local grangers are looking forward with much pleasure to a visit from

mio

and

has been

31, 1907
399,138 75 South Montville
Keal Estate.$
Grange Wednesday even467,983 48
Mortgage Loans.
Stocks and Bonds. 8,291,420 00 iug, Feb. 26th, if pleasant—Even the uonCash in Office aud Bank. 1,045,774 70 I church goers were glad to hear the church
Agents’ Balances. 1,249,024 24 bell again last Sunday morning, when serBills Receivable.
39,632 80 v ces were held for the first time in six
Interest and Rents.—.
52,617 72 i weeks, owing to sickness and bad weather.
All other Assets.
31,490 95 Rev. E. E. Morse preached iu the morning
and E. E. Mauk of East Liberty conducted
Gross Assets..$11,577,082 70 a prayer meeting iu the evening.
Deduct items not admitted308,978 45
rs A i3a rp
13 T A
Admitted Assets.$11,268,104 25
The Kind You Have Always BougH
Ben tin
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1907.
Net Unpaid Losses.$ 777,100 0(1
Uuearned Premiums.— 5,589,160 75
All other Liabilities.
833,902 79
Cash Capital. 3,000,000 00
The Common Things.
Surplus over all Liabilities- 1,067,940 71
3w8
*
The sunshine and the gentle rain,
Total Liabilities and Surplus .$11,268,104 25
The clear bird song that hails the morn,
FIELD « QIIIMBY, Agent*. Belfast, Me.
The meadowland which flowers stain,
The swaying banners of the corn,
The grass that whispers to the breeze—
NATIONAL FIRE INSURANCE CO.,
What common, common things are these I
OF HARTFORD. CONN.
The broad, blue mirror of the lake
^
Securities valued at market quotations of
That smiles back at the sleeping sky;
December 31, 1907.
The billows, too, that leap and break,
And fling their foamy jewels high;
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1907.
TVio uilirar nlmiila flint
Kir
Real estate......$ 462,189 07
Mortgage loans. 658,092 00 Toss back the lances of the sun.
Stocks and bonds. 5,459,041 00 The stars that blaze as
jewels blaze,
vaou in t/wuic (vuu uaur...
Ami make the world-old mystery,
Agents’ balances.
While they on their appointed ways,
Go speeding through eternity,
Admitted assets.$7,453,905 28 Across unfathomed
seas of space
DEC.
1907.
On
LIABILITIES
31,
paths that we bnt dimly trace—
Net unpaid losses.$ 477,202 34 All these are common—brook and
bird,
Unearned premiums. 4,473,102 18
And rose of red, and meadow green ;
Cash capital.•.... 1,000,000 00 So common that
they seem unheard,
liabilities.
over
all
76
Surplus
1,503,000
So common that they seem unseen ;
3wS
And yet there is no day or night
Total liabilities and surplus-$7,453,965 28 But borrows all of their
delight.
1 IKI.D A QUIMBY, Agents, Belfast, Me.
No common thing is held apart
I-red Atwood, Agent, Wlnterporl, Me
From ns, or pent with lock and key,
WESTCHESTER FIRE INSURANCE CO Hut in the goodness of His heart
1 hey are all made for you and me.
SEW YORK.
Ii always seems God loves the best
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1907.
Things he makes the commonest.
ASSETS DECEMBER

Bangor,

The Children’s Hour

ho'intifnl

|_Frank
;

3w8

,.i^....r

decorations and a general good time.
Fellows Knowlton has gone to Massachusetts where lie has employment.Will
Fierce was in town over Sunday .The
High school began the sprnig term last
Monday morning with a fair attendance.
Miss Gertrude Perkins will teach, this being her fourth term with our High school.
_An unusual number of sick horses were
reported in town last week, two having
since died_Our village has presented a
busy appearance during the last week and
the farmers are making the most of the
good sledding, hauling in their wood, bark
and lumber and also tilling their ice houses.
Dooley of Hath is spending a few
days in towu, the guest of John Sherman of
West Liberty.Mrs. Viola Lamson of

AMOS F. CARLETON, Sheriff
AMERICA ASSURANCE
TORONTO, CANADA.

..e

Props.

Ointment—wonderfully penetrating

cents.

Brown closed a very successful dancing
school in this village last Friday night. The
event of the season will be the closing reception and ball on Friday night,. March
0th, when the class will close officially in a

said Randall’s home lot, one hundred
and nineteen rods, to a stake marked xx; thence
north live degrees east fourteen rod." lo a-take
marked thus, in 1859; thence north eighty-five deto the
grees east by Jacob Clifford’s home lot
bank of Fort Point Cove; thence southerly by
said cove to the first mentioned bound containing
ten acres, more or less.
Belfast, February 10. 1908.

BRITISH

CALDWELL SWEET CO.,
Sweet’s Carbolic

in a good condition, fiuancialiy.The an,
nual town meeting will be held MondayMarch 2nd, at 10 30 a. m.George Knowlton is home from Bath for a visit.I. 1J.
Griffies has returned home from a. two
weeks visit with friends in Brewer and
Bucksport.. Jesse Blackington of Rockland
spent Saturday and Sunday in town—Mr.

land; thence south
eighty-five degrees, west one hundred and twenty
links
to
the
ten
southerly line of the
rods and
Isaac Berry lot, so-called, in the new town way;
thence north forly-five degrees to the southeast
corner of the said Isaac B. rry lot; thence north
eighty-five degrees east by iand of Jacob Clifford
one bunded and one and a half rods to a stake
marked 1S59 xx; thence south five degrees, west
fourteen roils, to the first mentioned bounds, containing nine acres and one hundred and fourteen
square rods, more or less; also another lotor parcel of land situate in Stockton Springs in said
county aud hounded as follows, viz.: beginning
at tlie northeast corner of Ambrose Randall’s
Home lot
west by

For Sore Muscles
A bottle of Lee's contains nearly twice as much liniment as does
any other same-priced kind. 25 cents buys it from your local
dealer.

is
a

Night”

message

great comfort to him and
great pleasure to them.
a

It is worth much; it costs
little.
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Admitted Assets.$3,02'
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It brought thouto be an urgent need.
sands of dollars to Belfast which, with-

Republican Journal.

Ihe

Published

have been diverted elsewhere.
It enabled us to have here meetings of
the Maine Press Association, the State
Grange and Masonic and Odd Fellows’

ed, would

Every Thursday by the

Republican Journal Publishing Co.
CHARLES A.

PILSBURY.

| RUsiness

The summer visitors who
filled its rooms brought cash customers
to our stores; and to supply the larder

Manager.

markets, grocery stores and farmIn view
ers were liberally patronized.
of the fact that the rental was barely
our

sufficient to pay the insurance and in
terest on the bonded indebtedness the
hotel company asked that the tax on
the hotel be abated, the company paying
the tax as assessed upon the Crosby estate. This very reasonable and justifiable request was seized upon later by

MAYOR,

FOR

WADLIN^ESQ^

Oklahoma is for

Bryan.

Eveii one holding the lofty office of
to assail
mayor cannot be permitted

Mr. Hanson

issue on which to

get

He denounced upon the
street corners the men who had sunk
their money in an unprofitable enter-

reputation of private citizens with
impunity.

prise that Belfast might have a firstclass hotel, and succeeded in creating
such a feeling among his followers that
lie created
he was elected mayor.
a fire department which he called his
Little Tammany, the hotel burned down
and its contents were looted. In the
days of the old hand tubs, with such fire
chiefs as A. A. Howes, Charles Baker
and Charles T. Richards the building
yvould have been saved without doubt.
When it was'gone, many who had been
misled by demagogical talk realized

The Maine Senators and Congressmen
are all opposed to the proposed consoli-

pension agencies, which would
■abolish the office at Augusta.
dation of

in
They have been arresting people
Massachusetts for playing prize whist.
one is
How long will it be before some
arrested for doing crewel work?

Republicans

as an

into office.

the

The

of Rockland have

renominated Mayor Arnold H. Jones.
He has proved himself the right man
in the right place and it is safe to prethe loss the Crosby Inu
dict his re-election by an increased maa

was

to our

loss that has been felt every

city,

day since.

pursued hides its
head in the sand, hoping thus to evade
its pursuers, and Mayor Hanson foltreated with lows a like instinct in digging into the
in ottice and railroad question of forty years ago,

Hanson had no justification or
excuse for the attack he made upon
The Journal in the Opera House the

Mayor

The ostrich when

schoolboy

A Boston
and
weak
sickly.

I

not propose to retaliate in kind, but
shall endeavor to show his unfitness for
the office he now holds, and that his
a

public calamity.
The Old York Transcript says: “It
cannot be denied that the experience
have had with
many cities and towns
stone crushing plants has re-

charter for constructing a road over the
most practicable route to Moosehead
Lake, excepting the distance from New-

expensive

public

Square,

be provided for the legislative people,
but it is now figured that a round $100,000 will be required to complete and
furnish the hotel. It is doubtful if the
subscribers ever get a dollar of return
on their money.
Certain public spirited citizens of

It may be added
here that there was opposition to the
proposed road from both Democrats and

ing

at Pierces’ Hall.”

Republicans. The corporation was organized July 3, 1867, by the choice of
Alfred W. Johnson, Thomas Marshall,
Belfast subscribed $40,000 under like
Reuben Sibley, Nahum P. Monroe,
a
first-class
conditions to give Belfast
Hiram O. Alden, Win. M. Rust, Columhotel, and their reward was to be abused,
bia P. Carter, Wm. II. Simpson, Win.
bounded and persecuted. The man who
T. Colburn, Seth L. Milliken, Axel
instigated this persecution, and under
Ilayford, II. N. Lancaster and Charles
whose administration tlie Crosby Inn
J5. Hazeltine, as directors, who elected
is
now
was burned to the ground,
posing Alfred W. Johnson
president, John II.
as a promoter of local industries and
clerk and William T. Colburn
Quimby
enterprises, yet with three job printing treasurer, ill'. Johnson declined and
offices in this city lie has his printing
Axel Ilayford succeeded him as presidone out of the county.
dent. They are all dead. Mr. Hazelit is said that Mayor Hanson pro- tine, who later filled the ollice of presiposes to buy a $0,000 steam (ire engine- dent for many years, was the last to
Whose money will pay for.it? It will go.
These are the citizens, respected
be the money of the taxpayers of Bel- and influential in their day, representfast. The burners in the outlying dising both of the great political parties,
tricts will be called upon to pay their who have been charged with “misproportion, and what possible benefit management, rottenness and alleged
In less than five gialt,” and with robbing Belfast of her
can it be to them?
minutes a steam fire engine would natural heritage, etc. And what is the
empty the deepest well. Who will pay record of the man who thus seeks to
the salaries of the six new officials the
Mayor proposes to create—the advisory
assessors

to sit as

a

d efame the dead?
We

secret

understand that Mayor Hanson

criticized The Journal for not aidinquisition through which to punish has
in the promotion of His Chamber
those who regard him as an unsafe man ing
of Commerce. We give it that name adto have control of our city affairs; and
because it is his creation and
the park commissioner, the latter be- visedly,
we are of the opiuiou that it was
on
the
fambe
a
to
to
lieved
hang
plum
and exclusively for
ily tree? The taxpayers of course will designed solely
of his personal and
have to pay these salaries, and to foot the promotion
political ends. The Journal for the past
at least has given all possigancies anti visionary schemes put forth fifty years
to every
to delude the unsuspecting voter. Be- ble aid and encouragement
honest endeavor to promote the busiinterests and the moral and ma-

single purpose of adthe interests of a single indiThe issue is—the best interests

hind it all is the

vancing
vidual.

of Belfast vs.

in

Edgar

ness

terial welfare of Belfast and of Waldo
COuniy. it lias uceu equauy piuuuuueeu
in its opposition to all fake schemes of
whatever nature, and it considers that
the Hauson Chamber of Commerce
It
comes well within that category.

F. Hanson.

Crosby S. Xoyes, who died Feb. 21st
Pasadena, California, aged 83 years,

was born in Minot, Androscoggin county, and at the age of 22 left his father’s
farm to seek his fortune, and found not
only what he sought but attained a
national reputation as a journalist
The latter part of his journey to Washington was made on foot because of
want of funds, and a few years ago he
tame to Poland Springs in a special
car.

His first

bookstore

of

employment was in
Joseph Shillingtou

the

has

no

legal

or

corporate existence,

has
that
it
said
; and it is
j held a meeting since it was created
Not a business man was
on paper.
present at thejalleged organization. It
never

|

The idea that the farmdied at birth.
ers who have their regular commission
merchants and their private customers
would bring their produce to this alleged

Chamber of Commerce to be packed
much and shipped, on payment of a fee, to a
I
on I

Pennsylvania avenue, which was
frequented by Daniel Webster and i “special representative in Boston,” who
other statesmen of that day. If mem- would of course have a commission, is
ory is not at fault Mr. Xoyes began his an insult to the intelligent people of
newspaper career as a carrier of the Waldo county. They are fully capable
Washington Evening Star and soon be- of attending to their own business, and
came a reporter, then editor, then part will continue to do so.
proprietor and for many years, and un- A Belfast man was asked the other day
til his death, was editor-in-chief of one what this so-called Chamber of Comof the best known and most profitable merce was doing and replied:
“Why,
evening newspapers in this country. don't you know what it is for? It is to
He was

men

the last survivor of the five
bought the

who in the late 60's

boom Hanfaon's paper.” And the paper
is to boom Hanson for sheriff, for the
legislature, or for something else. That

Star of Douglass Wallack. He is survived- by his wife, a daughter, and by
such
three sons, who are occupying responsible positions in journalism.
citizens of Belfast in-

Public spirited
vested $40,000 to give
hotel, the Crosby Inn.
at the time to be a

our

city

a

new

It was known

permanent

invest-

ment from which no returns could be

expected for
built to supply

years, if ever. It was
what every one admitted

a

man

could edit

a

non-partisan

paper is as impossible as it would be for
the sun to rise at night and set in the
morning. He couldn’t be non-partisan
if he tried, and he will never try. His

ROB ROY
FLOUR

■

X

—

His arms were soft and flabby.
He didn’t have a strong muscle in his
entire body.

IjJ

a

X
a
a

X

physician who had attended
for
thirty years prescribed
family
The

q
cQi
*0

the

9

*0»

Scott's Emulsion,

Z

I

NOW:
To feel that
would think he was
blacksmith.

9
9

boy’s arm
apprenticed

you

9

to a

9
A

ALL DRUGOIST8I 8O0. AND 81.00.

J. Dow, Esq., presided and made a few
legitimate enterprise or industry in this remarks in which he commended the honesty
a
to
offered
he
ever
give
city? Hub
and purity of purpose of the officers of the
dollar toward building a new hotel?
Civic League. While individuals may cenHas he fulfilled nis promises, made be- sure their methods of work the people
fore flection, of “greater prosperity, generally have faith in them and their oblower taxes, better wages, better prices ject.
for produce, a new steel bridge, electric
S. S. Roberts, all his life a resident of this
railroad, hotel,” etc? In fact, has there j place and onerof our most intelligent and

under his administration

not been

decrease in
an

population

and

increase in taxes, and

a

prosperity,
the largest

city expenditure for years with less to
show for it? The new steel bridge, the
electric railroad, the hotel and the new

best known citizens, was stricken with a
shock last Friday evening and has since
been in au unconscious state, with little
hope of his recovery. During the day he
came from his farm, which by the way is
the first over the town line in Jackson and
about a mile from the village, and transact-

schoolhouse

are

really no such
which only needs
a touch to dissolve iuto the nothingness
from which it was created, and it will
merce,” when there
thing. It is a bubble

is

Alfred lluxford came front Portland last
ile
to spend Sunday in Brooks,

Saturday

is siad to be doing,well in Portland.
W. n. Rolfe and wife have moved into
the G. L. Morrill house to be company for
Mrs. Morrill while her husband is away on
the road.
Millard F. Chase, wife and son, of Bosare visiting the family of A. E. Chase.
Marie is still here and Mrs. Chase is very

ton

Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Ginn were in Bangor Feb. 18th on busi.Several from here attended the lecness.
ture given to the K. F.’s in Prospect last
Snnriav hv Rev. T. H. Derrick of Andover.
ile_Morris Ginn and Mrs. Rufus liarri
man visited their cousin, Mrs. Morris GifA.

..

fins in Sandypoint last Saturday-The
many friends of Mrs. M. E. 0. Libby in
this place are glad to hear that she is improving and hope to see her out when the
warm weather comes.Mrs. Evander
Harriman, who has beeu on the sick list for
the past two weeks, is better.
EAST SEAKSMONT.

Mrs. Alfred Fletcher of Braintree, Mass.,
is in town, the guest of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Ed Butler_Alniou Young of Boston
is visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. David
Young_Mr. and Mrs. T. M. Simmons
spent Feb. 23rd with Mr. and Mrs. G. Everett Donnell_Ed Butler lost a valuable
heifer recently by choking. In some way
she turned, throwing her body into her crib
so that she choked before being discovered.
_Andrew Butler lost a horse recently.
Cause of death unknown-Leroy and Leslie Marriner have their ice houses filled.
They report the ice 18 inches thick and of

W"The ladies of Belfast and

hi.

„.„i

biscuits made from the Coombs
Co’s celebrated Rob Roy Flour.

Pretty

hi..p

Outing Flannel Night Robes
We’ve been selling these dainty
Robes all winter for $1.25-

How to

Remedy

The Best Robe Values We
Ever Offered.
entire stock of these
them at a pticc
marked
pretty Robes we’ve
which stamps this as the best Ro*be bargain
you’ve known in years.
In

Suffering

closing out

our

There’s a wide assortment of th.
Robes to choose from—in plain Pink, Whir.

CAUSE.

Much ot the

price they were.

at which

excellent success and as she is an experienced teacher the progress made is most satisfactory to both parents and pupils. A large
number of parents and friends were in
school and all were treated with candy and
peanuts by the teaeher ...Mrs. l’omeroy of
Carmel, who has been visiting Miss Carrie
Chase, returned home Tuesday.Mrs.
Linda Littlefield is enjoying a visit from
her sister, Mrs. Arrie Murray of Newport.
....C. 0. Whitney has bought a woodlot,
situated in Newburg, of Mrs. David H.
Smith of tlfis town.
THE

Milling

Any of These

Take Your Pick of

and Mrs. C. B. Jewett and Mr. and Mrs.
R. L. Clements attended the whist party at
Odd Fellows’ hall Monroe, Thursday evening, Feb. 20th-A goodly number were
present at 0. Gardner hall Saturday night
Feb. 22nd. Music by Cobb's orchestra of
Hampden_School closed at White’s Corner Feb. 22ud with appropriate exercises.
The teacher, Mrs. llarquail, is meeting with

REMOVE

are

Janies H. Howes the week beginning
March 2nd, where a lady demonstrator will hake and serve free delicious

llaley, Mrs. Marcus Littlefield, MissGleuice
L ttlefield, Mr. and Mrs. L. A. White, Mr.

j

vicinity

to visit the store of

cordially invited

Sunday, February 23d—Mrs. Wellington
Chase has been quite ill but is better at this
writing_Mr. and Mrs. Geo. H. fork eu
tertained company from Monroe Friday
eveniug_The L. S. O. club met with Mr.
and Mrs. E. N. Bartlett Monday evening,
Feb. 24th_I. G. White was in Bangor on

^4^^9999999999999999

sulted in dismal failure. The first cost
and expense of maintaining a plant,
port to Dexter, where a road was altogether with all the hauling, repairs, ready in progress. Williamson’s His- be even shorter lived than the many
it.
purchase of rock, iabor, etc., renders tory says:
“A railroad convention on other schemes which preceded
In this connection we are authorized
the final cost of crushed material so the 23d of March was largely attended
great as to be prohibitive. When crush- by delegates from twenty-three towns to announce that Arthur Uitchie, Esq.,
ed stone can be bought and delivered on on and near the line of the proposed has resigned as vice-president of this
and that
cars for one dollar a ton it seems the
At meetings called for the pur- alleged Chamber of Commerce,
road.
height of folly to attempt its manufac- pose, on the 6th of April, by a vote of other resignations will follow.
ture.”
865 in favor, to 27 against, the city auTHE NEWS OF BROOKS.
thorities mere authorized to subscribe
of
the.
The Augusta correspondent
of non-preferred stock,
shares
for
3,604
Bangor Commercial says of the new
Meetings are held every evening at the
amounting to 8360,400. The result was
Augusta House:
Friends
Chapel.
received by a general expression of
The sum of $00,000 was subscribed
1>. B. Clifford, who has been very sick for
in
and
were
bells
The
rerung,
and
to
gladness.
enlarge
by Augusta citizens
the past month, is able to be about the
model the building that adequate and the evening there was a bonfire in Cushouse.
accommodations
hotel
might
suitable
and a
gathertomhouse

board of five

was

still in the air, and the ed the usual amount of business, disposing
big business that was to be transferred of a load of produce and taking supplies
here from Chicago is evidently side- home. About ten o'clock that night he
hoping thus to divert attention rrotn
called at the door of his sister's room, awaktracked somewhere.
his sins of omission and commission.
Under the cover of some unsuspect- ening her and fell there unconscious. This
seri“first
a
of
railroad,
The building
citizens who permitted their names is his second shock and it will probably
ously conceived by Hon. Albert G. Jew- ing
faithful membe
used without knowledge of the prove fatal. He has been a
ett in 1853,” was at no time a party to
ber of our grange for more than thirty
Chamber
In 1867 the project of build- real character of this Hanson
question.
years, was constant in attendance, and has
of Commerce its promoter goes through
several times represented us at the State
ing a railroad from* Belfast to Moosewhich
“lectures”
the county delivering
head Lake was revived and Hr. N. P.
Grange.
he announces as “under the auspices
Monroe, then in the Legislature, introChamber of Com- PROSPECT FERRY.
duced a bill which resulted in a new of the Waldo County
Banks and Mrs. A.

other night. He has been
courtesy since he has been
and there has been no factious oppoWe do
sition to bis administration.

continuance in that ottice would be

9

gatherings.

Subscription Terms—In advance, $2.00 a
for three
year: $1.00 for six months; 50 cents
months.
Advertising Terms—For < ne square, one
Inch length in column, 50 cents for one week and
25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
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out such accommodations as it furnish-
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Saturday evening, Pen. zznu—a n.
gone to Boston to Join the
new steamer Chester.Miss Mildred
Haley is able to be out again after her
recent illness....Mrs. E. R. Packard and
Miss Blanche Packard of Hampden were
the guests recently of Mrs. Walter Arey...
Miss Hulda Williams is in town from MalMrs.
den, Mass., for a short vacation.
Charles M. Welch of Belfast returned to
her home in Greenfield, Mass., Feb. 19th
after a few days visit with her parents,
Capt. and Mrs. B. F. Bussey—The Pine
Tree Club met at the home of Miss Flora
Snow Saturday
afternoon, Feb. 22 nd.
Candy, ice cream, cake and cocoa were served for refreshments, and a delightful afternoon was passed by the merry children.
....The Waldo County Veterans’ Association will meet at 0. Gardner hall Mai oh 5th.
....One of our little friends recently returned home from school and informed her
mother that Mrs. F. was sick. The mother
inquired tbe cause of the illness, and the
little girl replied “She has an absence in the
head.” Tbe lady was suffering with an abscess that had gathered in her ear....Miss
Stella Tainter and Stephen Foley were
united in marriage by Rev. 1. H. W. Wharff

Williams has

from
and Blue, and in pretty fancy colorings—fashioned
best qualities ot Outing Flannel.

in

Belfast.
There is hardly a family in Belfast where
there are not one or more members who
suffer at times from the effects of a weak
stomach.
It may be that this occurs only after eati :g some food that does not agree, or because of a supper late at night; or it may be
that the stomach is so weak that scarcely
auy food can be eaten without pain and dis-

All

regular

15, 16

and

sizes

17,

as

latter

The only way to treat a condition of this
kind successfully is with Mi-o-ua. It removes the cause of indigestion, weakness of
the muscles of the stomach and bowels, and
restores the whole digestive system to health
and strength so that it takes care of all the
food that is eaten.
Get well and strong by using Mi-o-na
tablets. Take the remedy at the first symptom of indigestion, when you can be cured
easily with a few doses. However, no case
of stomach trouble is too severe or chronic
for Mi-o-na to overcome.
A. A. Howes & Co. sell it under an absolute guarantee to refund the money unless
it cures. A 50-cent box lasts for a couple of
weeks, and will do more real good than a
dozen boxes of the ordinary digestive tablets.

These $1.2?

reduced price.
want

one

here—

are

well in extra
20

sizes—18, 19 and

tress.

1

being cut

—

very

the

full.

Night Robes will be quickly sold
Call at the store early if you

for.

out at
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good quality.
S WAN V lf,LE CENTER.

The many friends of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Maddocks are pleased to learn they
are to live at home with his father, Herbert
Maddocks, Sr_Mr. and Mrs. Lew Murphy are visiting his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Horace Murphy—Hon. A. E. Nickter.
erson shipped a car-load of hay from VValdo
The entertainment given by the Good
Station last week....E. K. Clements and
Templars’ lodge was a pleasant occasion
family of Searsport visited his sister, Mrs.
and a success financially. The officers will
11. I’. White Sunday_Richard Brown and
be installed next Saturday evening by J. G.
and Miss Etlielyn Moody of Belfast
family
Stimpson, the L. if.
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. A. RobertIt is excellent sleighing in the country son Sunday_Calvin Webb has returned
now and the village is filled with teams.
E. 11. Littlefield
to his woik in Portland
Potatoes bring 70 cents at the station. Ap- bought and shipped two car loads of hay
in
in
large quanti- from Waldo Station recently to Cunningples and hay are brought
ties and the woodsmen are all busy.
ham. Malden, Mass. He also loaded two
Mrs. Sarah Townsend from Nevada called cars with wood for the Belfast Fuel A
upon frieuds here last week. She is tire Hay Co_E. A. Robertson has been on the
The Brooks & Mondaughter of the late Samuel Gould and is sick list with a cold
uc
well remembered in Brooks and Belfast. roe leiepnoue ime iu iue ucurei
She is visiting her cousin, Mrs. Maria finished and put into commission this week.
Bailey of Brooks, who accompanied her to

much improved.

Carrie Felker, as we used to call her, has
come from California to spend a few weeks
with her sister, Mrs. Eliza Leathers, who
has been very ill but now seems to be bet-

—

—

the village.
The attention of Waldo county is turned
to the mayoralty fight in the city of Belfast.
That it is to be a stubborn one every one
believes. It really means, as we believe
more than the question of the official control of the city of Belfast. Indifference on
the part of her citizens is no less than criminal neglect.
Town meeting next Monday, when the
various momentous town questions will be

threshed out. There will be little contest
in regard to the offices. It is generally understood that the old board will be re-elected. They have done well and there is nothVV.
ing to be gained by a change. Fred
Brown, Esq the collector, has accomplished
what has not been done in the memory of
the oldest inhabitant. lie had the entire
tax collected on the date set, Feb. 15th>
and settled in full with the town treasurer.
On the evening of Feb. 18th Mr. aud Mrs.
G. L. Morrill entertained a party of young
ladies who are of Mr. Morrill's class in the
Congregational Sunday school. As he is
about to take up work elsewhere the class
handon this occasion presented him with a
somely bound book of poems, as a token of
their friendship, and as such the gift is
highly valued by him. This class numbers
sixteen of the brightest and best young
ladies of Brooks, in whom the village may
well take

pride.

We would commend to the attention of
the farmers of Waldo county the subject of
It is a subject
the care of the forests.
which should be discussed in every grange.
It is one in which every man with a wood
lot should carefully consider. It is both a
local and a National question. The waste
of the forests should be checked and their
preservation carefully looked after. It is a
matter
importance and every atten-

of^vast

tion should be given to it. One way to
materially aid Waldo county, if not to boom
it, is to care for the^crop that it takes a
generation to grow. We should talk and
write and act.

SANDYPOINT.

Mrs. Josephine Stowers was in Bangor
recently for a brief stay.Ernest Blai.ch
ard has sold his farm to James Eaton of
Searsport, who will take possession the first
of April....Rev. T. H. Derrick of Audover,
Me., is in town for a visit.Mrs. Nathan
Hopkins of Bangor visited her parents here
last week_Tne Ladies’Social Circle met
Wednesday afternoon with Mrs. B. M.
Earnes_Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Bowker of
Brewer and two children were here Friday
with Mrs. J. P. Stowers,...J. W. Grant has
been cutting ice the past week for "local
was a
parties.Saturday evening there
baked bean supper at the hall, after which
Rev. T. H. Derrick gave a lecture on Ben
Hur with stereoptieou illustratio ns.... Miss
Martha Black has been visiting in Bucksport for the past week.Sell. Lulu discharged a load of grain here last week for
F. S. Harriman.Mrs. Clara Harriman
returned to Augusta Monday after spending a week at her home in town.School
! closed here last Friday after a successful
| term of twelve weeks, taught by Miss Clara
Berry of this town.Everybody is busy
hauling wood, logs, etc.It is tine sleighing in this vicinity.
WINTER POUT.

C. A. Me Kenney of this town recently
built an addition to his mill for the purpose
of sawing short lumber. The annex is 18x20
feet and is nearly ready for operation.
W'Ur.n /...mnlnln/1

t-

11

ht»

pnilimiPli

With

modern saws, consisting of a snap-dragon,
stripper and cutting-off saws. Mr. McKenney has quite a large contract for banana
shooks for parties in Portland, and this will

Stas in Cash, $129,483.83
11n vault and due from banks)
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I
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application)
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1

be the first use to which the mill be put. lie
will institute a gang-stripper for the purpose of manufacturing laths. Mr. McKenney is a stirring and able business man,

and keeps a number of meu constantly employed. The new undertaking necessitates
the increase of the present crew to quite an

extent. One and all wish him success in
his new business, lie has also in his employ at the present time a number of
woodsmeu and teamsters^with their teams,
cutting and hauling the lumber which will
be used for the purpose already mentioned.
.Warren Post, G. A. R., has secured
the services of James Otis Kaler to give the
Memorial address. In his letter of acceptthat
ance he says, “Inform the committee,
I am proud because of knowing they wiil
entrust to me the duty of speaking in praise
of those who have gone out into the beyond
from the town in which I was torn”....
Chapter, 0. E. S., gave an anti-

The illustrated lecture given by K. II.
Emery of the Civic League was well attended and proved to be interesting as was
mission in life is not to create but to
shown by the attention of the audience and
I
destroy. Has he ever invested one dol- tlieir comments upon it afterward. Rev.
lar of the money received from his variHumphrey Small made most of the arrangeous enterprises—such as Petit Menan, ments for the meeting and gave the matter Cushing
Belgian hares, Nutriola, etc—in any his personal support and endorsement. M. quarian supper

at

the

Masonic

banquet

L. P. Sw ett of the automobile department
Hr. E. A. Porter, grand high priest of the I
Crosby Co., accompanied by
Royal Arch Chapter of Maine, was in Houl- of llte S.II.L. Itlake
of this city, drove a new
ton Tuesday evening to pay his official visit William
Mr. Blake has purchased,
which
Wednesrunabout,
and
in
that
to the chapter
place,
to Bangor Feb. 19th. The
day evening visited the chapter in Caribou. from Lewiston
a majority of the
Before returning home he will visit the trip covered 117 miles and
in a heavy snow storm.—Banchapter in Ellsworth—Pittsfield Advertiser distance was
Feb. 20th.

gor Commercial.

Card of Thanks.
I wish to thank tlie friends and nei*rbi
their kindness and sympathy to me dii
illness and death of my husband, ami ah
to thank the Odd Fellows, Seaside Oran
the many friends for the beautiful flowers
MRS. HERBERT A. BE A'

v
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The Universalis! Social Aid will meet
whh Mrs. E. R. Conner this, Thursday,
afternoon.
A party of young people of Stockton
Springs were in the city last Thursday
evening, enjoying a straw ride.

jues-

fused a pardon to Samuel Haynes and he
will remain at Tbomaston.

day morning, ile was crossing Main street
near Moody’s corner, when a team driven
by Aurelius Pitcher of Northport came
Theib Names. The
Swift & Paul had the first strawberries of
V w ithdraw
down the street at a fast pace, and oollided
themselves:
the season last Saturday. They were fine
... letters explain
with Mr. Russ’ team, breaking the near
(Copy)
looking berries and retailed at 50 cents.
fore leg of bis horse in several places near
Belfast, Feb. 22, 1908.
The trustees of the Waldo County Agrithe ankle.
It was so badly injured that on
K 11 ANSON.
oourt
will meet at the
1 hereby tender my resignation cultural Society
advice of Dr. J. B. Darling, the veterinary,
m,
with house this, Thursday, eveuing at 7.30 to
I the committee in connection
the animal was killed. The horse was valununty Herald, etc.
transact important business.
ed by Mr. Russ at about $200.
yours,
Respectfully
the
Masonic
Temple
At a meeting of
R. P. Chase.
The Pythian Sisters Ball. The PythAssociation,Feb. 25th, the following officers
ian Sisters masquerade ball has become an
(Copy)
were elected:
President, Nathan F. Housannual event, and is looked forward to with
Boston, Feb. 21, 1908.
ton; Treasurer, F. T. Chase; Secretary, A.
son, Belfast, Maine.
pleasure by those interested in the order
RobF.
N.
Houston,
C.
directors,
Burgess;
Please accept my resignation
and by the danoiog publio as well. This
of the committee organized for ert Burgess, A. C. Burgess, Calvin A. Hubyear the ball was held on February 19th,
of starting a paper in Belfast
bard, Robert P. Chase.
and the Opera House looked its best with
I the Waldo County Herald.
There will be a campaign rally and mass its draping of buuting in the colors of the
Respectfully,
Fred A. Johnson.
meeting in Knowlton’s hall, ward 5, order—red, yellow, blue and white. Keyes’
March 4th, at 7.30 p. m., to be orchestra of Waterville furnished music,
imovement Society will meet with Wednesday,
addressed by Rev. Wm. Vaughan, Arthur and it was a treat to the dancers to hear
u
I'ote next Monday afternoon.
“The them
Ritchie, Esq. and Orlando E. Frost.
again. Promptly at 8.30 the march
even;ty Club will meet Tuesday
live issues of this campaign will be discussed began, and from the stage dressing room
: ,',o at the parsonage; subject,
without defaming the dead.” Meetings will down there issued a long line of couples in
l ire Parker.”
be held in Equity Grange hall March 2nd masque. The costuming was particularly
11. S. Senior class have selected and in Peavey’s ball, Citypoint, Maroh 3rd.
good, and among the dancers “all sorts and
on Parle Francais” and

pT

Poor’s Mills. There will be an entertainment at the schoolhouse Saturday eveniug Feb. 29th. 10 cents admission. Refreshments will be served. The proceeds
will go for the new building that the Benevolent Club are now working for. They
began hauling the lumber to Merriam.’s
mill Monday.Morris Wood lost one of
his work horses last week....John Brown
arrived home from the lumber woods last

■

f 15 Minute

■ig

Package,” and will

ill

be

a

soon

begin

live-eent social in the

Iformed church vestry next Friand musical
ig, with a literary
Home-made candy will be for
of the First Parish Church
in) will meet with Mrs. E. L.
hurch street, Friday, February
.10 p. m. Quotations from Emer..nice

a
paiii your taxes? Just a rein the City Collector that they
:d on or before February 29th or
w ill be printed with the list of

number of Castine N ormal

ere a

students in town on Monday, en
heir homes in different parts of
for the usual vacation before the

spring term.
iii.dd, Mass., subscriber writes: "I
I
t;et along without The Journal.
ted in knowing what the news is
,d the

;

ouuty and myr own native State.
friend to me.”
meting of the trustees of the Waldo
Thursday evening, Feb.

l

,e

!
;

ispital
L.

I.

Stevens was

appointed

sur-

d

place of Dr. S. W. Johnson, reDr. 0. S. Vickery was appoint-

:t

surgeon.

■

remaining in the lieldlice for the week ending Feb.
Jennie Dunham, Mrs. E. W.
Mrs. Ralph Mason, Mrs. Agnes
W. L. Houney, Edgar L. Mason,
one, Melvin Staples, Geo. Went-

,,-d letters

serve them with choice creamery butter,
free to all. The very sight of them makes
one's mouth water, and oue taste creates an
appetite that can only be appeased by taking home a barrel to try for one’s self.

The Jollities, a newly organized club of
ladies, met Friday evening at the
home of Miss Nettie Shuman on Waldo
avenue, and the occasion was a very enjoyable one. The evening was devoted to

young

whist and musio and a dainty picnic supper was served, the feature of which was a
large punch bowl in the center of the table
filled with favors, from each of which a ribbon led to the plate of the young lady
whose name was found on the card at the
end. The Jollities will meet every other
Friday evening, and the members of the
ciub anticipate much pleasure from these
social evenings.
Mr. Will WhitGurnet’s Corner.
comb’s son Merle has been dangerously
sick for the past teu days, but is now gaining under the treatment of Dr. l’earson of
Morrill.Mrs. Will Reed of Stockton
Springs will visit Mrs. Abbie L. Clark this
week_Mrs. Mary Knowlton walked to
the city Sunday, to attend church.... Mr.
Fred Holmes is now working nigut ana nay
in his mill....Mr. Francis Gilbert, who has
been very sick, is now able to be outMrs. Ripley Whitcomb is so much improved
There are
in health that she rides nut
now about one hundred teams daily at the
mill_Mr. E. D. Wiley is at work at the
Nora Larrabee and
mill for Fred Holmes
daughter Leilia of the city were at the Corner Sunday_Mr. Leon Wood is at work
—

i. Richardson has bought the
[>. Woodcock house on upper
t and will take possession as soon
odcoek can move his effects. Mr.
will continue to make his home
Frank R. Woodcock, where he

;
t
'■

\

the winter.
Massasoit of the Maine Coast
rtatiou Co. which w'as lately pulled
inks at Cutler by the revenue cutter
Portland last
to
: v, was towed
re: has been hauled out there for
iler machinery is out of gear and

|

Sadly damaged.
('. T. U. will meet with Mrs. S. B.
Bay View street, Friday, February
in
ibject of meeting, “Our Papers,”
( Mrs. Nellie Maeomber and Mrs.
combs. The birthday of our be,-sideiit, Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens, will
bserved.

Time,

2.30 p. in.,

sharp.

Clement and brakeman Ferre each been confined to the house
,ds and their places were filled by
from the main line. Ambrose J.
who was so severely injured iu

,etor

ip a train a few weeks ago, is rapiding and will soon he on duty

meeting of Seaside Chautauqua
be with Mrs. C. A. Hubbard, No.
reet, Monday afternoon, March
will be from the C. L. S. C.
Ideals of Peace,” chapter
topic from the February magazine,
poly of Wit; the roll call, liumorlesson

Newer

rtions.
tation the Waldo County Veterans’
will meet at 0. Gardner Grange
If
W.-st Wiuterport, March 5th.
Busi: he first fair day following.
•ling at 10.30 a. m.; dinner at 12 ru.;
A baked bean dinner
at 1.30 p. m.
furnished by the host. Guests will
istry. All are welcome.—Lorenzo
i.,n

>

l

|

secretary.
,ud Mrs. Ephraim Wood and Capt.
Fitz W. Patterson on Lower Connect were surprised last Saturday
when a party of ten walked iu. The
was very pleasantly spent w ith a
s supper, after which pop corn and a
of candy were served. Graphophore
of sixty-three fine selections was
enjoyed. With a beautiful uioonylit the party left for their homes at
k, wishing for many more of these

y

t1 a- ml
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«

events.

and Mrs. Eugene R. Conner enter; '.lie Evening Bridge Club VVednesMrs. S. A. Parker
iiiug, Feb. 19th.
It. IJoak won the first prizes,
consolations went to Mrs. II. II.
and Joseph Tyler. A buffet lunch
veil. The following club members
Mr. and Mrs, R. II. Howes,
-sent:
Mrs. George R. Doak, Mr. and
age

■-

M.-

\l,-u

-a

*

A

Iii the absence of Mr. anil Mrs.
I), lirown, Mrs. II. II. Carter and
lise Ferguson substituted,
in progress or
The old ex■d on Main street.
ihas a plate glass front and the
has been remodeled. A new hard
or has been laid in the store of

improvements

1

h

are

Lord, merchant tailor. Charles
pson has painted and renovated the
of his fruit and confectionery store.

in the Marshall block, rebought by Orman A. Hopkins, is ber«d up for G. B. Marsauo, who will
p<*r store

ihere from High street.
front will be put in later.

\

plate

Democratic caucus was
hi ward 5 Wednesday evening, Feb.
n which a non-resident is said to have
particularly officious. The following
was nominated: Alderman, Byron M.
councilman, II. Fair Holmes and
O’Leary; school committee, UerHradmau ; warden, Thos. L. Shute;
T, Alfred Shute; ward clerk, George

accuses.

1

A

A

1

I'.haels_Thursday evening

an

at-

las made to hold a Democratic canward 4 and several nominations weie
nt the nominees refused to stand,
they should support the ticket nonii
Another caucus
A the Republicans.
ii called for Feb. 29th.
There was no
‘■‘"I ticket in this ward last year in oppoto the Republican ticket.

Mrs. James C.' Durham was the hostess
for a very pretty bridge party last Monday
afternoon, when she entertained ten tables.
The house was prettily decorated with
tulips and out flowers and a most enjoyable
afternoon was spent. The first prize was
won by Mrs. S. M. R. Locke, and >as a pot
of jonquils. Mrs. A. C. Burgess got the
second prize, a book, and the consolation
went to Mrs. W. M. Randall, and was a box
of candy.
Dainty refreshments were
The
served at the close of the playing.
hostess was assisted in serving by Mrs. A.
Miss
Ben.
Mrs.
Hazeltine,
C. Burgess,
Louisa H. Ferguson and Mrs. Alfred Ferguson.

conditions of men”—and women, too—were
Most of the costumes were
Rob Rot Floub. The Coombs Milling represented.
Co. of Coldwater, Michigan, through their humorous or fantastic, though there were
After four
some exceedingly pretty ones.
representative W. M. Rhodes, have made,
_-I...111,
InniuB
II
Ilnwpg to I of the twenty-two dances on the order the
for numasking was given, after which
give a practical demonstration of their cele- signal
was a general departure for the dress"
brated Rob Roy flour at his store the week there
from whicji many reappeared
of March 2nd, when a lady demonstrator ing rooms,
of their former get-up visible.
will bake on the spot dainty biscuits and with no trace

—

for Mr. John Peavey at Citypoint—Our
dressmaker, Mrs. Frank Roberts, was down
at the oity Saturday.Mr. B. Cammett
and Mrs. Cammett of Waldo were in town

Sunday.
Am Afternoon Party. Miss Maude E.
Barker gave the final party of her series of
three to thirty friends last Friday afterAs it was the day before Washingnoon.
ton’s birthday the score play cards were
decorated with cherry trees and tiny
The decorations were most efhatchets.
fectively done in red and green, and during
Miss
the afternoon bridge was enjoyed.
Minnie 11. Hilton won the first prize, a
handsome vase of Brandenburg ware. The
second prize, a sterling silver olive spear,
was won by Miss Nellie 11. Hopkins, while
Mrs. II. H. Johnson received the consolation, a potted scarlet geranium. At six
o'clock the following delicious menu was
served by the hostess, assisted by Miss
Maude M. Milliken, Miss Mary E. Fauuce,
Mrs. George A. Quinib\ and Mis. Stephen
cream of celery bullion,
L. Sbute:
S.
croutons; deviled scollops in undivided
shells; pimolas, hot rolls and coffee; fruit

salad, cheese crackers; frozen
meringues and assorted cake.

pudding,

New Advertisements. A. D. Chase &
Son will begin today, Feb. 27th, a series of
15-minute sales, to continue for three days
at the hours given in the ailvt. See also
prices of the goods to be offered. It will
pay you to attend these sales....Fred A.
Johnson, Masonic Temple, is selling $1.25
night robes at 89 cents. He has all the
regular as well as extra sizes. Call early if
you want one_Undertaking and goods at
Spencer & Eaton’s, Coleseum building, Belfast— First showing of new coat sets and
embroidered collars, just received from
New York, at The Fashion, High street.
James l’attee & Son, .Masonic Temple,
represent the Quincy Mutual Fire Ins. Co.
of Quincy, Mass., the German-Americau
Ins. Co. of New York City, aud the Agricultural Ins. Co. of Watertown, N. Y
See the professional card of Elmer E.
Brown, M. D_David L. Herrick offers
for sale a desirable farm in Northport. Apply to him on the premises.... A. A. Howes
& Co. will have a special sale of coffee next
Their special
Saturday—one day only.
sales are proving a great success-Mrs.
Herbert A. Black published a card of
thanks_G. B. Marsano has moved his
fruit store to 75 Main street, next to Owen
Bro’s clothing store. For one mouth he will
have special sales of oranges, lemons and
all kinds of fruit. Peanuts, 5 cents a quart.
_See report of the condition of the City
National Bank of Belfast, and also read
their advt in this issue.
—

Dance.
The Washington birthday party given by
the ladies of the Social Aid of the Universalist parish in Memorial Hall last Friday
evening was a great success, lted, white
A

Successful Suppek

and

and biue bunting and scores of Hags, big
and little, were used in the hall and gave it
A portrait of “the
a gala appearance.
childless father of seventy millions” was
The lights
given a prominent position.
were shaded with red, and quantities of
tiny flags made the central chandelier most
attractive. The small room was used for
the lunch counter, and here small red crepe
paper hatchets were effectively used as
decorations for the tables, aud even the
Japanese napkins carried out the patriotic
idea. From 6.30 to 7.30 the lunch counter
did a thriving business and people enjoyed
their supper at small tables seating four
At 7.45
which were placed about the hall.
the Belfast Quintette pleased their hearers
with the following program:
Thiere
Overture, American Cadet
Abbiate
.Selection, A Fete in Madrid
Corbin
Waltz
Selection, Santiago
K. B. Hall
March, New Colonial
At
8.45
dancing began, and eighteen
dances were enjoyed. The orders bore tiny
embossed hatchets and were tied with red
and blue. Welch rarebit made by R. B.
Mosher was served at intermission, and the
Highland spring water contributed by J.
W. Burgess was much appreciated throughout the evening.
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29c.

60c. MERCERIZED TABLE CLOTH,
100 YARDS FLANNELETTES, I2‘c. GOODS,
AGENTS BIGELOW ELECTRA AXMINSTER RUG
SAMPLES, 3; and 4 yards

yard Z
each.

per

6c.

“

length,_60c,

“

f

Z

yard

Z
Z
•

Those

The Acme Concert Company.
who attended the concert given in the Opera
House last Tuesday evening regretted that
there was not a larger audience present to
enjoy the fine program ; but what the audience lacked in numbers it made up in enthusiasm, and every number received a
hearty and well deserved encore. This was
the second appearance of the company in
Belfast, and they presented an almost en
tirely new program. The piano solo by Miss
Dennett and the bass solo by Luther Hammons were new and much enjoy ed features,
and tlie vocal solos of Rossi. Hammons and
Arthur Johnson were new selections, which
they rendered linely. The quartette and

Hammons Brothers’ Male Quartette.
Piano Solo,
Raff
Villanella,
Miss Dennett.
Tenor Solo,
Nevin
Ro. ary,
Arthur Johnson.
Rocked in the Cradle of the Deep, Duet.
Luther and Selden Hammons.
PART II.

De Ville
Old Songs,
Patterson’s Saxophone Quartette.
Bartlett
Tenor Solo,
A Dream,
Arthur Johnson.
'O’llare
Love Me and the World is Mine,
Vocal Quintette.
Caratiua from La Favorita,

McCoy

Kreusch

Company
Finale—Dreaming,
Arranged by J. Lee Patterson.

have

since I came into the world, and I
I
a man fifty-five years old.
tried all kinds of medicines I heard of,
but found no relief. I was truly in a
frightful condition. At last my blood
was so bad that I broke out all over
with red and white boils, which kept
growing until they were as big as walnuts, causing great pain and misery. I
thought they would take the skin off
my whole body, but I kept from scratching as well as I could. I was so run
down that I could hardly do my work.
Mr. Nelson R. Burnett recommended
the use of Cuticura Remedies, telling
me ho was confident they would benefit
and, in time, cure me. I used the Cuticura Soap, Ointment, Resolvent, and
Pills for about eight months, and I can
truthfully say I am cured. I cordially
recommend Cuticura Remedies to all
who are afflicted the same as I was, believing that, if they will use them
according to directions, they will find
them all they are represented to be.
Any one doubting the truth of the above
can write to Mr. Burnett, who will cheerfully vouch for my statements.
“Hale Bordwell, R. F. D. 3, Cedar
Corners, Tipton, la., Aug. 17, 1907."
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(50c.) to Peal the Skin, and Cuti(50c.).for in the form of Chocolate
Coated Pills, 25c per via I of 60) to Purify the Blood.
Sold throughout the world. Potter Drug & Chem.
Corn.. Sole Prons., Boston, Mass.
fct^~Malled Free, Cuticura Book on Skin Diseases.

•

treat you

%

^ no*’ we’^ welcome it and will be glad to
serve you in all banking capacities--and will
you deserve to be treated—with every courtesy and consideration.
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Savings Department, a Checking Department and
Department, with Safe Deposit Vaults.
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THE BANK WITH A LARGE SURPLUS

l

♦

Equity Grange Hall.
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦#♦❖❖♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦«►♦♦♦♦
Monday, March 2, at 7.30 P. M.

Ref. J. W. Vaughan,
Arthur Ritchie, Esq., and
Orlando E. Frost

Charles R. Coombs, 4%

the speakers.

will be

it

to be as

counter.

a

**

cura Ointment
cura Resolvent

it

•

>>saw

Gentle anointings with Cuticura, the
great Skin Cure, preceded by warm
baths with Cuticura Soap, followed in
the severer forms, with mild doses of
Cuticura Resolvent Pills, afford instant
relief, permit rest and sleep, and point
to a speedy cure of torturing, disfiguring, itching, burning, and scaly humors,
eczemas, rashes, and
inflammations,
from infancy to age.
Cuticura Soap (25c.) to Cleanse the Skin, Cuti-

1

patrons

_

“I cheerfully endorse the above testimonial. It is the truth. I know Mr.
Bordwell and know the condition he
He never tires of praising the
was in.
Cuticura Remedies.
“Nelson R. Burnett, Tipton, la.”
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A. D. CHASE & SON,

i

am now

would ask
clerk only at

one

ever

Peavey’s Hall, Gitypoint,
Tuesday, March 3, at 7.30 P. M.
with the

same

speakers

as

4%

BELFAST SAVINGS BANK.

above.

it Knowlton's Hall, Ward 5,

Wednesday. March 4. 7.30 P. M.
The

OHG VIVIZED! ISOS.

meeting will be addressed by

Rev. Wm. Vaughan,
Arthur Ritchie, Esq., and
Orlando E. Frost.

MR. CHAS. E. SHERMAN

HERBERT T. FIELD, Assistant Treasurer.

my assistant. I can more easily carry
tlie business, for which I have given 25 years
of my life, to the study of

DEPOSITS DECEMBER 2, 1907.SI,457,042.07

on

as

Everything

CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE.

RESERVE.•

Modern in
Caskets and Robes.

spring

ways in stock.
Calls answered promptly either day or night.
Home telephone, 48-3; office 48-.4
for moving the sick furnished
Ambulance

New Coat Sets and Lace and Embroidered Collars

I .ora

y

~

the stork for
MONEY SAVERS”

SE3E3DS !
Please bear in mind l sell the same high grade
tested garden seed that you would get by sending direct to tile grower and for less money. Call
and see them and get my prices before sending

elsewhere.

Also Potted Daffodill8, Tulips and Hyacinths in Bloom.
jgp”Cut Flowers and Floral Emblems a

specialty.

WILLIS E.

HAMILTON’S, Florist

Telephone 62-6

An Enthusiastic Customer
Told her grocer that if he refused to handle
"OUR PIE" Preparation she would trade elsewhere. She knew she could make Lemon, Chocolate and Custard pies better Ilian the expert cook
If she used "OUR PIE” as the ingredients, carefully prepared, are in tile package leady for imEach package, enough for two
mediate use.
today from
large pies. 10 cents. Order aasdozen
a pudding sauce,
your grocer. Excellept also
cake filling, etc.

...

promptly.

I also carry

;

a

$867.75
DIVIDEND NO. 1, DECEMBER f, 1868.
DIVIDEND NO. 79, DECEMBER 2,1907, AT M£ RATE OF 4 %, $27,278.33

TOTAL DIVIDENDS PAID TO

And d deloping, printing, etc., at, lowest
Films for all sizes and makes of Cameras.

£
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J
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is

one

of

Is the one which
receives the approval of those
who have tested
them in their
homes for luany
years. The

Bny
the

h. f. miller
most

S
»
c
»

|

economical

£
9

PITCHER’S

*t¥* ¥*¥¥

♦
»
*

*

faction.
Send for catalogue of this and other
makes

£ MUSIC STORE,

^

PIANO

pianos made, because the test of
time has proven them worthy the
high approval bestowed upon them.
They give perfect and lasting satis-

--

-«♦»,»,,,«

prices

72 MAIN STRKKT, BKLFAST.

«
St
•

31,267,824.61

DEPOSITORS TO DATE,

full line of

AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPH SUPPLIES

¥
«

100,000.00
173,248.87

-.»«»*«»<-

Heavy Slate Burial Vaults al-

FIRST SHOWING OF

•lust received from New York. High grade,
perfect and fashionable designs, and the
prices are low. See them at
a
*
THE FASHION.

SURPLUS.•.

-ALSO-

^cabun,

I908t#-

WILMER J. DORMAN, Treasurer.

ROBERT F. OUNTON, President.

services of

The live issues of this campaign will be discussed without abusing the DEAD. ALL ARE
INVITED. Per order.

part I.

Selected,

8.15 to 8.30 P. M.

an

n

Lengths

One lot of MUSLIN and NOTTINGHAM CURTAINS, sold for
$1.00, 87c. and 75c., at this sale,
59c., 49c. and 39c. pair
75c.
$1.25 FLANNELETTE WRAPPERS at
$6,00, $8.00 and $10.00 AGRA ART SQUARES, $4.00, $5.00 and 6.00

Saturday, Feb. 29th,

WHOLLY CURED IN 8
MONTHS BY CUTICURA #
“I had
itching, tormenting eczema #

Luther and Selden Hammons was rendered
in line form, and the saxophone quartette,
which is winning fame all over the State,
The program:
was much enjoyed.
March.
Hall
Officer of the I>ay,
Patterson’s Saxophone Quartette.
Tenor
Cowles
Solo,
Forgotten,
Koss I. Hammons.

of last year’s Goods, Batistes Muslin,
%
at
the
low
of
Mercerized
6c.
Goods,
etc.,
price
per yard V
Fancy
“
best
on
the
50c.
10-4
75c
BLANKETS,
market,
pair •
One lot SMYRNA RUGS, 30x63,
$1.25 each

Short

—

iuen

U:
Whereas, Tlie liquor dealers of Boston
have again flooded our city and btate with
circular letters inviting orders for intoxicating liquors with enticing premiums for
On istuias, linis expending thousands of
dollars in the assurance of receiving it hack
many times over, therefore
Resolved, That as Christians, houie-lovers
and patriots we ought not to be silent in tlie
face of this trespass, and we protest against
sucli use of tlie mails, which heavily overburdens the carrier service, insults every
decent recipient,\ irresistably tempts the
ignorant ami weak and unnecessarily panders to the vicious, drains from our Mate
thousands and thousands of dollars which
rightly belong to home-coiSfort ami legitimate trade, degrades and diseases the people and throws a heavier charge upon all
taxpayers, discredits the honest intention
of tlie State of Maine, and will turn this
Christmas in many homes into a time of
perdition instead of redemption.
Resolved, That the people ought to be
protected from suoh assaults by national
law as they are from lotteries; and as advertising always promotes trade, and supply always creates demand, we believe the
time has come when the Congress of the
United States should be appealed to for a
law forbidding the use of the mails to all
liquor advertising and leaving the pernicious traffic to be dealt with by the people
without the powerful assistance of a paid
press and government distribution of its in
vitations.
Resolved, That praying God’s blessing to
speed the right, we will send a copy of these
resolutions to each of our congressmen, and
we appeal to all our churches, to all teachers of good morals, to all fraternal bodies.of
men or women, to all lovers of humanity
and to all good citizens, to support this
righteous measure and to lend it the aid of
thei r voices, their pens, their prayers and
their votes.

Saxophone Solo,

per

J

Suffered Torments from Birth'
Boils Formed as Big as Walnuts
—In Frightful Condition and Could
Hardly Work—Tried All Kinds of
Remedies to No Avail—At Last

meeting last Friday endorsed the following
resolutions adopted by the Bangor VV. C. T.

J. Lee Patterson.
Down in the Depths, Bass Solo,
Luther Hammons.

customer.

14x36,_1c

3 to 3.15 P. M.

years.

±.

a

Saturday, Feb 29th,

Resolutions Against Liquob LitebaTuKK.

Z

50c. yard

tun

o’clock with the throat cut and life extinct.
Coroner Coombs was notified but deemed
an inquest unnecessary and the remains
were conveyed to the Chaples home and
Saturday taken to iiis late residence in
East Belfast, where the funeral services
were held at 2 p. in., Rev. William Vaughan
officiating. The bearers were Peter Olsen,
Henry Burgess, Herbert Bradman and
Byron Rogers. A body of Odd Fellows attended the obsequies, and conducted a part
of the services. Mr. Black had conducted the
large farm iu East Belfast left him by his
father, the late Benjamin Black, aud was
an industrious and reliable man with many
friends. He was elected on the Democratic
ticket last spring as a councilman from
Ward 5 and attended faithfully to his pubHe is
lic duties until prevented by illness.
survived by his wife and a daughter aged
about three and a half years, and by a sister, Mrs. Edith Black Graves of Waltham,

nearly

4c. per yard { to
PRINTS,
15c. HAMBURG AND FANCY TRIMMINGS AT ONLY 5c.
STRAW MATTING SAMPLES,

11 to 11.15 A. M.

Herbert A. Black of East BelSuicide.
fast committed suicide last Friday afternoon, while temporarily deranged from
the effects of a severe illness. He had receutly gotten up from an attack of typhoid
pneumonia, and was thought to be improvWith his wife and little daughter he
ing.
had been for several days at the home of her
parents, Capt. and Mrs. U. J. Chaples on
High street, and Friday morning started
for his home iu East Belfast. Returning
he left the Chaples home again about 2
o’clock in the afternoon and uot returning
at nightfall, a party of 25 or so was made up
The body was found in
to search for him.
a strip of woods near Citypoint about 7.50

was

3 to 3.15 P. M,

Saturday ,Feb. 29th,

_

floor was crowded with dancers. The affair
was a most successful one from start to
finish and was much enjoyed. The committee of arrangements and decoration were:
William Gordon, Samuel Hodgkinson, Jas.
Dunton, Miss Ora Sheldon and Mrs. Elisha
Sherman. F. G. Spinney was floor director,
assisted by George I. Kyan.ll. L. Hucklin, E.
R. Estabrooks, W. II. Hall, L. H. Coleord
and Fred W. Patterson.

His age

5*8 BRUSSELS BORDERS, I and IJ yard lengths,

Friday,

{

5c. per
“
10c.

11 to 11,15 A. M.

Feb. 28th,

a

Z

2
Z
yard t 10 yards to a
(customer only. Z

DRESS DUCKS,
25c. DRESS GO'»DS,

Friday, Feb. 28th,

evening. There were a large number of
spectators, and after the unmasking the

Mass.

ALL OUTINGS.
5c. per yard f 10 yards to a
“
15c.
50c. DRESS GOODS,
| customer only.
PLAIN PRINTED and INLAID LINOLEUM REMNANTS,
to close the remnant at 30c. yard.

3 to 3.15 P. M.

week.

AM are invited.

Sales.15 Minute Sales

Thursday, Feb. 27th,

...

"lei

A.D.CHASE&SON

This Bank paid its 79th semi-annual dividend on Dee. 2, at the rate of 4 "'/0
this rate in the future. All
per annum, and we confidently expect to maintain
dividend interest is immediately credited to the accounts of the depositors, and
if uncalled for at the time will draw interest the same as the principal sum.
The affairs of this Bank have the careful and conscientious oversight of its
Trustees, who respectfully asl^ a continuation of the patronage of its present

depositors, and will be pleased to open new accounts with any prospective depositors within or without the State.
Deposits received and placed on interest the first of each
month.

Deposits

in this Bank are

J

T BUST EES:

4

*

from taxation.

-»♦■*♦♦♦♦•-

*
»

exempt

ROBERT F. DUXTOX,

.TAME* H. HOWE*,

ARTHUR I. BROWX,

JJ

FREDO. WHITE,

BE A D. FIELD.

|

BELFAST, £

¥¥¥¥¥*¥¥¥*#¥*$.¥**¥%

4%

4%

THE REDSAND GOLDMINE.

WOMAN’S
BACKACHE

Their business was tiy catching.
They were three to be precise—the
did
fourth was the secretary, and he
not count. The three were Goldstein,
lean
the stout Jew; Jefferson, the
American, and Bludgeon, an Englishhe had kept door
man, who looked as if
to highat a boxing club and prospered
er but not necessarily holier things.
efficiThe secretary was meek, cool,
did as lie
ent, and unobtrusive. He
was spoken
was told, trembled when be
to, and looked afraid.
Goldstein was a resplendent person.

His bat and boots were of the glossiest;
in
his coat was immaculate; his taste
a
fancy waistcoats was doggy to degree,
bis
but did not get dangerously doggy;
which
trousers hung with an accuracy
is only seen on the musical comedy
of shady
stage and in the higher walks
finance. IBs tailoring was good. But
with
no tailor could discount the face,
its pendulous roils of unhealthy flesh;
the dull eye that gleamed snakelike,
good living,
though dim with drink and from
which
mouth,
and the

The back is the mainspring of
woman’s organism. It quickly calls
attention to trouble by aching. It
tells, with other symptoms, such as
nervousness, headache, pains in the
loins, weight in the lower part of
the body, that a woman’s feminine
organism needs immediate attention.
In such cases the one sure remedy
which speedily removes the cause,
and restores the feminine organism
to a healthv, normal condition is

predatory

started—buck teeth, fanglike,
and stained with tobacco. He sat over
the web and watched the Hies come,
talked to them as they bung on the net,
and wove the silken death strands
round them.
Jefferson was the very reverse. His
in blue serge.
spare frame was clothed
in
His face bad something of the hawk
as of
it—a cold, calculating expression,
teeth

who preyed for pleasure. He stood
net
in the background and wove the
lie wrote the adthat caught the fly.
one

vertisements.

Bludgeon was
frightened

vi.u-e
ed men.

the

bully.

women

It was he who

and intimidat-

sault and brazened things out when the
Jew's heart failed him before the bigger
and angry insects who protested at
their treatment in the net.
Tliev were partners, and daily put the

Mrs. Augustus Lyon, of East
writes to Mrs. Pinkham:

ing prostration.

Pa.,

the rack.

three partners.
They swindled people innocent
of the city by dealing in options they
never bought.
They had nice pickings
on
fictitious margins.
They played
battledore and shuttlecock with all
sorts of people over borrowed money
ami they didn’t start lending under 50
someper cent, and usually finished off
where about 320.
They carried on a
nice little game over packets of shares,
selling a good line or two for appearances' sake with three or four lines,
hocussed in their pre-prospectus days,
for the sake of profit.
They, would
lend you money on houses or land, and
had
either
if
money,
you
you were lucky
houses or land in the end. Sometimes
of
out
a
little
would
company
rig
they
their ow n and collar everything —selling nothing to the subscribers at a
genuine diamond mine price, and getting further fat by the process of buying in and selling out until the company
was so much like financial carrion that
not even the most innocent riy could
stand the odor.
For headquarters they had a handsome place in Doobrown street, near
the Mansion House, and well in the
charmed circle of the Eastcheap district, packed full of clerks and typewriters, boys in buttons and men in
livery. To the unsophisticated it looked like a money making mill for the
clients, but to the people who knew it
was a mill which ground not slowly but
exceeding sure, its food being the fool,
aim us purpose oemg to separate mm
from ms money.
i'heir biggest effort was happening at
the time tins story opened. The Kedsand looked like being a bourn.
“Boys,’' said Goldstein, in bis fat
voice, to Ins partners, “may 1 die if this
ain’t a good thing, if it ain't the best
tiling that ever vas.”
Biudgeon stood listening with liis
mouth open.
Jefferson's thin lips crinkled. “Three
hundred thousand pounds, by gosh, in
one handful, out of the British public,”
he said.
"An’
all
for nothink,
snuffled

I had very

They did everything—the

Bludgeon.
“Haven’t I told you,” scowled Goldstein, “not to speak the truth? It is
not for nothink—it’s a pinch lor tire
public. Vat I say is, we give ’em a
gold mine, and, if i may die, we do.”
“We give the mugs a gold mine, of

course,”
a

said

Bludgeon,

lesson.

as

if

repeating

“And a very good gold mine, too, I
“It’s true
think,” Jefferson added.
there ain't enough gold in it to tip a
with—but
three
men
cigarette
only
know that, and they are around this
table.”
The

secretary

and laid a card
Goldstein.

on

came

in, noiselessly,

the table in front of

p'ifa is waiting.”
Goldstein picked up the card.
J‘Abel Storm, publisher” was the
name it ,‘fnT.
“Storm?” sniffed Goldstein, “don t
know him from Abraham.”
“What is he?” asked Jefferson.
~CC.rdil1’ t0 the
“A

pilWiSucI,

cat(V'

Goldstein answered:
Jefferspu’s thin lips Set ill a long,
straight line.
“Book here, Goldstein,” he said, “I
don’t like the look of that card. There's

something unpleasant about a publisher’s card, coming the day before we put
out the prospectus.”
“But be cannot know anythin’,”
Goldstein said hoarsely.
“Barabbas was a publisher, some man
said,” answered Jefferson, “and when a
publisher calls on me on a day like this,
I just wish he hart been isarabDas. me
beauty of Barabbas is that he was
It would be
crucified a long time ago.

I
all the better if he had been Storm.
scent trouble.”
lit
a
cigar.
Bludgeon
“Trouble is in my line. Show him
cut
his comb,” he said.
I'll
soon
up!
“Yes,” said Goldstein, “let’s have
But don’t start comb cutting
him up.
till we’ve seen his comb and know
vether it needs the cutting, see, Blud-

geon?”
Bludgeon chewed his cigar.
The secretary showed Abel Storm in.
tall man, neatly and well
dressed, a trifle tanned by exposure,
with clean cut features and steady,
clear eyes.
lie swept the three partners in one
lie was

a

glance.

“Good morning, gentlemen,” he said.

'There was an accent on the word
“gentlemen” that made Goldstein fire.
“Look here—er, Mr. Storm,” he said,
“we’re busy. Will you say vat your
business is at once and get out?”
Storm’s firm mouth set.
“I will, he said. “It will not take
long, but I shall take all the time I
want. Y'ou will listen

Goldstein and Jefferson scowled and
bit his cigar through.
“Now, briefly,”—Storm looked frankly pleasant—“I want money and 1 want

Bludgeon

it

badly.”

“What the devil has”—fumed Goldstein irately.
“Don’t go on,” interrupted Storm;

abuse and only upsets a
You will listen
man of your habit.
please,” he added, coldly, “and you will
“it is

mere

(

dreadful backaches and a pain in my
side, and was miserable in every way.
I doctored until I was discouraged and
thought I would never get well. I read
what Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound had done for others and
decided to try it; after taking three
bottles I can truly say that I never felt
60 well in my life.”

fear of death by starvation iiuo uic
head of the secretary, Dobbs. They delighted to believe they kept his nerves
It was part of their creed
<j in vei i ng.
that a man works best wtio can be kept
at the niceextreme which draws nerves
to their highest tension without inducSo they kept him on

severe

Earl,

backaches, and

pressing-down pains. I could not sleep,
and had no appetite. Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound cured me
and made

me

feel like

a

new

Literary News and Notes.

WHAT SCIATICA IS.

sec-

Form of Neuralgia Affecting the Bciatic
Nerve. Why It is Called Sciatic Klieuluamatism and Bow Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills,

woman.”

FACTS FOR SICK WOMEN.

For thirty years Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, made
,
1 from roots and herbs, has been the
standard remedy for female ills,
of
; and has positively cured thousands
| women who have been troubled with
displacements, inflammation, ulceration, fibroid tumors, irregularities,,
I periodic pains, backache, that bear-’

mg-down feeling, flatulency,indiges-

;

ferson. "1 want money. The fact is”
—Storm was as pleasant in Ids manner
as an insurance canvasser—“I’m a publisher. Now, as men of the world, you
know how difficult tlie publishing business is.
We often want money—we
publishers. I have a iittle booklet here
which will interest you. The author
wrote it to interest you. You will lind
It is only a
it amazingly interesting.
I can afford to put it
trille to look at.
You will
on the market at a penny.
realize, gentlemen, that a booklet which
will
interest
interest
will
many
you
people. To interest many people is the
1 think the pubaim of the publisher.
lic will snap it up at a penny a copy. I
anticipate we shall sell 500,000 of them.
If
At least i have printed that many.
we don’t sell a hundred thousand by
shall
have
to
tomorrow
I
noon
give
them away—that is why I want mon-

ey.’’

He said all this so pleasantly and put
the book on the table with such an unaffected air of guilessness that the part-

j

1

After Once

"CHILD

Tasting

Ymoi
emulsion,

bodystrength
children,
people,
j
j
coughs, colds,
good
chitis,
j

—

LIVE STOCK

v

LIBBY,

I

Burnham, Maine,

|

j

was

lie pulled out

making

a

“What did you
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SEARSPORT

taining chapters of the book.”
Goldstein read. As he read, his hand
trembled and he made funny noises in
his throat. That chapter was the history of the Eedsand Mine, as he knew
it—the history of the transaction written ou the ground door. He could not
have added more if he had been thinkIt described the land, it
ing aloud.
described its vagabond owner; it de
scribed their negotiations; it gave the
price paid and the real value; it gave a
which said
copy of the first report,
there was no gold in the land, and it
gave a copy of the cooked report,
was
gold in the
which said there
land.
“It’s nothing but a damned lie,
Goldstein said, and, bad as he looked
and vicious as he was, the bluff he put
fire.
up was plucky and full of
There is not a thing in it which is not
the absolute truth,” Storm answered

pleasantly.

ing the extinction of the beautiful
country.
highly valuable birds of this the
legisWe are calling on Congress,
tat latures of the entire country and on

had a dog and fed it on the best in the
and bit me, he
; land and it turned

added inconsequentlv.
“Well,” said Goldstein with a
chuckle that showed he was recovering,
“we never fed him on the best.”
lie
“Perhaps that is the reason why
bit so hard,” answered Jefferson and
his teeth gleamed white in a mirthless
8mile.—Black and White.

but I believe
every adult body to help;
of the
the work of the school children
land will accomplish more than all tire
a line
other methods combined. It is
do
chance for every boy and girl to
and
something for his village. State,
know
I
they
the country at large and
Save
will not neglect to do their part.
and
cry
rallying
the birds’ is the motto
of the school children of America.

Simple Remedy for La Grippe.
La grippe coughs are dangerous as they
s
frequently develop into pneumonia, jfoley
Honey and Tar not only stops the cough
that
but heals and strengthens the lungs so
be feared, lhe
no serious results need
and Tar contains no
genuine'Foley’s Honey
harmful drugs and is in a yellow package.
Refuse substitutes. R. H. Moody

K
nl For Indigestion.
IMJUvt
sour stomach

Relieves
palpitation of the heart Digests what you eat

DeWitt’s Carbolized Witch Hazel Salve
and
is best for cuts, Durns, boils, bruises
fur piles.
scratches. It is especially good
Sold by R. 11. Moody.
THE

|

CHILDREN tIKt IT

KENNEDY'S LAXATIVE
COUCH SYRUP
_

Dating Comp)

AM

Constantly
Increasing Sales

Waldo.
...17
Brooks.
7
Knox .t7
Thorndike..^. 7
Unity. 7
Burnham, arrive. 8
Clinton
8
Benton. 8
Bangor..... .11

50

Hi,

I

llllMO,

MUTfP »nd HiiTI
Sheet Iron Work.

Tin Plate, and

STAPLES* BLOCK, SE4RSPORT, MAINE
lvrSl

FARM FOR SALE
In

Montvllle,

on

Ayer’s Ridge.

Farm of the late Albeit O. Porter, containing
aud
7B acres, well divided Into tillage, pasture
woodland. Rood house and barn, good well of
F.
K.
near
schoolliouse
by.
water, apple orchard,
D delivery from both Liberty and Freedom, Me.;
For
terms
house.
Inquire
in
the
also a telephone
on the place, or of
£DWIN A porter,
Pittsfield, Maine.

PM

f»*

3 20
13 26
t3 35
3 47
t3 ; 9
4 06

20 112 30
32
12 42
44 »12 64
1 00
60
1 08
68
20
130
40
50
40
3 20

413
435

8 06
8 15

810

A M

Waterville. 8 66

Highest

2

Awards

Boston,

10

e

PM

AM

Portland.

15
p K

11 36

4 60

9 20

( E. D. 3 25
w D. 3 20

7 65
9 00

8 50
7 20

j
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TO BELFAST.
AM

P M

Boston,]

K. 1).
W D

1*

s

7 00
s

45
1

Portland.-.1(

7

35

a

(0

A M

J
j

|

Waterville.
Bangor.

7 15
7 00

Benton.
(1 inton.

f7 22 tlOOl
t7 33 f 10 10

Burnham, depart.
Unity.

Registered

U. s. rat. office

j

We have always maintained
the highest standard in the
quality of our cocoa and choc| olate preparation? and we sell
| them at the lowest price tor
which unadulterated articles
can be put upon the market.

|

9 55

8 36
8 53
9 02
19 10
9 2n
(9 35
>9 45
9 60

4i
1*2 25

lo2o
10 45
11 ((
11 10
1130
til 40
til 60
11 06

4
4

22

4

..

Thorndike.
Knox.
Brooks.
Waldo.
City Point.
Belfast, arrive
tFlag station.
Limited tickets for Boston art- now s<
*5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Bran.
Through tickets to all points West ami
west, via all mutes, for sale l»y Lewis Sanc
Agent, Belfast.
MORRIS Mf’DOIs ALlJ
Vice President and (Jeneral Man;
F. E. Boothrv. (ien’l Pass, and Ticket Age*

Walter Baker I Co., Ltd,
DORCHESTER, MASS.

Established 1780

BANGGR DIVISION.
—Simrpmp Iiidir.ial Court. Tan-

WAT DA

TWO TRIP SERVICE.

uary Term, 1908.
\\. II. Richards v«. Robert K. Morey.
Anti now on suggestion to the Court that the
Defendant-, at*the time of service of the writ, was
not an inhabitantof this Mate, and had no tenant,
agent, or attorney within the same, that his goods
or estate have been attached in this action, that
he has had notice of said suit or attachment, it is
Ordered, that notice or the pendency <*i this suit
be given t<> the said Defendant, by publishing an
attested copy of this Order, together with an abstract of the Plaintiff’s writ, three weeks sue
cessively in The Republican Journal, a newspaper printed at Bel last, in the County of Waldo,
the last publication to bo not less than thirty
this Court, to be
days before the next term of for
the County of
holden at Belfast, within and
Waldo, on the third Tuesday of April. 1908, that
said Defendant may then and there appear, and
answer to said suit, il he shall see cause.
Attest: TIbESTON WADLlN, Clerk.

(ABSTRACT OF

l’LTF.

Reduced Fares—Belfast
$2.25.

WALDO

ton.

WRIT.)

liETlIKNINU
Steamers leave Boston. Foster’s wharf, v
p. m., Tuesdays, and Fridays
Leave i.ockland, via Camden, at 5.30 a. m
on arrival of steamet from Boston Wedm
and Saturdays.
All freight, except live stock, is insured a
fire and marine tisk.
FltKD W FO'IK Agent. Belfast. >1;

IV5J.DOV

uary Term, 1908.
vs.

Ail

<

Will present during the monti
of January and February son
bargains in goods that he is dt
termined to turn into cash eve
if it is at a present financi
loss, as he needs the space ft

Greenlaw Cox.

And now on suggestion to the Court that the
Defendant, at tin* lime of service of the wi it, was
inhabitant of ibis state,and had no tenant,
Agent, or attorney w ithin the same, hat her goods
nr estate have been attached in 1 his action, that
she has had no notice of said suit ami attach*
incut, it is Or» ered, that notice of the pendency
nf this si.it be given to Hie said Defendant, by
publishing an attested copy of ibis Order, together with an abstract ot the Plaintiff writ,
three wrecks successively in The Republican Jour
ual,a newspaper printed at Belfast. 111 the County
nf Waldo, the last publication to be u t less tli in
thirty d.-\s be foie lie next term of this Conn, to
be holden al Re.fast, within and for ihe 1 minty
>f Waldo, on the thiid Tuesday of April, isn>8,
that said Defendant may then and there appear,
mid answei to said suit, if she shall see cause.
not an

Attuut-

'li.KSTO\

VVAlll.lX

(ABSTRACT
Action of assumpsit upon

OF 1M.TF.

Boston

For Searsport, Buck sport and Winterp"
7 45 a. in., or on arrival of steamer from t
Wednesdays and Saturdays.

SS.—Supreme judicial Court, Jan-

Jennie Morse

to

Steamers leave Belfast at 2.30 p. in Mop
and Thursdays for Camden, Kockland and

Action of assumpsit upon four promissory
notes, each dated July 2*, 1907, and aggregating
seven bundled and seventy five dollars ($775).
Writ dated the thirtieth day of October, A. D.
1907, returnable to. and entered at the Januaiy
term, 1908.
A<l damnum $1200.
The plaintiff’s attorney is W. P. Thompson.
Belfast, Maine.
A true Copy of the Order of Court with Abstract of tlk Writ.
Attest;
TILESTON WADLlN, Clerk.
3w7*

fresh stock. It will pay you i
call and examine his mark
down goods of various descri]
tions.

MAiftH

BROOKS,

rierk-

WRIT:)
STATUIIiNT

an account annexed
to tilt* writ for twenty-one dollars (ijjrji).
Writ dated November 11 1907, returnable to
rind entered at the .January term. 1908.
Ad damnum, titty dollais ($;V ».
The plaint ill’s attorney is W. 1‘. Thompson,
Belfast ainine.
A True Copy of tue Older of Court with AbAttest:
stract of tile Writ.
T1 MfiSTON WAD1.IN, Clerk.
3w7*

OF

TIIK

PHOENIX INSURANCE COMPANY
OF

HAKTFOTH, CONN.

ASSKT'S IlKCKMBKIi

HI, 11HI7.

Heal Estate.S’ L't1'
Mortgage Loans.
'■
Collateral Loans.
Stock and Honds. 5,!W,S''
TJi>,
Cash in Office ami Hank.
712,Agent's lialances.

Receivable.

Hills

Interests ami Rents.
All other Assets.

For the City of Belfast will be in session at the
office of the City Clerk, in the Memorial Building,
Dir the 3d. 4th. 5th and Oth days ot March, 1908,
from nine o’clock in the forenoon to one o’clock
in the afternoon, and from three to five ..’clock in
the afternoon and from seven to nil e o’clock in
the evening, for jthe purpose of registering the
names ot voters and correcting the voting lists.
Notice is particular y given that c K<» ST R ATION of vo KRS will close on Friday, the Gth
day of March, 1908, at five o’clock in the alter-

Is.

®',|;

Gross Assets.S7.SHC
II.
Deduct items not admitted—

;

Admitted Assets.>7,sn...
I.IABUilTIES IIECEMBKB HI, 11107.
Net Uuupaid Losses.$ 424.
Unearned Premiums. H.pnv
All other Liabilities.
Cash Capital.. 2.«>"•
Surplus over all Liabilities. 1,441,

noon.

Personal appearance is required of a voter in
order to have his name registered.
The Board of Registration will be in session on
the day of election to give any registered voter
whose name has been omitted from the voting
list, oi in whose name or residence as placed on
said voting list a clerical error has been made, a
certificate entitling liuu to vote.
G. I’. LOMBARD, Chairman.

Total Liabilities and Surplus.$7,822.
Albert M. Ames. Agent.

Stockton Spi

■

—WANTED-

Belfast, Maine, February 7,1908.—3w8

A

by

representative
a

in this com

large real estate

corpoi

tion.
Special inducements
those who wish to become tine

BOARDING and TRANSIENT. dally interested.
The Real Estate Security Cc
10 cents
Horses stood in,
CHICAGl)
Fort Dearborn B uilding,
15
Pairs stood in,
4W6
Horse stood in and fed
mith hay and grain, 25

FOR

Open day and night.

Telephone

connection.

COLCORD & CHAPMAN,

Proprietors.
Holyoke

35tf

Mut. Fire Ins. Co., Salem, Mass..

ASSETS DECEMBER

31, 1907.

Real Estate.$
Mortgage Loans.
Stock and Bonds......
Cash iu Office and Bank.

^.545

Interests and Rents.
All other Assets.

’

00
1

..

main

l':

’un
o')
lln’jJ

Admitted Assets.$1,012,691 10
Net

LIABILITIES, DECEMBER 31, 1907.
»W60

Unpaid Losses.S

Unearned Premiums.l-M-6

4o
”

Allother Liabilities.-.
Cash Guaranty Capiul...
w 94
5(0,9.!-.
Srirnlus over all Liabilities.
b
10
Total Liabilities and Surplus.$1,012,691
Itelfust .MaineJames 1’at tee & Son. Agents.

IS

Trundy’s Liniment.
for headache, earache,
Will afford Instant relief
neuraltoothache, backache, cures rheumatism,
bruises, sore throat,
gia lumbago, corns, burns,
swelling of joints and
pains around the liver,
Allays inflammation and prepains of all kinds.
Price
use only.
vents poisoning. For external
Made by S. L>. Trundy,
25 cents at K. H. Moody’s.

Stockton Springs, Maine.

lvr‘26

FOLEYSKIDNEYCURI
-.a..

Kidneys and Bladdar Right

SALE

One of the best hay farms in the county
ianu
taining about 100 acres of the best
timber,
rocks, plenty of wood, also some of trim
pasture. well watered. Abundance
house,
Good house, ell, shed and carriage
will tvlarge barn. Cuts 40 tons hay, which
with farm if wanted. Also all farming
Located U miles

HEATING AND PLUMBING.
,te

ci'niiwiiu^

Bellas: depart
7 06
12 If
City Point.t7 10 112 20

Years of

onnn

,.

uaius

FROM BELFAST.
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check book.
is being prepared for every boy and girl
who will write and ask for it.
say?” be asked.
"Fifty thousand,” Storm suggested, j Old kettles, boxes or milk, tomato WE
Dobbs nodded assent, and Dobbs and kerosene cans are being used by
WANT
seemed to have subtly changed. He the children as emergency bird shelters'
might have been a single pirate, lie Elaborate houses, rustic imitations of
the
furnished
no
peaceful j hollow limbs and neatly
family,
probably bad
YOUR
suggestion of Sunday school and class apartments are also being planned. All
He did I must be made cat-proof and should face
absent.
was
strangely
meeting
Like
not stoop, be did not look meek, and ; to the south or west if possible.
“Blackmail!” gasped Goldstein.
“Blackmail!” shouted Bludgeon.
bis manner was not unobtrusive. He any human married couple, the leatherStorm nodded to each, pleasantly.
seemed to fill the room.
ed pair who are seeking quarters for
“I dou’t mind yon saying it quietly,”
“1 make it £50,000,” Jefferson said. rearing their family in the spring are To THE REPUBLICAN
JOURNAL. We
he said to Jefferson. “That old fool,” “It’s a big pay day for a sudden one,” quite particular in their tastes. If they
want you to take advantage of ourcom
find no promising spot for a home in
pointing to the Jew, “can only gasp it. be suggested.
But this insolent bully”—lie nodded
“Make it to the bearer and Dobbs any locality, they will pass on and
bination with THE NEW IDEA WOMAN’S
will go and see if it can be met and leave its tields and gardens at the
pleasantly to the fumiug Bludgeon
The
insects.
MAGAZINE. We have already announced
destructive
of
—■‘shouts it. It will be safer for you transferred to us, at once.”
mercy
to whisper it. In a few minutes I may
Jefferson made it “to bearer,” and children are urged to the immediate that we offer the two together for $2.10.
bird
not want money—from you.”
tile three partners signed—Goldstein’s building of houses for this season’s
families, because seasoned and weath- Regular Subscription Price $2.50.
band trembling.
rang tlnj boll.
most
quickly
er-beaten structures
Dobbs left with the check:
Hoijbs came quietiy in, servile, unohSample copies of New Idea at this
tempt the birds when spring moving
He returned in five minutes.
trusive, but expectant.
office.
Storm.
at
want
“I
said
looking
be
said
Goldstein,
day comes..
"Met,”
“Dobbs,”
REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. CO
man
The match of civilization has robbed
Storm bowed to the three partners.
you to listen and remember. This
sightly
makes us a proposal which looks like—
“Gentlemen,” there was the same millions of useful, as well asold-time
Belfast, Maine
their
Rlnnlrtnail
Wo
nPkH thP nn.
subtle accent that rankled—“1 bid you and tuneful, birds of
facilities for home making, ornitholopuuwouv»
lice soon. We may need your indepen- good mornings
of
gists here declared today. Shelterihg
dent memory afterward.”
naturally pleased at the reception
laid low every
“Now, sir,”—this to Storm—“let us my book. The copies will lie to your tree truuks are being
The oldunderstand each other. What do you instructions at this address,” giving year over hundreds of acres.
him a card. "It is gratifying to find an fashioned structures, where birds might
want?"
Cream Bairn
reis liock under
open eaves, are being
“Fifty thousand pounds," Storm edition cleared out so quickly. Ibis
It quickly absorbed.
shut out
the first little experiment in publishing placed by modern roofs that
answered, promptly and quietly.
Gives Relief at Once.
the Chim“You know how you stand?” Gold- by myself and Dobbs as partners. It is bird life. Whole races, like
It cleanses, soothes,
of their
stein persisted.
not, in the usual way, our ordinary ney Swifts, are being deprived
heals and protects
business. We do not shine at it, do shelter in the big, old-ityle chimneys.
“Quite,” Storm said, tersely.
the diseased memlax
Such conditions, combined with
“What do you want £50,000 for?” we¥”
braue resulting from
and
pot-huntsmile.
a
with
for
laws
shooting
said
springPriori thp VSillUlhlp, lllSeCt- Catarrh and drives
Dobbs,
asked Goldstein.
“No,”
...ill
t
it
“We shall maintain the partnership
“For this book. It interests you.
It
away a Cold in the_
business, lou eaters to extinction, it is agreed.
to buy
the
interest
enough
without
you
publishing
might
Head quickly, lie-ilAU FCWR
the
house
to
and
will be the children’s work
may hear of us again.”
every copy.” Storm spoke quietly
stores the Senses of BTrl * 1 Si V KmIT
when they
The pair slammed the door from the evicted birds at the time
smiled pleasantly.
Taste and Smell. Fill size 50 cts., at Drugnot only rear their young but eat most
“Now,” said Goldstein, “we under- outside.
gists or by mail. In li pud form, 75 cents.
And may I copiously of the insect crop-destroyers.
Goldstein murmured:
stand each other. Let us turn to the
Ely Brothers, 50 Warren Street, New York.
tacthe
now
great
can
are
too.”
that
children
“The
know
nothing
You
book.
die—£50,000—and Dobbs,
and spat tor in this great economic movement,
lit
another
cigar
hurt us.”
Bludgeon
said William Dutcher, president of the
“Turn to Chapter 5—the Eedsand on the carpet.
National Association of Audubon soJefferson toyed with a paper knife.
Mine. I think you will lind something
“The Redsand mine goes to the pub- cieties to-day. “Not only their patriotthere that will hit you very hard and
one of
will interest you monstrously, ft is lic,” lie said slowly “but they had a ism but the self-interest of every
for preventnicely written—one of the most enter- hand strong enough to skin us. 1 once their parents is the motive
and
“Redsand—the New Gold Mine”

the title that stared him in the face.
Jefferson picked it up.
He noted
He looked over the index.
the chapter headings.
They contained
a summary of their misdeeds for ten
The headings were so accurate
years.
that lie could guess the rest.
“Blackmail,” iie said, coldly.

is attested

7, 1907,

at Burnham and Waterville with through
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and
Boston, will run as follows:

*

States.

w ho gave the true report, as he knew medieal treatment. Rest and Ur. Williams’
The Americau Magazine is taking up
it. I have a copy of the letter you Pink Pills »ill cure most cases. This treatthe presidential candidates in a big
wrote to the mau who gave the report ment cured Mr. W. Q. Vt ileuxon, the wellThe other day Secretary Taft
for which you asked. And 1 have the known jeweler, of 63S Main street, Coshoc- way.
told his campaign managers to keep
actual true report sent ^>y the first sur- ton, Ohio, who is enthusiastic about the their hands
off New York State. Raththat was remedy, lie says:
veyor, and the cooked report
“1 suffered for nearly two years with sic- er than anger his enemies, and split the
given you by the second. Look in your atica. The pain extended from my hip ti State, lie chose to take his chances and
file.”
the heel of the foot and was so terrible th'at let Governor Hughes go to the convenGoldstein turned to the secretary.
I could only hobble around with the use of tion with New York’s 72 votes.
Of
The
file.”
a cane. 1 could not sit down without sufferme
my private
“Bring
course Taft is still in the running, and
last
even to turn over in
there
and
were
iutense
ing
left.
pain
“They
secretary
bed hurt me so that I could hardly endure William Allen White will soon present
night.”
it. The only rest 1 could get was by having a character sketcli of him in The AmeriThey waited in silence.
or
can Magazine. But how about Hughes?
propped
up. I could not put on
my leg
,4V
.Iwwm
cl.inL- ni/< without. ‘A KDobbs came hack with the file.
Everybody is inquiring. In the Marcli
Goldstein looked at the file, turning si stance.
writes of
Tarbell
number Ida M.
Where the reports
the pages over.
“I was under the care of four doctors and
She makes the big lawyer
Hughes.
should have been were tags—remnants took several medicines but not one of them
see how,
can
to
the
reader.
One
did me any good. Electricity also failed to clear
of the documents torn away.
of a cure of sci- before lie came into the public eye
“Still I deny it all,” Goldstein said. help me. One day I read
atica by Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills and wrote (1905,) he was preparing himself. The
“I shall give you to the police.”
to the person who was cured for informa- reader finds, too, that the Governor has
“One moment,” suggested Storm. tion about
his case. The reply praised the a mind that captivates the imagination
“What evidence have you of my visit, pills so highly that I began to take them at
—a mind that can take up a hard piece
who
The pills just hit my case and in two
once.
beyond the word of your partners,
of new work and go through it as a
weeks’ time I was a great deal better. I
are dishonored men?”
took them a while longer ami w«\s cured steel drill goes through rock.
“My secretary,” Goldstein said.
and have never been troubled with sciatica
"ASK min wnai ne nas ueaiu.
In the year 1900, 10,000 people were
since.”
on American
The three partner’s jaws dropped.
Pain that seems almost unbearable is a killed and 100,000 injured
Goldstein nearly choked.
In railroads. This is an appalling number.
characteristic of sciatic rheumatism.
“By God, you go too far,” he stormed. some cases the pain is knifelike, sharp or Yet the cause is not far to seek. Loss
“Ask him what he has heard,” Storm shooting; in others it is dull and aching. In of grip by the management, discipline
acute cases there is some fever but in the
insisted.
unenforced, mistakes let slip unreetimore frequent chronic cases there H little
Goldstein turned to Cobbs.
lied,—all these amount to little until
or no heat in the affected part.
that
man
this
suggests
railroad men “wake up out of the self“You hound,
Sciatica is stubborn in resisting treatment ;
what
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which at present
infers—or—tell
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this
the patient frequently suffers for years, j satisfied trance in
and
we have said—the evidence of black- Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills do not simply re-: they seem to be peacefully slumbermail you have beeu asked to hear.”
lieve pain but they cure diseases caused by j ing.” These are the words ot a veteran
Cobbs looked him squarely in the depraved or vitiated blood. They actually : man, ,1. O. Fagan, in the second paper
make new blood and have therefore a direct i of a series, “Confessions of a Railroad
eyes.
curative effect on such disand
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and after-effects of the grip. As the Monthly.
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Pills are unequaled for the treatment of. can be exerted, according to the rules,
my principals. 1 have never
most severe nervous disorders, | to put a stop to the negligence,—this is
even the
Storm in this otlice.
such as neuralgia, partial paralysis, ?>t. Mr. Fagan’s thesis. These confessions
Goldstein’s snatulate fingers quivered. Vitus’ dance
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and locomotor ataxia.
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sent him on the carpet.
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j Bludgeon. The annals of the
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it is a well written book, a cleverly seetiverous birds in America has been
creator
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for old
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through and through.
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National
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are so much interested, you have never accomplish completely, the
asked the author’s name.”
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him—the shadow of despair.
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glanced at the table.
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Baker’s Cocoa

by pointing out “Opportunities at
Home”; to bring ex-New Englanders
back to New England to visit, to summer, to live; to reflect the beauty and
greatuess of the six New England

j

strong lingers.
“Correct,” said Storm, you have the
judgment.” His eyes twinkled at Jef-

On Mud after Oct.

ergy

tion,dizziness,or nervous prostration. j

be silent. 1 shall want more money
every time you open your mouth.”
‘■lietter hear him out,” said Jetfer! soli, curtly.
Bludgeon rolled his cigar between his

THE FOOD VALUE OF

The New England Magazine, founded
in 1758, cefehrates the 150th anniversary
iu the Marcli number, the first issue
under new management. In this number is announced the purpose to help
preserve New England's water power;
to make known “What New England
Says” about national topics; to stop the
drain on New England’s youtli and en-

“I have heard,” he said.
“Hear more," Goldstein went od, “1
the Great Nerve Tonic, Cure It.
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Sciutica is neuralgia of the sciatic nerve.
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is the
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for
result of taking cold. For this
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as ‘Sciatic
known
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is
commonly
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Storm grasped
spatulate fingers,
and twisted the hand until Goldstein's rheumatism.”
Lack of blood is almost always associated
face grew gray with pain. Storm was with
neuralgia. One medieal authority lias
no longer pleasant.
defiued neuralgia as “ibe cry of llie nerves
“Listen,” he said. “There is plenty for better blood.” This is true because the
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of your the blood, build up ihe blood, thejinpovyou need to hear. 1 have copies
the neuralgic
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man pains disappear.
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Absolute rest is the best aid to proper
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advised to try Dr. King’s New Gold
w as
Hunting After the Old Mexican Plan.
; and I want to say right now, it
life.
Improvement began with
The desert country of the Southwest
[Kittle, and after taking one dozen is rich in legends of lucky strikes made
was a well and happy man again,”
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,'sore lungs and for preventing where water is too scarce
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New Discovery is supreme. 50c. other than internally.
Trial mechanical invention with which the
,t R. 11. Moody, druggist.
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taking placer gold from the sand in
:cs (suspiciously)—Tour eyes are
which wind supplies the place of water.
1 terribly inflamed,
Given a good head of water and the
ccs (with an injured air)—Well,
man with the hydraulic giant will wash
,ou give me a liible for a birth,'t, don’t select one with such tine a fortune from auriferous gravel that
v w York Weekly.
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orino Laxative is a new remedy square yard. The fellow with the pan
.'Iiient on the laxatives of former must find 50 cents worth or better in
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It is guaranteed. R. II.
Hi to take.
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amount
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screening the same
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There was old man Cushenberry,
does not
a scar or
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»
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curious volcanic plateau which is
that
Harper’s Weekly.
and any
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is come from impure blood. Can’t Yuma.
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t
with
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faulty digestion,
tion of hard luck when a shovelful of
sluggish bowels, burdock blood sand left the riffles of his primitive dry
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u lengthens stomach, bowels and
washer clogged to overflowing with
Sent Free
1 purifies the blood.
dust and nuggets.
According to statistics issued at
In half an hour he had taken out $14,per cent of the Japanese are tee000, and in the following six months he
cent of it in an inefWell, you know Russia found had spent every raise water from the
THE NEXT OCEAN LINERS.
effort to
A still more simple and primitive
tty strong on water.—Yonkers fectual
Colorado for more extensive operations. method of dry washing is indicated
‘*,in.
The successors of the great turbine
He never found another pocket.
by innumerable basinlike depressions liners, Lusitania and Mauretania, which
torturing skin eruptions, disfigFrom
talk
Down around Yuma, when you
along the sides of these gulches.
Doan’s Oiuti.v, drive one wild.
only a few months ago represented the
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time,
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of Klectriu Hitters, says: “It is a front, which was an institution then,
a makeshift, and the
a compromise,
It celebrated from
the Dalles to the
oud favorite here with as.”
This, by a dexterous turn of the coming leviathans, winch do not yet
be a favorite everywhere. It Yaqui country.
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This grand
Everything
the screw propeller. The steam turbine
guarantee at H. 11. Moody’s drug common. They had a Mayor and an un- concentrates on the“opposite edge of does not manifest its greatest efficiency
written code, enforced by a kangaroo the pan. In half an hour he is solvent, at
anything less than its highest speed.
of caste and the placer ground will know him
edging away)—No, Harold, you court. In earlier days no loss
Tlie screw propeller, on the other hand,
lo railroad
yourself into my attached to residence on “The Front;" no more until a run of hard luck at reaches its maximum of efficiency at a
today’s insolvent was frequently to- cock lighting or monte sends him back certain lixed rate of speed. If it is op
To railroad myself?
morrow’s magnate.
Gradually, how- to the bank nature has provided for erated at a higher rate the blades sim
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around
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the right of way
It is confidently asserted throughout,
dominant, and the city marshal abated
a grip on it, and the energy behind them
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the Southwest that the Mexican pos- is lost. It is theoretically possible for
the sanctuary as a nuisance.
1> is welcome when wefeeljgood;
But to return to the ditched hobo, sesses a sixth sense which enables him a
that way only when our dipropeller to turn so fast that the vesthe pockets which
Dr. lie tokl the Fronters a hard luck story to locate infallibly
sel vviil not advance at all. In the Lusiare working properly.
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"
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mill
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have a bad stomach, take some- come upon the man and his machine—
refractory to he worked in that way, is not infallible, and the accident to the
of
away that will assist digestion; a sun browned and solitary man, the and this was sacked in the form
Deutschland, by which, through a misJug that will stimulate l'or a time corners of bis eyes wrinkled like an ap- specimens and concentrates, the whole
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do
the
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that
aing
positively
ple that lias bet’ll frozen and thawed by amountihg to over $10,000.
speed into a granite pier at Dover,
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They came down the iver in a boat, points the moral.—Boston Transcript.
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<i by R. H. Moody.
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LIQUORS OUT OF MAILS.
would you do,” asked the excited south, have long since given up their Laguna without touching
The placer miners say the gold of the ;
“if a paper should call you a liar store of yellow metal. The pan, the
Washington, D. C., February 13th.
longtom and the flume exploited them, desert which the dry washer recovers
said the lawyer, “if I were you after which the hydraulic recovered in such minute quantities was deposi- The senate today discussed the law
a eent to see whether I’d reform
fortunes from tailings or from gravel ted by the river, the bed of which is governing the reserves of national
editor.”—Cleveland Leader.
too poor to work by the more expen- liable to change materially in a few hanks. The subject was brought up by
tlie baby is cross and has you wor- sive method.
weeks. In the mile deep canon that is Senator Rayner, who reverted to a
worn out you will find that a little
But the desert is rich in auriferous one of the world’s wonders, a ditch controversy over statements he made
>ve<t, the well known remedy for gravel. There are thousands of square from five to fifteen miles wide and in the senate yesterday when the Aliid children, will quiet the little one
miles in the Mojave and the Colorado hundred of miles long, cut through a drich currency bill was under consid.time. The ingredients are printthere must eration.
Contains no opi- that yield placer gold in such quantities highly mineralized region,
on the bottle.
The criminal code bill was also dis■ld by K. II. Moody.
that, given water, the output of Cripple have been many rich lodes, richer perSenator Clay and others obCreek and Tonopah would be made to haps than any of which the world holds cussed.
gave the fireman who saved his
record. These the action of the water tained the substitution of the old law
like a grub stake proposition.
his house was on fire fifty cents look
Water is not, but there is wind. The through countless ages has disintegra- for the proposed revised sections,
ng him down the ladder.”
^ fireman take it?”
dry washer is merely a rude bellows of j ted and carried far down toward the which will effectually prevent intoxiIt ; delta of the great river in the form of cating liquors being sent through the
lie gave Miserly twenty cents the familiar blacksmith pattern.
mtuimore American.
mails into “dry” States or counties.
forces a current of air through astieet : dust and nuggets.
The Colorado is a natural flume. Its
Tne senate today passed a bill amend“I of muslin set on an inclined plane arid !
uber of Elton, Wis., says:
rifts
aken four closes of your Kidney crossed at right angles by sticks of 1 bottom, deep under the silt where
ing the railroad, rate law in relation to
Senator Clapp,
ier Pills and they have done for wood called riflies.
and ridges of bedrock form mile wide free transportation-.
ban any other medicine lias ever
The gravel is made io run down this riffles, is a treasure house whose riches explaining the change, said it merely
;
tm still taking the pills as I want
muslin incline, while the bellows lift it no man may estimate. Hut even the j includes superannuated, disabled and
f...,l„.,„lw„l
nmldniTOC Uiifllill tllO CPAtld
nre.”
Mr. Barber refers to DeThe gold, being heavy, i opaque water is said to carry an averover the riflies.
They is
iney and Bladder Pills.
1
caught and held under the cross age of 25 cents worth of gold to the of the free transportation clause of the
K. 11. Moody.
pieces; pebbles and sand are ejected at ton, held in solution or floating on the law, and also allows such transportadost of financiers is the foreign the bottom.
surface.
tion for employes hack and forth on
w ho paid
§1 for a license to
Every miner knows that gold will die road as occasion requires.
Various forms of the dry washer;
the Vanderbilt family.—Louishave been patented, but the simplest float, the flour gold whose particles are
•o -Journal.
type remains the besl; an old soap box, so minute that only the avid grip of
hold it.
a few yards of tarpaulin, half a yard of quicksilver may clutch and
up in the morning feeling blue,
; hers and worry you ;
line muslin and a little baling wire are j Perhaps some day some Jernigan will
secret between you and me,
all the materials required for its con- make good and wrest from the broad Advice of Noted Authority, Also Gives a
ke Itocky Mountain Tea.
struction. The whole apparatus need anil shallow Colorado a treasure that
R. II. Moody.
Simple Home Prescription.
not weigh over twenty pounds and the will complicate anew the relation of
Now is the time when the doctor gets
key say that a man becomes like prospector can pack it from place to the precious metals.
the patent medicine manufacturw hich he continually associates.”
Meanwhile the chief source of pro- busy, and the
on his back.
harvest, unless great care is
ers reap
liculous idea! I've been a tish- place
Down in southwestern Arizona the duction, so far as these placer deposits taken to dress warmly and keep the feet
my life and can’t swim a yard
are concerned, will continue to be that
the
invention
is
credited
with
Mexican
advice of an old eminent
the
is
This
union Opinion.
dry.
of the dry washer and nothing else. It legacy of the Aztecs, the dry washer.
authority, who says that Rheumatism and
is here, and also
filler with indigestion, constipa- is the last resource of the
weather
trouble
Kidney
prospector
Mistake Corrected.
mean and cross, no strength or
tells what to do in case of an attack.
For
who cannot get a grub stake.
of
our system is unhealthy,
llolrisking pneumonia
Correct the mistake
Get from any good prescription pharmacy
miles around Yuma, on either side of
•nicky Mountain Tea makes the sysby neglecting a cough or cold when Foley’s one-half ounce Fluid Extract Dandelion,
on taking
j. and healthy.
and Tar will not only stop your one ounce Compound Kargon, three ounces
35c., Tea or Tab- the Colorado, one may count
Honey
out an average of a dollar a day with cough but expel the cold from your system.
11. Moody.
Mix by
Compound Syrup Sarsaparilla.
this crude appliance, and as $5 will grub Foley’s Honey and Tar contains no opiates shaking in a bottle and take a teaspoonful
bain struck a bear on the way
stake a man for a month there is little and is the best and safest throat and lung after meals and at bedtime.
Just try this simple home made mixture
remedy. R. H. Moody.
excuse for being flat broke.
on the track ?”
at the first sign of Kheumatisin, or if your
"
For twenty miles north of the conflutrain had to go into the woods
A summer resident of Bar Harbor, back aches or you feel that the kidneys are
ence of the Gila and the Colorado the
Washington Herald.
is said to he a
Mrs. Edward Coles of Philadelphia, not acting just right. Thisand
with
are
barren
honeycombed
almost cergulches
up waste tissue, promotes appehas offered an award of $100 in cash to splendid kidney regulator, of
work
The
the
washer.
the
work
of
forms
for all
Rheumatism,
dry
ns digestion, induces refreshing
that graduate member of the Bar Har- tain remedy
which is caused by uric acid in the blood,
uu.' renewed strength and health, of the white man is easily distinguishbor High school who oit graduation “is which the kidneys fail to filter out. Any
■at Hollister’s itocky Mountain able from that of the chula.
in the opinion of his schoolmates, the one can easily prepare this at home and at
In places the bedrock has been ex35c., Tea or Tablets. R. H.
most honorable and upright, the clean- small cost.
posed for hundreds of feet along the est
Druggists in this town and vioiuity,
living, the most successful and conue it is,” said the
escaping cou- bottom of the shallow gulch, the ce- siderate toward others, without regard when shown the prescription, stated that
whiskwith
a
picked the last lock between him ment strata swept clean
tliev can either supply these ingredients,
‘‘that no man can tell what he broom, since pay dirt is found mostly to scholarship or athletics.”
they will comor,'if our readers prefer,
il he lets himself out.”—Boston
for them.
at the bottom.- This is the work of the
After a heavy meal, take a couple of pound the mixture
American. The Mexican seldom lays Doan’s Regulets, and give your stomach,
bare more than a square yard, and liver and bowels the help they will need.
from that, so. the envious Gringo as-, Regulets bring easy, regular passages of the
■tops «»• ooo<h and hMli lungs
bowels.
chi,<‘rent oafo, turm. Mo oplatts
serts, he gets what he is after.

I

••

Spavin
Curb or Splint
Sloaav’s

I/iivinveivt

is unsurpassed
penetrates and relieves pain
little rubbing
quickly needs
it

Wild

blemish.
An antiseptic remedy for thrush*
fistula
abscess.
leave

£

25*.

50$

ed until today from the more out-ofthe-way and exposed places.
The most remarkable freak of the
hurricane happened at Maholland’s

at the entrance to Narraguagus
A barn conriver, near Milbridge.
taining two large cruising launches,
two large gasolene engines and about
000 pounds of lead was picked up from
a wharf, blown over a fence seven feet
high, and deposited on a bank nearly
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SHAKE IN A bOEfiE.

I

|

|

j
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|

1

;

I

I

fOLEYSIlOm^CAR

FOLEYSIKHEET^TAR

FRED ATWOOD,

cove

oe

ASSETS

DECEMBER

...

Rheumatic Acids.

All other assets.

never

actually cured

permanent

boiler

;
efficacy you can test it free of charge by cutting
! out t his advertisement and
sending same, togetliI er witli your name and address, also the name of
your druggist, to The Smith Drug Company, 239
Smith Bldg., Syracuse, N. Y and they will send
you an order on the dealer for a 75c. bottle free.
Uric-0 is sold and personally recommended iu

I

by R. H. Moody.

HARTFORD FIRE INSURANCE
HARTFORD, CONN.

CO.,

FIREMANS FUND INSURANCE

Assets.«.

1* /o

Unearned Premiums
1
All oilier Liabilities
! Cash Capital
1
Surplus over all liabilities-.

...

..

liabilities and
i Total
i FRED ATWOOD,

..

1IAMBURG. GERMANV.
A SSETS, DECEMEER 31, 1 907.

25,000 00
Collateral Loans.. $
1,763,418 17
Stocks and Bonds.
Bank
51,985 56
and
in
Office
Cash
Agents’ Balances. 151,408 10
25.r6104
Interest and Rents..
2,228 86
All other Assets.
Gross Assets. $2,019,601 73
81,908 4J
Deduct Items not Admitted.

$1,937,693
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1907.
Net Unpaid Losses— .$ 127,290
1,411,394
Unearned Premiums....
6,960
All other Liabilities
392,048
Surplus over all Liabilities
Admitted Assets.

...

3w8
Total Liabilities and

....

COMPANY,

j
j

amount of unpaid losses and
claims....$ 404,382 98

LIABILITIES DETEMBKR 31, 1907.
Net Unpaid Losses.$
958,666
Unearned Premiums.
9,116,297
2,870,73. 19 All other
Liabilities,.
1,084.623
Cash Capital..
3.000.000
256,056 85
.Surplus overall Liabilities,. 6,703.211
3wS
up in cash....§1,600.00000 Total Liabilities and
.$20,862.697
Surplus,
806,922 01

Amount required to safely reinsure
all outstanding risks
All other demands against the company, viz: commissions, etc..
..—

Capital actually paid
Surplus heyon 1 capital

:

!

...

..

THE LIVERPOOL & LONDON

&

GLOBE

..

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted...

DECEMBER 31, 1907,

Estate.$1,856,337 28
3,381,450 00
Mortgage Loans.
0000

4,501.
Stocks and Bonds
l,140,414
Cash in Office and Bank.
1,586,771
Agents’ Balances.
93,360
Interests and Rents.
-78
All other Assets.

Admitted

91
no
09
66

DECEMBER, 31, 1907.

ALLIANCE
50
08

SON, Agents, Belfast, Me.

Maurice W. Lord, Belfast,

INSURANCE

COMPANY,

00

ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1907.
Estate.$ 372,100 00
Mortgage Loans. 1,617,109 99
Collateral Loans
242,600 OO
Stocks and Bonds. 4.451,135 50

Rt-al

ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1907.
Stocks and Ronds.
Cash in Office and Bank.
Agents’ Balances.
Bills Receivable.
All other Assets.

Deduct items not admitted

31, 1907.

Admitted

1,177,462 50
85.899 42

Cash in Office and Bank
Agents’ Balances.
Interest and Rents.
All Other Assets.

82,393 93
‘.155 67
13

<

39 52

..§1,360.651 04
105,502 02

31, 1907.
Net Unpaid Losses.$ 541,808 41
Unearned Premiums. 1,809,007 79
40,992 37
All other Liabilities.
595,248 43
Surplus over all Liabilities.
3w8
Total Liabilities and Surplus.. .$2,993,777 00
LIABILITIES DECEMBER

Admitted

Assets..

-—

EDINBURGH,

COMPANY,

SCOTLAND.

31, 1907.
Real Estate.$ 520,000 00
Stocks and Bonds. 1,008,750 00
130,439 21
Cash in Office ami Bank.
125,193 93
Agents’ Balances.
56 82
Bills Receivable.
7,095 81
Interest and Rents.
893 72
All other Assets.
ASSETS DECEMBER

..*1.858.029 49

31, 1907.
Net Unpaid Losses.$ 158,873 37
Unearned Premiums. 1,198,697 00
27,088 96
All other Liabilities.
473,370 16
Surplus over all Liabilities.
3w8
$1,858; 029 49
LIABILITIES DEC.

NEW

Assets..$2,202,604 96
170,907 03

Depreciation in Securities.
Admitted Assets.
LIABILITIES DECEMBER

........

|2,03l,697 93

31, 1907.
Net Unpaid Losses. .$ 334,146 87
801,989 04
Unearned Premiums.
AII other Liabilities.
194,713 59
Ca sh Capital.
500,000 00
200,848 43
Surplus over all Liabilities.
..

Total Liabilities and Surplus.$2,031,697 93
FRED ATWOOD, Agent.
naw7
Winterport, Maine.

THE

31, 1907.

Real Estate .S 119,654 15
13,834 82
Mortgage Loans.
7 022 17
Accrued lntetest.
Collateral Loans. 1,548,1*5' 63,
458,366 07
Stocks and Bonds
1.157 S3
Cash in Office and Bank..
1,180*29
Accounts
Cash in suspended bank carried at 90
95,810 73
per cent..
43,415 14
Interest and Kents
47
2*9,792
Premiums.
Unpaid
..

Gross Assets. .$2,568,344 60
190,556 03
Deduct items not admitted.

Admitted Assets.$2,377,788 57
DECEMBER 31, 1907.

Net Unpaid Losses.$ 292,624 22
836.425 08
Unearned Premiums.—
206,316 64
All other Liabilities.
BOn.OuOOO
Cash Capital.
643,022 63
Surplus over all Liabilities.
3w8
Total Liabilities and Surplus--$2,377,788 57
JOSEPH W. HAMLIN, Agent, Stockton, Me.

THE BANKERS' SURETY COMPANY,
CLEVELAND, OHIO.
DEC. 31, 1907.
Real Estate.
••$ 39,871 66
103,312 76
Mortgage Loans
7,310 03
Collateral Loans.
ASSETS

■

Stocks and Bonds. 400,690 19
Cash in Office and Bank
88,686 49
Agents’ Balances. 77,619 {6
Interests and Rents.
0,710 85
All Other Assets.
40,132 42
Gross Assets.
$824,144 84
72 813 60
Deduct Items not Admitted.

Assets.$751,331
31, 1907.
Net Unpaid Losses.$ 21,701
Unearned Premiums.
158,929
All Other Liabilities.
13,290
Cash Capital. 500,000
57,410
Surplus overall Liabilities.... '.
Admitted

34

LIABILITIES DEO.

3w8
Total I.iahi ities and

28
55
42
00
08

Surplus.$751,331 34
Agent, Belfast, Maine.

ARTHUR RITCHIE,

Assets.$7,840,67619
88
73
OO
68
19

ATWOOD, Agent,

Winterport, Me*

METROPOLITAN

CASUALTY IN-

SURANCE COMPANY
NEW YORK, N.Y.

OF

CASUALTY COMPANY OF AMERICA,
NEW YORK, N. Y.
ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1907.
$1,469,070 78
Stocks and Bonds.
166,328 58
Cash in Office and Bank.
550,840 93
Agents’Balances.
15,764 67
Interest and Rents.

FRED

YORK, N. Y.

LIABILITIES

78.879 94
5,349 78

LIABILITIES, DECEMBER 31, 1907.
Net Unpaid Losses.$ 3 7,821
Unearned Premiums. 4.918 831
Cash Capital.
750,000
Surplus over all Liabilities__ 1,804,021
3w8
Total Liabilities and Surplus. $7,840,676

NATIONAL SURETY COMPANY,
ASSETS DECEMBER

446.717 86

636,082 12

Gross Assets
.$7,849,975 19
Deduct Items not Admitted.
9,300 00

400,000 00
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1907.
Collateral.
Stocks anil Hoods. 2,073,854 92 Net Unpaid Losses..$ 96,163 00
260,351 22 Unearned Premiums.
493,541 98
Cash iu Office and Hank.
soo.ooooo
Agents’ Balances. 260,440 93 Cash Capital.
33
165,444 04
all
Liabilities.
over
19,223
Sin plus
Interest aiid Kents.
20,188 70
All other Assets.
02
and
Liabilities
Total
Surplus.$1,255.149
Gross Assets. 3,074,059 10
80,282 10 j AS. PATTKE & SON, Agents, Belfast, >le.
Deduct items not admitted.
Frank L. Marston, Stockton Springs, Me.
Admitted Assets.$2,993,777 00

INSURANCE

Maine, Agents.

FIRE ASSCIATION OF PHILADELPHIA.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Gross Assets.

OF ENGLAND.

CALEDONIAN

:a.15

assets.$5,776,020 95

Total liabilities and surplus.$5,776,G26 95
Probate Court. United States Bankruptcy, anil
all other forms of Ronds issued promptly.
MARTIN F. BARTLETT, General Agent,
Watervilie, Maine
Fred Atwood, Winter port, Maine,

Net Unpaid Losses.$ 750,663 83
Unearned Premiums. 6,895,176 86
492,555 78
All other Liabilities.
4,421,315 47
Surplus over all labilities..
3\v8
Total Liabilities and Surplus. $12,560,211 94
JAS. PATTEE &

$5,810,563 10

LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31. 1907.
Net unpaid losses.$ Cf 8,376 51
Unearned premiums...."
778,589 17
All other liabilities.
07,*1835
Cash capital.
2.0OU.OOO 00
Surplus over ali liabilities. 2,321,292.92

Assets.§12,560,211 94

LIABILITIES

COMPANY,

..

Real

Admitted

68

ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1967.
Real estate .•. $ 757/nooo
Collateral loans..
l'.d.dTOOO
Storks and bonds..
4.405,sun oo
Cash in office and bank.
284,1.'-’ r>0
Agents* balances.
J62.4S7 01
Interest and rents.
3.283 59

OF NEW YOKK.
ASSETS

30
00
11
00
27

OF MARYLAND.

INSURANCE COMPANY,

W>

NORWICH UNION FIRE INSURANCE CO.

40,000

FIDELITY AND DEPOSIT

Aggregate amount of liabilities in§5,938,099 03
cluding net surplus.
jAS. PATTEE & SON, Agents, Belfast, Me.

00

Surplus .$1,937,693 24
FIELD & QUIMBY, Agents, Belfast, Me.

Mortgage Loans.$

—

j
j

24

——-

ASSETS DECEMBER

!

31, 1907.

DECEMBER

Real estate. $ 271,060 60
Mortgage loans.
50,000 00
Slocks and bonds.
2,n;s,040 89
Cash in Office and Bank.
387.620 22
Agents’ balances.
380,141 46
Interest and rents.
33.955 67

31, 1907.

.-—

HAMBURG BREMEN FIRE INS. CO.,

ASSETS

COMPANY,

|

11.537.335 26
344,957 57
2,000.000 00
2,779,349 32

..$17,467.511 88
surplus
Agent, Winterport, Maine

UNITED STATES BRANCH SUN INSURANCE OFFICE.

r.

j

17,772,626 64
ouo,i

$4,701,068 80

DECEMBER 31, 1%7.

44

|

3 01.000 00
20
0.3
92
5*
16

.$17,467,511 88
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1907.
805,869 73
! Net Unpaid Losses.$

LIABILITIES

Admitted assets.$3,790,767 24
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1967.
Net unpaid losses.
$ 214,595 60
Real estate owned by the company,
Unearned premiums. 2,4:;.;.">.".5 87
3 566,054 60. All
unincumbered..
other liabilhies
6.1,39527
Loans on bond and mortgage (hrst
over all liabilities.
1,079,22! 10
297,980 00 Surplus
liens).
3\V8
1S2,50<»00 ; 1
Loans secured by collaterals.
ota 1 liabilities a d surplus...
s.j.790,767 A
3,676,855 35 JAS. PATTIS F & SON, Agent*, l*.« H.tsi. Me.
pnny, market value..
Cash in ihe company’s principal ofTHE HOME INSURANCE
5°0,C48 l.
fices and in banks..•••
|
Premiums in due course of collection,
NEW YORK.
786,496 12
Fit e & Marine.
ASSETS DECEMBER 13, 1907.
31,965 40
Bills receivable.
‘-,864 16 Real
Interest and rents.
Estate,.$ 1,543,892 06
72,132 02
All other assets**.
1 2,800 00
Mortgage Loans
j
Stocks and Ronds,. 16,407,630 00
20
$6,117,495
assets.«■
j Gross
Cash in office and Rank,..
17
1.611,607
17
I Deduct items not admitted.
179,396
Aiients’ Balances,.
1,135,105 05
Bills Receivable,.
1,663 40
assets
admitted
the
Aggregate of all
Gross Assets,. 20,862,697 68
of the company at their actual value §5,938,099 03
Admitted Assets,..$20,862,697 68
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1907.
ASSETS DECEMBER.

32,778,530
3,422,0 O
1,680,728
159,186
11,973

items not admitted.

Assets.$4,701,068 80

Capital Paid up in Cash, #1,000,000 OO.

Net

Admitted Assets

31, 1907.

DECEMBER

63
29

Of Sail Franeiseo. California.
1863. Commenced business in 1863.
Wm. -I. Dutton, Pres. Louis v\ Einmann, see.

31, 1907.
Real Estate.$ 1,085,187 75
534,000 00
Mortgage Loans.

...

Gross

99

Incorporated in

ASSETS DECEMBER

Collateral Loans.
Stocks and Bonds.
Cash in Office and Bank.
Agent’s Balances—
Interest and Rents.
All other Assets.

NEWARK, N. J.

Real Estate. 8 108 473 6ft
.Mortgage Loans.
2,231,390 00
Stocks and Bonds. 2 030.415 00
Cash in Office and Bank.
78,028 oi
216,765 68
Agents’ Balances.
Interest and Rents.
30.749 88
ah other assets.
5,246 57

715.288 00
82,279 97
74,797 00
3,904 88
59142

Fred Atwood, Agent, Winterport, Me.
All securities valued at market value on I)<
31,1907, by R. L Day & ('■•., Boston, Ma

cure

for the rheumatic acid poison in the system. That
is the secret of its wonderful success. Klieumatism simply cannot exist in a person’s system it
1 ric O is used.
Uric-O is sold by druggists at 75c. and $1 00 the
bottle, but if you still feel skeptical about its

Gross

^P^

...

cure

OE

bottle

Net Unpaid Losses..a$ 119,33988
Unearned Premiums. 1,430,997 58
A11 other Liabilities.
2,359 89
Cash Capital. l.ono.ooo oo
00
Surplus over all Liabilities.. 2,148,371 45
3\v8
63'
Total Liabilities and Surplus.$4,701,068 80
3w8
Total Liabilities and Surplus
.$ 932,.son 99 •IAS. I'VTTKK & SON, Agents, Belfast, Mo.
JAS. I’ATTKE & SON, Agents, Belfast, Me.

of Rheuquarter, but

for Rheumatism.
The chief reason that Uric-0 is such a wonderfor
Rheumatism is, that it is designed
ful cure
and prepared to cure Rheumatism and Rheumatism only. It is composed of perfect antidotes

45,00000
10,000 00

Assets,..S 932,366
DECEMBER 31, 1907.
Net Unpaid Losses, ..$
42,391
Unearned Premiums,....
442,094
All other Liabilities,
4,18s
Cash Capital.
200.000
surplus over all Liabilities,.
243,692

for Rheumatism
It seeks out the Rheumatic poison in
comes in.
the blood, muscles and kidneys, renders it inert
and harmless and drives it out of the system.
That is why Uric-0 is such an admirable and ef-

Deduct

I

LIABILITIES

They may relieve it in on9
to break ont somewhere else. The only
true way to cure Rheumatism is to drive it from
the system, for as long as the Uric and Rheumatic
Acid remains in the blood, one is never entirely
free from the trouble. This is where the value of
a

OF

Admitted

sure

Cross

a

ion, Mass.

Admitted Assets.

a case

matism.

Belfast

) cents

ASSETS

Gross Assets.§ 932 461 33
Deduct items not admitted
94 34

The Rheumatic person is skeptical regarding
the claims of almost any remedy advertised as a
cure for Rheumatism and one can scarcely blame
him for being so. All the plasters and liniments

;

H

FIREMEN’S INSURANCE COMPANY,

31, 1907.

Estate, .$
Mortgage Loans,
Stock ami Ronds,
Cash in Office and Bank.
Agents’ Balances.—
Interest and Rents,.

Sudden Deaths, Heart Failure and Paralysis
are Caused by Poisonous Uric and

fective

HR

Serial number 513

906.

PORTSMOUTH, N, H.

.—

as

H

and Inspection.

Real

Uric-O

sprain or strain, a
scies, lumbago, sciatica,
ache or pain, John ion’s
Get a bottle and keep
a

W,SWT Insurance and Re*l Estate

GRANITE STATE FIRE INSURANCE CO., !

Cured Unless Uric=0 is Used

it is

1

ENT

Security Bonds for Cashiers, Contractors, Administrators and Trustees.
Correspondence solicited. Real estate bought and sola.

Rheumatism Cannot

combined

1

Anodyne

Hre, Life, Accident, Plate Glass, Tornado Insurance, Steam
insurance

The contents were not

500 feet away.

Mt

H
Pi
Hi
M

REPRESENTING OVEk EORTY-EIVE MILLION ASSETS.

damaged.

]

;

Damage

the
first of this month. A large
amount of destruction already has been
reported, but no word had been receiv-

..

[

a

H
H

tied.

9

1'»

|||

If you keep a bottle
of Johnsonfs Anodyne
Liniment handy you
needn’t suffer.
Keep
the bandage well satued with the liniment and
ur wound will soon be

ive

19.

Vimw

__•‘“it?,

amounting to many thousands of dollars has been done along the Maine
coast by the storms of the past winter,
the worst of which was the hurricane

$1.00
Poultry*
Hogs

>

Biddle.

Storms.

Winter

Portland, Me., Feb.

—

l

Launch for Hr.

Mr. L. L. Biddle of Philadelphia has commissioued the Gas Engine and Power Company and Seabury & Co. of Morris Heights,
N. Y., to build a fast twin sorew motor boat
for bis use on the ooast of Maine during the
coming summer. The company has guaranteed that the boat will show a speed of thirtyone miles an hour or Mr. Biddle need not accept it.
The craft will be 55 feet long and 5 feet 10
inches beam and will be fitted with two six
Speedway gasolene marine engines.
cylinder
The hull will beplanked with teakwood and
will be arranged in a manner similar to the
well remembered power boat the Argo, built
by the same company for Mr. George W.
Childs Drexel a few years ago.
Mr. Biddle has two other boats, the power
yacht Nerita, 70 feet long, fitted with two
six cylinder Speedway motors, and the
Nautch Girl, an open speed launch, 45 feet
long, fitted with one six cylinder engine of
the same type.
The new boat will be ready for delivery
about May 15.—New Turk Herald Feb. 14th.

For

..

Speed

New

Dry Washing in the Desert.

The

j

ASSETS DECEMBER, 31, 1907.
Stce'•« and Bonds.$495,667 50
Office an ! Rank
Casi.
35,778 95
Interests and Rents...
4,503 73
...

Ail

ucner

assets.

\ts,on »u

Assets.§629,767 47
I.IABU IT I ES, DEOE.VBEK 31,1907.
Net Unpaid Losses ..§ 12,781 73
Gross

Unearned ITemiums.. 281.816 59
83 904 45
All oilier Liabilities.
200.00000
Cash Capital
101 264 70
Surplus over all Liabilities
3wS
Total Liabilities and Surplus.$629,767 47
FIELD
Agents. Belfast, Me.
..

THE TRAVELERS INSURANCE CO.
HAKTFOKD, CONN.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1907.
Real Estate.$ 1,750,180 45
Mortgage Loans.■.. 13,670,041 92
Collateral Loans.
1,339,522 54
Loans on this Company's Policies. 5,018,019 46
Stocks and Ponds. 31,996,620 39
Cash in Office and Hank
1,206,84251
52,291 40
Agents’ H dances.
Hills Receivable.
8,iH>9 17
Interest and Rents accrued.
661,956 32
Deferred and Outstanding Life
Premiums.
789,160 70

Gross Assets.$56,529,604 86
Deduct items not admitted.
61,26057
Admitted Assets. $56,408,344 29
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1907.
Net Unpaid Losses.$
469,917 88
Reserve for Claims resisted for
Em ployers.
4,018,122 43
Net Value of Life and Accident Policies. 46,651,271 72
326.083 51
All other Liabilities.
Cash Capital.
1,000,00000
Surplus over all Liabilities.... 4,004,948 85
3vv8

Total Liabilities and Surplus. .$56,408,344 29

*

r>.E-JLJrAD.ft

Mrs. Medora Marden is visiting her aged
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Gooding Grant, in
Prospect, during the absence of her daughter, Mrs. Albert M. Ames, with whom she

11

Economizes the use of flour, butter and eggs; makes the biscuit,

||

cake

—

nutritious

ing,

II

pastry

and

appetiz-

wholesome.

H
B

This is the only baking
powder made from Royal
Grape Cream of Tartar.

M

It Has No Substitute

i !■ —

.SIARSPORI LOCALS.
Mrs. Maria M. Field is visiting friends in
Monroe.
Capt. and Mrs. E. D. P. Nickels left Mon-

day for Boston.
E. C. Pike returned Friday from
trip to Boston.

a

busi-

ness

Fred J. Biather of Boston

was

in town

Saturday visiting his father.
Miss Sarah E. Blake left last week to
visit relatives in Rockland.
Mrs. D. S. Beals has received a new stock
of spring millinery, hats, flowers, etc.
The C. E. Society will give a masquerade
sociable in the upper vestry Friday evening.
The monthly contribution will be taken
the C ongregational church next Sunday.
M. A. Cook will have a sale of granite

at

Saturday March29ih,at killing prices.
0. E. Atwood, agent of the Eastern S. S.

ware

Co. here,

was

in Boston last week

on

busi-

ness.

large amount of spool ami stave wood
being hauled and landed daily at Pike's
mill yaid.
Frank Beach of Northport was in town
Tuesday to attend the funeral of James II.
A

it

Pendleton.
Harold Smith, who is attending Shaw j
Business College in Bangor, spent Sunday
with his parents.
Inez II. Dolliver has

Miss

returned to

iu town.

wks

Frank Holt of Milford, Mass., was in
week visiting relatives after an
absence of 17 years.
(apt J. M. Creighton of sell. Harwood
Palmer is visiting bis family in Thomaston
while his vessel is in port.
town iast

George M. Towle, who had spent a few
days m town, left last week for Boston to
rejoin sch. Jacob M. Haskell as second
officer.
llev. C. H. McElhiney preached a very interesting and eloquent sermon last Sunday
morning on the life and character of Wash-

ington.
Paul, Jr., finished dis-

Sell. James W.

charging cual at the Penobscot coal dock
Wednesday and sailed Thursday for a coal
port.
Mrs. Loomis Karnes and sister, Miss
Lizzie French, left Thursday for a two
weeks’ visit with relatives aud friends in
Boston.
Hr. F. Irving Pendleton of Lewiston was
in town the first of the week to attend the
funeral of his grandfather, James Hervey
Pendleton.
■sells. Eliza Levenseller and Merrill M.
C. Hart arrived last week from W eymouth,
Mass., with fertilizer for the A. A. C. Co.,
at

Mack’s Point.

Pike Bros.’ have contracted to make all
the barrels to be used in Searsport by the
A. A. C. Co., which will make about 150,000
barrels yearly.
Barge J. H. Walker, Capt. Ashmead, finished dischaiging coal at the Penobscot
coal dock Saturday and is anchored iu the
stream

awaiting

a

tow.

Sch. Harwood Palmer, Capt. Creighton,
arrived Feb. 19th from Newport News
with 4,400 tons of coal to the Penobscot
Coal Co. at Mack’s Point.
finished
discharging
Barge Brooklyn
Tuesday at the Penobscot coal dook and the
Searsport Coal Co. bought 100 toils of the
chestnut coal of the Penobscot Coal Co.

The tug Wyoming arrived Feb. 19th
with the barge Brooklyn iu low, with 800
tons of chestnut coal from Perth Amboy
..4

i.*

\I.IX.1.,4

Miss Lillias Hannon ot Allston, Mass., arrived last week and will spend the remainder of Hie winter with her sister, Mrs. D.
S. Goodell, at “The Elms” on. Steamboat
avenue.

Ship Emily lteed, which was wrecked
last w eek near the mouth of the Columbia
river in Oregon, was commanded for several years by Capt. Daniel C. Nichols of this
town.

Eugene V. Sargent, a member of the
167th Coast Artillery corps, stationed at
Fortress Monroe, was recently transferred
He is a
to Cuba, where he will be located.
son of Rufus E. Sargent of Searsport and a
grand nephew of Gen. Robert Sargent,
who commanded the millitia at the battle of
Brooks in 1841 and was defeated by the
Dixmont guards at the last muster held in
this county.
The Choir of the Congregational church
will conduct a Vesper Service Sunday afin
ternoon at 4 o’clock. The service will,
addition to the eventide anthems by the
chorus, iqclude appropriate selections by the
male quartette. A voluntary contribution
will be taken to assist in procuring Easter
music, which is now in preparation. An attractive musical service is offered. All are
cordially invited and urged to be in their
seats

I

promptly at

4

o’clock.

February 19th gave us
which ended in sleet and

snow storm,
thus made fine
sleighing, notwithstanding the mildness of
the atmosphere since. Our citizens have
improved the opportunity (rare this winter)
of enjoying fine sleigh-rides.
a

Mrs. Ralph Morse visited her niece and
husband, Mr. and Mrs. Whitmore, in their
Uangor home last week, leaving here Tuesday and returning (Saturday morning. She
greatly enjoyed the privilege of listening to
Dr. Van Dyke and Dr. Gladden.

—

sold at
are Alum and Phosphate of Lime mixtures
lower price, but no housekeeper regarding th. health
of her family can afford to use them.

BXhrr.
m

Medicine

tj■ 8
|

||
■

■—in

Pectoral is not
syrup. It is a

Ayer’s Cherry
simple cough

Mr. and Mrs. Albert M. Ames left the
middle of last week for New York. They
will visit Mr. A.’s sister and husband, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Devereaux, at their home
in Montclair, N. J., during their absence
of two weeks.
Rev. H. E. Ronillard spent a portion of
last week in Uangor, hearing while there
the fine addresses given at the Theological
Seminary by Rev. Dr. Henry Van Dyke
and Rev. Dr. Washington Gladden—two
literary feasts.

a

doctor’s

strong medicine,
.medicine. It cures hard cases,
severe and desperate cases,
chronic cases of asthma, pleurisy, bronchitis, consumption.
a

The best kind of a testimonial—
“Sold for over sixty years.

|

r. C Ayrr Co., t.owell, TIoss.
Also xur.uuXsbturerd or

A ttsdo By

/H

A!

>

flyers es.»..
■■

mu

ii «■! m —11

II li

DON'T FORGET about my Wall Paper Sale at 3c. a
Roll. Everybody is taking advantage of this sale of
Wall Paper. Now don’t wait until it is all gone.
Come

nOW.

Telephone 41-3

H. A. COOK,

Searsport, flame

=

BORN.

SARSAPARILLA.

We hare no secrets ! We publish
the formulas of all car medicines.

II CENTS EACH.

lb,
*
73 Onions IP g
lb,
gal.,13*14
Cracked cdrn, dp bu. 70 Oil Kerosene,
«
r.
70 Poflock
ft,
Corn Meal, IP bu.,
20&22 Pork V A.
Clieese. # lb.
J*
113
Cotton Seed, 1? cwt., 1.65 Plaster V bbl.,
CodPsb dn.P tb, 8@9 Kye Meal 9 »>,
1-55
10 shorts IP cwt.,
Cranberries, 9 qt.,
*
20
Clover seed.
sugar«lb,
38
5.7536.76 Salt, T. I.,V hii.,
Flour *> bbl.,
5
Potatoes,
2.85 Sweet
H. G. Seed & bu.,
4
111 Wheat, Meal.
Lard, f> lb,

Ask your doctor about this.

t %
I~|

hasten recovery by taking one cf Ayer's Pills at bedtime.
You wifi

buckspokt.

The annual concert and ball of the Torrent Engine Co. was held Thursday evening. The concert was largely attended and
Henry Stowell of Attleboro, Mass., arriv- an
interesting program was carried out.
ed in town last Thursday, called here by
The grand march started at 9.15, led by
the serious illness of his father, Henry S.
Foreman C. M. Wilson with Miss Maud
Stowell.
Ralph M. Stowell also came from Robinson and was
participated in by about
did
as
bis
Mrs.
Oakland, Maine,
sister,
40couples. A dance order of 18 dances was
ovuu muaucc vi uiuuiuc.
carried out. The hall was prettily decorated
Capt. Albert C. Coleord left Feb. 19th lor by Committeeman J. H. Bridges and wife.
Alexandria, Va.,*to take command of the Russell’s orchestra of Bangor furnished
schooner Joseph G. liay, loading for Fort music for dancing and for several numbers
Tampa, Florida. After several months at on the concert program, which also included
home the captain will be greatly missed by the song When the Mockingbird Sings in
his numerous friends in bis native town.
the Wildwood, by Jere Bulduc; recitation,

Black. In Peer Isle, Febiuary 13, to Mfr. and
Mrs. Georges. Black, a son.
Febnaid. In Franklin, February 2, to Mr.
and Mrs. Klmer C. Fernald, a son.
Gray. In Orland, F'ebruary 13, to Mr. and
Mrs. Edwin r. Gray, a daughter.
In Norway. February If* to
Littlefield.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Litilefleld, a daughter
Oxton. In Warren. February 13, to at. and
Mrs. Edmund Oxton, a daughter.
in v\ est Sullivan, F'ebruary 14, to
Sargent
Mr and > is. John A. Sargent, a daughter.
Rimonton. lu Ellsworth, F'ebruary 11, to Dr.
and Mrs p. F. Simonton, a daughter.
Whitcomb. In Dorchester, Mass., F'ebiuary
9, to Mr. and Mrs. Frank S. Whitcomb, formerly
of Thomaston, a sou.

CALL

LAST

ST0CKT0NSPRIN6S.

Misses Florence and Letitia F'landers went
Sunto Bangor last Saturday to remain over
as the guests of Mrs. G. M. Houghton.

day
They returned Monday evening.
It is reported upon good authority that
Jellison
business is to be brisk at Cape
Various rumors
piers the coming summer.
Who can interpret them ?
are in the air.
Mrs. Nettie 11. Bishop and Miss Susan
Uarriman drove to Winterport last Sunday
morning to cross the ferry to Orrington to
the day with relatives. They return-

spend

ed that evening.

cially

Waldikg, Kinxan & Mahvin,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of
Testimonials sent free. Price 75
the system.
cents per Dottle. Sold by all Diugglsts.
a lake Hall's Family Fills for constipation.

SWAMVILLE.
Miss Doris Nickerson went to Unity
Mr. and
Tuesday to visit her grandparents,
Mrs. D. C. Libby....Mrs. A. E. Nickerson
has gone to«Boston for a two week 8 visit...
We extend congratulations to A. Eugene
is a
Nickerson and wife of Portland. It
girl....E. H. Nickerson and son returned
fine
sleighing
to Portland Saturday....The
makeB teaming lively.

COMMISSIONERS’ NOTICE.
of Februaiy. A
of W aldo, on the! eleventh day
and
ex-,
]). isos, ci mmisslouers to recede
amine the claims against the
i
cie
N. Cooks* n, late ot Monroe, in sain county,
by gl^
ceased, represented Insolvent, here
said
oi
appoint
thiti six mouths from the date
.0
In
the
they will
their clai’"s, and
present and prove
of
on the fourteenth day
be in

A

menltTre Allowed
session

^nno n°t-

said.credltors

wKleh

Ujtt
Maich^A.

ft jRM ^WmbloTln'^lPaslTri
S8j?a‘,edU?Ss twenty ^rth d-^ol f™^
gw9.

MAKK S.ST11E8.
Commissioners.

FOR THE

TAXES OF 1907.
Any persons who are delinquent in the payment of their taxes for last
year, that do not want their names, with the amount due, printed in the
annual report, or an officer to call on them with a warrant, MUST SETTLE
WITH THE COLLECTOR BEFORE THE FIRST DAY OF MARCH NEXT. Office
hours, 8.30 a. m. to 12 m.
H. SAKGENT, Coll-etoe
C
Helfast, Fell 4. 1* 8 —lw7

i

MARRIED.
Titus. In Buck sport, F'ebiuary 9,
of
Percy L chlpman and Georgia E. Thus, both
Buck snort
In Winterport. February
olf y-Taintkr.
and
23, by Rev. 1 11. W. Mharff, Stephen Foley
Miss Stella Tanner, both ot w iniei port.
FebruIll
Deer
Isle,
all-Thompson.
Majish
ary 8, Arthur Marshall and Miss Lenora Thompson. both < f Deer Isle.
Smith-Nason. In Dixmont, February 20, wal
ter P. Smith of Newburgand aiihs Alice V. Nason
of Dixmont.
Snow-Blaisdkll. In East Orland,
both
19, Harry A. snow and Frankie E. Blaisdell,
of JiastOriand.
Thomtson-Thompson. In Montville, Febru*. Thomp(
ary 22, by Rev. T R.JPontecost, has.
Montson and Mrs. Georgia Thompson, both of
(

Special Sale

hitman

TME GENUINE

that in all the financial transactions in tli.
S. but
is done with currency, ti e otli.
°J( being done by means of checks and
It
drafts?
you do not already keep a cli.

Pan-American

February

ing account start one now and you will re a!
from its convenience and safety why above
true. If you are not familiar with this
tern come to us and we will show you. I

Coffee

vi lit;.
_

DIED.

Saturday, Feb. 29,

Black, in Belfast, February 21. Herbert A.
Black, aged 43 years. 9 months and 14 days.
Couillard- Iii Port, costa, California. FebruJames
ary 17, at the home of her daughter. Mrs.
R. Hemman, Mrs. Mary A. Couillard. widow of
Otis C. Couillard, formerly of Winterport. Maine.
Burial at Winterport.
Coyne. In Hall*.well, February 15, Mrs. Mary
E. Coyne, formerly of Clark’s Island, aged 00
Remains taken to Winterport for mte-

small, careful attention.

WE WILL SELL OUR
19c. P. A. COFFEE for

v,

DEPOSITORS IN THIS BANK ARE
ABSOLUTELY SAFE FROM LOSS

years.*

CAPITAL $50,000.00.
SURPLUS AND PROFITS $40,000.00

mci7MMiKGS.

In Prospect, February 10, Ethel
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 1. M. Cummings,
4
aged
years, months, 9 days.
Fuller, in Appleton, February 10, Mrs. Zenas
Fuller, aged 81 years, 10 months, 20 days.James I.
Gross. In Stonington. February ll,
Gross, aged 18 yeai s. to month'* ami 7 days.
Hatch. In Orland F'ebiuary 13, Aithur
Hatch, aged 41 years, 6 months and 18 days.
Lyman. In Bar Harbor, F'ebruary 12, Mary
Lucr» tia, widow of F'.noch H. Lyman, aged 81
years, u months and 19 days.
In Belfast. F'ebruary 23, infant
McKinnon.
son of Harry and Meda (Ness) McKinnon. InterEliza,

16c.

13

ORGANIZED 1881.

....OF....

ment in Castine.
Pendleton. In

Searsport, February 22, dames
9
Henry Pendleton, aged 89 years, 1 month and

Eye Sight,

■

Smallidgk. In Winter Harbor, February 12,
Miss Gladys Smaliidge, aged 12 years
Sai.asond. In Melrose Highlands. Mas**, February l“, William W. Salmon**, aged 8.' years
Wagner. In Searsport, February 18, infant
8
son of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas L. Wagner, aged
days.
_1

GROCERIES, DRUG

And 1 will guarantee to improve your
vision if there is any vision left.

>

Astigmatism and all Errors
and MEDICINES.

Refraction
WILLIAMS’

SYSTEM

E. LAURENCE WILLIAMS, 1).
Kidney Diseases Are Too Dangerous
Eeifast People to Neglect.
The

for

If you are troubled with headache*, ii
squint, if your vision blurs, if after re
time you gel drowsy, it you huv
spells, if you see double objects, nine euM*s
>

short

they ge' a flrin lin'd before the sufferer recognizes them. Health is gradually undermined.
Backache, headache, nervousness, lameness,
diasoreness, lumbago, urinary troubles, dropsy,
betes and Brigin s disease follow in merciless
succession. Don’t neglect your kidneys. Cure

the trouble is with y«»ur eyes, and
corrected by properly fitted glasses.
Remember the consultation and examiini
free for ten days from date, Feb 12. anfurnish the glasses from $1.00 up. $5.oo \r'
Ryes for three dollars.
Office hours fi mn 8 to 1<>, 12 to 3 and r> 1
evening until :> <■
evning Open
If you wish me to call at residence
card Will ieach ilc at Belfast, Maine, geuei
4w1
livery.

Saturday

Which

Office 18 Spring Street, Belfa-

living
considerable trouble from a lame and aching
hack. I had been troubled in this way off and oil

7580

REPORT OK THE CONDITIO!* OF THE
OF
At Belfast, in

NEXT TO OWEN BROS.’

For

one

month he will have
of

no

other.
_

And all kinds of

FRUIT.
Special

HAT!

HATTIE M. BRALEY.

and that she is unable to ascertain the same, and
that it is to her actually unknown.
FRED W. BROWN,
Before me,
Justice ot the Reace.

STATE OF MAINE.
Supreme Judicial Court in Vacation.
Waldo ss*
Belfast, February 24, A. D. 1908.
Upon the annexed libel, it is ordered by me, the
undersigned, a Justice of said Court, that notice
be given to the libelee by publishing an attested
copy of-tlie same, or an abstract thereof, together witli this order thereon, three weefcs successively in The Republican Journal, a newspaper
the
printed in Belfast, in the county of Waldo,
last publication to be thirty days at least before
the next term of said court, to be bolden at Belfast, within and for said county, ou the thud
Tuesday of April next, that lie may then and
there appear in said court ami answer thereto, if
WM. F. WHITEHoUSK.
he see fit.
Justice Supreme Judicial Court.
3w9
A true copy of libel and order of court thereon.
Attest: TILES TON WaDLIN, Clerk.

WANTED

A good capable girl for general liousew’Oik In
family of three. Must be able to do good plain
cooking. Wages, four dollars._
9
Address, R. O. Box 1001, Belfast, Me.

th»

I

sale of Peanuts
per

LIABILITIES.

at

Capital stock paid in.$

5c.

Surplus fund.
Undivided profits, less expenses and

quart.

taxes

80

12.

paid..

<•
National hank notes outstanding—
Due to other National hanks.
and
Savings
Due to Trust Companies
2,o
Banks.
Individual deposits subject to check 668,1 «84,»
Demand certificates of deposit.
Certified checks.
6t>*
Cashier’s checks outstanding.
United States deposits.
Reserved for irterest on deposits—

Notice of First Meeting of Creditors.
for the
In the District Court of the United States
District of Maine, Waldo County.
In the matter of James \\ I jn Bankruptcy.
Smart, Bankrupt, I
To the creditors of James W. Smart of Searsport,
in the County of Waldo and district aforesaid,

H

Total.$886,637

a

Notice

1

State of Maine, County of Waldo
I,C. W. Wescott, Cashier of the above na
bank, do solemnly swear that the above
ment is true to the best of my knowledge :r.i
C. W. WESCOTT, Cashi*
lief.
Subscribed and

at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at winch time the
said creditors may attend, prove their claims, appoint a trustee, examine the Bankrupt and transact such other business as may properly come
before said meeting.
joiiN K. MASON,
Referee in Bankruptcy.

t.

STAl'K Ob' MAINE.
February i4,1908
Wai do ss.
Personally appeared Hattie M. Braley and
her
made oath to the truth of the above libel by
used leasonable dilisigned, and that she has
libelee
said
ot
residence
the
ascertain
gence to

at

Total.$88t>.i

Bankrupt:
is hereby given that on the 1st day
of February, A. 1). 1908, the said James W. smart
I was duly adjudicated bankrupt; and that the first
meeting ol Ins creditors w ill he held at the office
neglects
of Dun too & dorse, Savings Bank building, Belthe resit
your libellant further alleges,that
fast
me, on tin-13ili day of March, A. D. 1908,
i.....K»rwl iu n/lt lilmwil t.ll lltMV

ruary, A. 1). 1908.

of Maine,

February 14, 1008

..

WALDO SS.
To the Honorable Justice of the supreme Judicial Court, next to be held at Belfast, within
ami for said county, on Hie third Tuesday of
April, A 1). 1908.
IE M. BRA LEY oi Belfast, in Hie County
of Waido, wife of Albion C. Braley, respectlullv represents that she was married hi Hie said
Albion C. Braley at Belfast, mi the 9th day of
lime A I) 1891, by Rev. John Tilton, a minister
as husoi the Gospel; that Hiey lived together
from the
band and w*ife at Belfast, lit said County,
time of their sanl marriage until the 17th day of
Aimust A. 1>. 1905; that your libellant has always
conducted lierseli toward her said husband as a
faithful true and affectionate wife; that on tile
Alsaid 17th day oi August, A. D. 1905 the said
bion C. Bialev deserted your libellant without
lias never seen Inin
cause since which time she
that he lias
or received lrom him any support;
treated your libellant with oiuel and abusive
and
labor
to
able
provide
that
being
treatment;
for her lie grossly or wantonly and cruelly refuses
to provide suitable maintenance tor
or

Belfast,

HKI.FAST,
Slate

KESOUltCES.

.,

dilithat it cannot be ascertained by reasonable
reasonable diligence
gence, and lhatslie lias used
and
that
libelee
said
of
10 ascertain the residence
ins
she is unable to ascertain, and does not know
residence*
bonds
the
Wherefore jour libellant prays that
her
of matrimony now existing between her and
she may
said husband may be dissolved, and that
rehave the custody of her minor children, aged
spectfully eleven, nine and five years, and named
Hazel L., Clare L. and Merle N. braley.
Maine, this 24th day of *ebDated at

he

Loans ami discounts.$33b,.<
3
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured
6o.«
lT. S. Bonds to set-lire circulationf*<'.
U. S. Bonds t" secure V. S. Deposits..
*2Ht
Bonds, securities,etc..
Banking-house,furniture and fixtures. 1'
Due from National bauksinoi reserve
1 ;;
agents).
Due trorn approve*! reserve agents..
3.'
Checks and other cash items.
Notes of other National Banks
Fractional paper currency, nickels,
ami cents...
Lawful Money Reserve in Rank, viz.
Specie.38,000 66
Legal tender notes. 6,220 00 +4
Redemption fund with 17. S. Treas3urer (6 per cent of circulation).

Special sales

STATE OF flAlNE

t

of business,

CLOTHING STORE.

City

time. 1 had no further trouble from (Ids source
until a few months ago, when I over-exerted myself and an acute attack came on. I again used
Doan’s Kidney Pills and they just as quickly and
thoroughly clued me as they had six years ago.’’
FusFor sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents.
ter-Milbuin Co., Buffalo, N. \ sole agents for

her'ml

NATIONAL BA?

THE CITY

yeai and a ha f. Some of lie attacks
off
were so severe that I was compelled to lay
work a day oi so and sometimes a week at a
I read about Doan’s Kidney Bills curing
time
a box
other people and 1 went to Belfast and got
at the
Drug Store. They cured me in a sli rt
a

name—Doan’s—and take

■

ten

tile kidneys with the [certain and safe remedy.
has cured people
Doan’s Kidney Pills,
right here in Belfast.
I. w. Cross, retired fanner, living at 57 Miller
street, Belfast, Me., says: “Some six years ago,
on t farm near Morrill, Me., I had
while

file United States.
Remember tiie

u

Maine's Eminent Eyesight Specialist.
Established in Maine 16 years.

great danger of kidney troubles is that

for about

nf

Scientifically corrected by the

..

(Monday.)

(one day only.'

2,4 and 6 qt. Stone Ware Kettles

1.1®
5

Butter Balt. 14
Corn IP bu.,

S\W NEWS.

this writing

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 29,

Retail Market

Retail Price.

bbl.,
Beef,corned, Ip lb, 8®10 l.imeJP
tb,
18a» Oat Meal

February 22nd, at the regular meeting of The Grapevine Swing, Miss Jaynes; song,
Dodge’s Corner. Tne wire fenoe bought
The ColBethany
Chapter, 0. E. S., a Washington selected, Jere Bulduc; recitation,
by the Ladies’ Benefit Society for the back
ored Regiment Band, Miss Jaynes.Pe*
was carried out, the ladies honorprogram
side of the cemetery lias arrived and will be
of Red Men held a rousing
ing the memory of “The Father of If is maquid Tribe
set in the early spring.The members of
at its hall Wednesday evening, Feb.
meeting
followin
au
manner,
Coautry”
appropriate
Granite Grange who accepted the invitation
The warriors’ and chiefs’ degrees
ing their program by bounteous refresh- 19th.
to Monroe last Satuday evening report a fine
were worked with much satisfaction. Great
ments.
time....Capt. T. D. Nickerson and daughter,
Sachem Harry Lewis of Bangor was present
Mrs. Everett Staples, Jr., was in Prospect
Miss llarriette, visited friends in Stockton
and gave an interesting address to the memin
last
and
in
Saturday
Searsport Monday
Springs last Friday... Mr. A. 11. Ellis of
bers and plans wrere perfected for the excurBelfast visited Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Marden quest of oid fashioned garments—both mule sion to Belfast Monday evening to attend
and female—for use in “Ye Olde Folks Conlast Sunday.
the pow wow.
to be giveu this, Thursday, evening.
The bark Harvard, Capt. Fred
Park, crete,”
bear
in mind the date—Feb. 27th— NOIH HPORT.
Please
arrived at Boston Friday after a passage of
“Bayside” trouble began the next day
The bark en- and give the singers a good audience. Capt,
80 days from Buenos Ayres.
after the newrs of the change of the name
countered calms and head winds on the Kalph Morse, Capt. Charles C. Park, Capt.
Ground to Bayside,
will of the Northport Camp
first part of the passage and stormy weather Horace M. Griffin and Mr. A. A. Beaton
when letters, postal cards and papers piled
as
ushers.
act
of
the
was encountered the last part
voyin to Mrs. Wadliu of the East Northport P.
Mt. James Treat met with quite a serious
The Harvard, formerly the ship Sam
age.
directed to Bayside R. F. D. The post
0,
Skofield, 2nd, of 1,603 tons, built at Bruns- accident February 17th. In leading his
at the Camp Ground not being open
office
wick, Maine, in 1884 and owned by N. IV. horse, a high-spirited animal, into the
she remailed them, but in a day or two they
Rice & Co. of Boston, has been sold and stable, in some way he was suddenly knockcame back, with more with them, and if the
will be converted into a coal barge. It is
ed forward, falling face downward upon a
name Northport Camp Gtound P. 0. is not
comher
Fred
N.
that
Park,
wood
force
Capt.
as to break his
reported
pile with such
before the season begins the prime
after having followed nose and cut a gash in the forehead which restored
will
retire
matjjir,
movers of the change to Bayside, Palmer
for
sea
the
forty-two years.
required the taking of live stitches. He was and Rogers, will find themselves in warm
Hotel Arrivals. The following out- also badly lamed, but was able to sit up water...Charles 0. Dickey was a busy man
of-town guests have registered at the Sears- Monday and the doctor has removed the
last week with settling as collector, selectport House: A. G. Young, T. S. Dennison, stitches.
man and treasurer, cutting ice and attendBoston; A. A. Robinson, Bangor; A. L.
As these items are being finished we hear ing a trustees’ meeting at Bangor of the
BosG.
F.
Cartwright,
Murphy, Westfield;
of the death of Mr. Shepherd Blauchard, | Methodist Camp Ground Association, who
ton ; W. S. Foss, Hancock; ICapt. Ashmeud
one
of our highly respected citizens of ! unanimausly re-elected him General ManF.
Blombier,
Geo.
Kincaid,
Nate Grinnell,
the C. G., and gave him a vote of
Sandypoint, on Sunday, from a lingering | ager of for
the faithful and economical manJanies
Geo.
thanks
G. E. Dockham,
Ridgely,
Flex,
case of heart disease.
The
full
svmnathv
Ti.
ner in which he has managed the affairs of
of file village is offered the surviving wife I the society. It was a fairly profitable season.
William Sacri, J. L. Salon, Boston; M. F. and the
adopted son, Mr. Dayton liickmore, |
Daley, Bangor ; 11. Rea; Millinocket; Sain who, with his family, lives at tire Blanchard
Harris, Bangor; F. Cunningham, Prospect; homestead. Their loss of a devoted hus- j
j
M. A. Nichols, Bangor; H. M. Bragg, Milo;
band, attentive father and honorable citiW. B. Herrick, G. Cheney, Belfast; F. J.
zen is irreparable.
AMERICAN POUTS.
Biatlier, Boston; W. M. Buike, Manchester,
New York, Feb. 18. Ar, seb. Clifford N.
Last Thursday evening a company of our
N. H.
Carver, Fort Inglas via Cape Henry; 20,
young men and maidens—16 in number—
sell. Alice Holbrook, Baltimore; 22, eld,
Janies Hervey Pendleton, greatly enjoyed a straw ride on runners sld,
Obituary.
bark Auburndale, San Juan; 23, ar, .-oils.
one of the oldest and most respected citizens
(snugly tucked up in Lancaster’s big fur Meibebesec, Viualhaveu, Maine; Carrie K.
of this town, passed away at his resilience robes, seated on a great quantity of nice Look, New London for Norfolk, 24, cld,
sell. Etna, Puerto Plata; sld, sch. Carrie E.
Mr. Pendleton bad
in Park, Feb. 22nd.
straw, covered with warm wool carriage Loidc, Norfolk.
been in failing health for the past year and robes) to Bellast and back, having four
Boston, Feb. 19. Ar, seh. Theoliue, Brunssince the deatli of his wile about five months able, willing horses to merrily draw the wick ; 20, ar, bark Harvard, Buenos Ayres;
ar, bark John S. Emery, New York, to
ago had been confined to the bed, where be happy, laughing company over the smooth 21,
load for Buenos Ayres; below, sch. Henry
his
for
daughter,
was tenderly cared
by
road of tile 10 miles between Stockton and B. Eiske, Jacksonville; sld, sell. Mary CurMrs. Prudence McGilvery, He was born
Belfast. On reaching home (by previous tis, Weymouth for Searsport.
1S19>
Philadelphia, Feb. 18. Ar, sch. Pendleton
in Prospect, now Searspoit, .Jan. Ilf,
arrangement) a substantial supper was
Satisfaction, Fernandina; 19, ar, sells. Flora
tile son of Green and Ann (Park) Pendle- awaiting llieni at our hotel, where the proRogers, Georgetown, S. C.; T. M. Nicholson,
He bad lived in two States, two prietors, Worcester Brothers, provided a Newfoundland via Gloucester; cleared, sch.
ton.
sell.
counties and two towns, and had always most appetizing repast for these cheerful Ralph M. Hayward, May port; 20, cld,
Northland, Guanica via Aquina, 1’. it.; 22,
lived in the house in which lie was born, lads and lassies, who sought their homes
eid, sch. Levi S. Andrews, May port; 24, ar,
lie followed the occupation of a farmer. during the wee sma’ hours of another morn- sch. Henry W. Cramp, Portland.
Ar, scb. Mertie B.
Baltimore, Feb. 22.
Mr. Pendleton served in ttie Aroostook war ing delighted with their outing in all ils
Crowley, Boston; sld, sch. Georgia Gilkey,
in Capt. Reuben S. Smart's company of
features.
May port; 23, ar, sch. Independent, Boston;
Port Tampa; 25, ar,
cavalry from the 23rd of February, 1839, unObituary.
Friday morning, February 24, ar, sch. Medford,
Alice llolbiook, Bay View.
sch.
til Hie Kith of April, 1839, when tile com21si, Mr. Henry S. Stowell passed away
Feb.
18.
Ar, sch. Maude
Newport News,
lie was
pany was mustered out. In politics
of j pneumonia, after a brief illness, aged Palmer, A. M. Curtis, Boston; 19, sld, sch.
first a Whig and later a Republican. He 77
Frontenac, Boston ; Margaret Haskell, Portyears aud 6 mouths. The deceased was
cast his first vote for Win. llenry Harrison
horn in the State of New York, aud theie land.
Theodore
Pres.
Weymouth, Mass., Feb. 15. Ar, sch. Mary
for
last
vote
his
in 1810 and
enlisted, at the age of eighteen, in the army Curtis, Salem, to load for (searsport.
Roosevelt. December 12, 1841, he was joinfor
been
War
and
had
Savannah, Feb. 19. Sld, sch. Mark Penfor the Mexican
ed in marriage to Miss Esther Pendleton,
After dleton, New York.
a pensioner for that service.
years
Fernandiua, F.'a., Feb. 10. Sld, sch. Brina
and they had two sons and two daughters—
close of that term of enlistment he P. Pendleton, New York; 20, sld, sch. Win.
Mrs. Emily J. Beach, Capts. Frank 1. and [lie
came to Maine and settled at Hampden, K. Park, New York.
James N. Pendleton and Mrs. Prudence G.
Newport, It. I., Feb. 19. Ar, sch. Jacob
where he married a Miss Snow of WinterM. Haskell, Boston.
McGilvery, all of whom survive.hiiu and reand
Lincoln
salute
for
a
In
filing
port.
Key West, Feb. 20. Sailed, sch. Herald,
side here. He was a lifelong attendant of
Hamlin, at the latter’s home (then io Hamp- Jacksonville.
the First Congregational church. Funeral
Feb. 19. Ar, barge Brooklyn,
the
Searsport,
maimed
was
bursting
he
by
badly
den)
Pei tb Amboy; sld, sch. James \\. Paul, Jr.,
services were held at his residence Tuesof a cannon. At the incoming of Lincoln
sell. Merrill C. Hart, North
coal
ar,
U.
port;21,
day afteruoon, conducted by Rev. C.
aud Hamlin he was appointed keeper of Weymouth; sailed, sch. Eliza Levanseller,
McElhiney of the first Congregational the U. S. Lighthouse at Fort Point, where Rockland; 24, sailed, sch. Ella F. Crowell,
church. The burial was in Bowditeh cemeRockland.
he remained many years. On retiring from
Portland, Feb. 20. Cld, schs. Horace W.
tary.
that positiou he moved to the village aud Macomber, Clarks Cove and Philadelphia;
& Reuben,
opeued a cabinet maker’s shop, being a Young Bros., do; sld, sch. Annie of
the Sea,
22, ar, schs. Star
caipenterhy trade, continuing in that un- Stonington;
Turks Island; Addie M. Lawreuce, Baltito
him
til failing health induced
give up timore; Sedgwick, Wilmington, N. C.; Claractive employment two years ago. Since ence 11. Venner, Boston for Clark’s Cove
Miss Alice Hicliboru is still visiting relaAda Ames, for Rockland;
then he and his wife have lived at the home and Philadelphia;
sailed, schs. George P. Hudson,^Baltimore;
tives in New York.
of Mr. John La F'urley at “The Mill,” so- William C. Carnegie, coal port.
Mr. and Mrs. Simeon F. Ellis gave a small
called. Mr. btowell had been three times
Brunswick, Ga„ Feb. 24. Sld, sch. Frank
whist party last F’riday evening. It was a
Barnet, Boston.
married. His first wife died at Fort Point.
FOREIGN PORTS.
very pleasant occasion.
His second wile was Miss Sarah Staples,
Honolulu, Feb. 15. Ar, stmr. Alaskan,
Mr. and Mrs. Bion B. Sanboru entertained and after her decease he married Miss
Francisco
San
(and sailed 22nd for
Maliua Staples of Cape Jellison, who, witli Nichols,
a small company at a pleasant whist party
Kahului).
xr_..,..,41,
XT
C
Cnh OO
In mirt
hurlr
19th.
of
several
and
grandchildren,
February
five children
the evening
is ex- Mabel I. Meyers, for Rosario, awaiting
Mr. Ralph Thompson, the proprietor of survives him. The kindest sympathy
19th tended to the faithful wife, who lias so ten- chance to sail.
our village laundry, returned February
MARINE MISCELLANY.
so
from a month’s absence in Boston and vicin- derly nursed the failing companion,
Norfolk Va, Feb. 22. Schr John J. Hanher senior. The funeral took
overdue at
many
years
ity.
son, Moore from Stockton, Me.,
afternoon at his late home, this port, arrived to-day, after severe experMis. Benjamin Grant was quite ill recent, place Sunday
The Hanson
Rev. H. F). Rouillard officiating, lire en- iences in recent coast gales.
to
ly from a severe cold, which threatened
had her house heat in by high seas and her
tire family (excepting a son of the. first
cause pneumonia, but is now more comfortcrew was almost exhausted.
The six-masted schr.
marriage, Mr. John Stowell, who has long
Boston, Feb. 21.
-N
able.
lived in California) was present at the Alice M. Lawrence swept in by Boston light
entertained
The Current Events Club was
Edward tonight, leader in the impromptu ocean race
Ruriui
tcivincE
Mr. and Mrs.
wise schooners
Wednesday afternoon by Mrs. Charles C. stowel! ot Oakland, having joined the between the best of tlie coast
from Baltimore to Boston, w ith but an hours
The inPark, West Main street. The subject for other members Friday evening.
advantage over her swift rival, the Fannie
study was “Insects.”
Palmer. Five schooners left Baltimore on
teiment was in the ('ape Jellison cemeteiy
enterthe
morning of Feb. 17th. The Lawrence
be
The Young Ladies’ Guild will
made the trip in 4 days, 13£ hours; the FanHOW’S THIS?
taiued next Friday alteruoon by Mrs. Nettie
nie Palmer in 4 days, 14£ hours; the Marcus
F.
We otter One Hundred Dollars Kcward tor any L. Urann passed Boston light tor PortsBishop at the residence of Mrs. Elvin
not be cured by Hall’s
FJeancase of Catarrh that cai
mouth, N. H., in 4 days, 15 hours; the
Staples, Maple street.
Catanh Cure.
and the
or A. Percy in 4 days, 18 hours;
p j CHEIiEY & CO Toledo, O
turn
ill
an
Elmer E. Thompson suffered
Samual J. Goucher a few lengths behind
We the undersigned, have known F. J. Cheney
doors tor tlie last t6 years, and believe him perfectly the Percy.
last week which confined him within
transaction and finanbusiness
in
all
honorable
at
several days. He is considerably better
able to carry out any obligations made by
a

11 Cent Sale
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particulars.

ABSOLUTELY PURE

6

a

and

Si

!Bakin^?owdcr

I|l

w

more

11

t/iinncoiii

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
Prices Paid Producer
Product Market.
>
50a76i Hay *> toil. 10.nOal4.iC
Apples *> bu.,
7 Hides 9 »,
484*
dried, 9 lb.
10
2.6H@2.76;I,anib 9 lb.
Beans, pea,
60
Yel’eyes,2.5002.76 Lamb 8kins,
8
24*26
lb.
Mutton
9
Butter 9 lb.
45
Beef, sides,dP lb, 6*iJ Oats tp bu., 32 lb,
70
Beef fore quarters, 4*o5J: Potatoes 9 bu.,
7
6UKeund Hog,
Bailey 9 bu.,
*•<»
I4al5straw 9 ton,
Cheese #Jb.
20*28
I3at4
lb,
Chicken p lb,
Turkey 9
*
lo Tallow 9 lb.
Calf Skills, per lb.
18 Veal IP lb,
Duck *3 lb,
9Sj®
20
22 Wool,unwashed,
fccgsipdoz..
4.00*4.50
12*13 Wood, hard,
Fowl 9 tb,
3.U0
18 Wood, soft.
Geese 13 lb,

A Doctors

is spending the winter.
There is quite a rush of customers at W.
J. Creamer’s store at present, our ladies
availing themselves of the “reduction sale"
which is to be held through this week. Our
merchants mean to be up-to-date in all

rniLfi

to

sworn

day of February, 1908.

before
R.

me

this

F.DVNTON
Notary Pul

Correct—Attest:
WM. B SWAN.
)
Dire*
THOMAS W.
CHAS. P. HAZELT1NE. )

PITCHER,}

Bangor, Maine, February 22,1908.
Notice ot First Meeting of Creditors.

|

District Court of the United States for the
District of Maine, Waldo Courny.

In the

I in ilie

W.

...

■■■

j

In

I

Hunt, Bankrupt.

iraiiKruprey.

Undertaking

|

cmliioi s of Johnson tv. Hunt of Burnham.
ami District aforesaid,
Ill the Ouiuy "f " ahlo,

To tin*

Bankrupt:
Notice is hereby given that

a

on the 4th day of
1>. 1908, the said ...son u. Hum
bankrupt; and that the first
he held at the office
meeting id his creditors will
Bank htiiiuing. Helof Duuton & Morse, savings
day of March, A f). 1908,
las Mauic o,, the
which tunc the
ten o’clock m tlie forenoon, at
said creditors may attend prove their-dann*. apthe bank in t and tranexamine
trustee,
a
point
as may property come
sact such other business
JOHN K mason,
meeting.
&
saio me
before
petore sabi
Keleree in Bankruptcy.
Maine, February 22,1908.

fauuarv

AND GOODS

A

wai liulv adjudicated

bth

lit

Bangor,

of Creditors.
Notice of First Meeting
District Court of the United States for tlie
Disirict of Maine. v\ aldo County.
A
I in
In the tnalter f ltuel
Bankruptcy.
I
Hollis, Bankrupt,
of Troy, in the
Hollis
A.
ltuel
of
To tlie creditors
Dlstiict aforesaid, a
county of Waldo and
Bankrupt:
ot
Notice is hereby given that on tlie 2lst day
ltuel A. Hollis was
December, A D. 1907. the said and
fhst
the
that
duly ad indicated bankrupt;
be held at the office
meeting of hi creditor swill Bank Biuldlug,
of Duuton & Morse havings
of March, A. D. 1908,
fast Maine, on the 13th day

-AT-

Spencer & Eaton's,
COLISEUM BUILDING, BELFAST

In the

at ten o’clock

in

the forenoon, at which time the

clainis apsaid creditors may a««enu prove their and trailpoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt
other
Let such
said
before

business

meeting.

“

h

n^tF'SPasoN

Kei'««e Banknildcy.
m

Bangor, Maine, February 22,1908.

tf9

Farm for Sale
NOKTHPOKT, MA1NK,
ol n
Containing 180 acres ol land, 40 acres
land sun
lug land, 60 acres ol pasture, high well
for sheep raising and other stock,
.>"
from springs, lemaindei in wood lane,
trees ill good condition. Ono stnry non'1;
wood house, and hard 7nx42, in good repair
of good water. Five miles from Kcliast, 4 >
this farm Is in
from the Camp Ground,
"
farm.
way suitable lor a stock
A

IN

liinnii

9tf

e

of

DAVID

Is. HUKKll
On the Premia

